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1. Introduction

With the explosive growth of smart phones and Internet-of-Things (IoT) services, the effective
support of seamless mobility for a variety of mobile devices and users is becoming one of the key
challenging issues. It is expected that the future Internet will be evolved toward ‘mobile-oriented’ [1].
In the mobile-oriented future internet (MOFI) environment, there will be a large number of mobile
devices and users with a variety of heterogeneous mobile, wireless, sensor and vehicular networks.

To provide mobility management, a lot of protocols have so far been proposed, which include
host identity protocol (HIP) [2], identifier-locator network protocol (ILNP) [3] and quick UDP internet
connection (QUIC) [4]. However, these works may not be enough to provide mobility management
in the MOFI environment. We may consider many recently proposed technologies, such as software
defined networking (SDN) [5]. It is noted that SDN can be effectively used to control the network
traffics by separating the control function from the packet data delivery function in the network.
We also need to consider a variety of mobile networks in the MOFI environment, which include flying
ad-hoc networks (FANET) [6] and connected vehicular networks [7].

2. The Present Issue

This special issue consists of seven papers that discuss how to enhance mobility management and
its associated performance in the MOFI environment. The first two papers deal with the architectural
design and experimentation of mobility management schemes, in which new schemes are proposed
and the real-world testbed experimentations are performed. The subsequent three papers focus on the
use of SDN for effective service provisioning in the MOFI environment, together with the real-world
practices and testbed experimentations. The remaining two papers discuss the network engineering
issues in the newly emerging mobile networks, such as FANET and connected vehicular networks.

In Reference [8], to overcome the drawbacks of the existing centralized mobility management
schemes, the MOFI architecture is designed, which includes the separation of data and control planes
for getting an optimal data path, and the distributed identifier–locator mapping control for alleviating
traffic overhead at a central agent. In this work, the validity of the MOFI architecture is evaluated
through the experimentations over the European Union (EU)–Korea testbed network. Reference [9]
proposes an enhanced mobility management scheme in the ILNP-based mobile networks, in which the
identifier-locators (ID-LOCs) mappings are managed in the fully distributed manner by using a mobile
dynamic domain name system (m-DDNS) server located in each domain.

The SDN technology can be used for performance enhancement in the MOFI environment.
Reference [10] presents an SDN-based quality of experience (QoE) control scheme for dynamic adaptive
streaming over HTTP/3 (DASH), using the quick UDP internet connection (QUIC) [4] for mobile devices
and users. Reference [11] discusses the testbed experimentations of SDN using SmartX boxes that are
distributed across multiple sites. Each SmartX box consists of several virtualized functions that are
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categorized into SDN and cloud functions. Multiple SmartX boxes are deployed and inter-connected
through SDN in the distributed environments. Reference [12] discusses the resource management
scheme in the mobile cloud environment, which exploits SDN to introduce a vendor-agnostic concept.

The MOFI environment may consist of various types of emerging mobile networks, such as
FANET and connected vehicular networks. FANET is an ad-hoc network for data transfer among
the unmanned aircrafts in the three-dimensional space. Reference [13] proposes a routing scheme for
FANET which can adapt to rapid changes in network topology and effectively improve the network
performance. In Reference [14], the connected vehicular networks are considered, in which a new
intersection signal control model is proposed based on vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication,
and the simulation analysis is made with the real-world data.

3. Future

A variety of research works have so far been made with some testbed experimentations in the
MOFI environment, as addressed in this special issue. However, some challenges still remain for
further study in the future. New architectural models for MOFI need to be investigated by considering
a variety of mobile devices/users for IoT services. The existing mobility management protocols, such
as HIP and ILNP, can be reviewed and compared to design a more effective mobility management
scheme. Some more testbed experimentations are also required for validation of the schemes for MOFI
in real-world networks. The relevant standardization activities need to be investigated and initiated,
if necessary, in the associated standards-defining organizations, such as ITU-T, ISO, JTC1, IETF, etc.
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Abstract: Today’s mobility management (MM) architectures, such as Mobile Internet Protocol (IP)
and Proxy Mobile IP, feature integration of data and control planes, as well as centralized mobility
control. In the existing architecture, however, the tight integration of the data and control planes
can induce a non-optimal routing path, because data packets are delivered via a central mobility
agent, such as Home Agent and Local Mobility Anchor. Furthermore, the centralized mobility control
mechanism tends to increase traffic overhead due to the processing of both data and control packets
at a central agent. To address these problems, a new Internet architecture for the future mobile
network was proposed, named Mobile-Oriented Future Internet (MOFI). The MOFI architecture was
mainly designed as follows: (1) separation of data and control planes for getting an optimal data
path; (2) distributed identifier–locator mapping control for alleviating traffic overhead at a central
agent. In this article, we investigate the validity of the MOFI architecture through implementation
and experimentations over the European Union (EU)–Korea testbed network. For this purpose, the
MOFI architecture is implemented using OpenFlow and Click Modular Router over a Linux platform,
and then it is evaluated over the locally and internationally configured EU–Korea testbed network.
In particular, we operate two realistic communication scenarios over the EU–Korea testbed network.
From the experimentation results, we can see that the proposed MOFI architecture can not only
provide the mobility management efficiently, but also support the backward compatibility for the
current IP version 6 (IPv6) applications and an Internet Protocol network.

Keywords: mobility management; architecture; implementation; experimentation; EU–Korea testbed

1. Introduction

As the current Internet architecture was designed for fixed network environments regardless of
mobile network environments, future Internet architectures for the emerging network environments
are widely discussed in recent research. Of those discussed, the incremental and clean-state approaches
mainly dominate the future Internet research. In the incremental approach, one state is moved to
another state with incremental patches, while, in the clean-slate approach, all the network stacks are
redesigned from scratch to offer better abstractions and improved performance, as well as providing
similar functionality based on new core principles [1]. In the past, Internet was wildly successful
using the incremental approach. However, due to the rapidly emerging mobility technologies, today’s
Internet architecture faces many challenges. As a result, the clean-slate approach began receiving much
attention to design the future Internet for mobile environments. However, applying the clean-slate

Electronics 2019, 8, 338; doi:10.3390/electronics8030338 www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics5
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approach to the current Internet infrastructure still incurs a deployment burden that requires the
replacement or update of all network devices including routers, switches, and even hosts. As a result,
in South Korea, research activities on future Internet architectures focus on Mobile-Oriented Future
Internet (MOFI) [2], which is a new mobility management architecture based on the incremental
approach. The great advantage of employing the incremental approach is that the new architecture
and Internet services developed on the new architecture can be easily deployed over the current
Internet infrastructure.

The MOFI architecture has three architectural components as follows: (1) host identifier and local
locator (HILL), (2) query-first data delivery (QFDD), and (3) dynamic and distributed mapping system
(DMS). Specifically, in HILL, each host has a globally unique host identifier (HID) for end-to-end
communications, whereas the locator (LOC) of a network router is locally used for packet delivery.
In QFDD, a location query is first executed before data delivery to obtain an optimal path between
two connected hosts. In DMS, the mapping information between hosts is managed in a dynamic,
distributed way. In order to provide compatibility with the existing Internet infrastructure, a host’s IP
address becomes a host identifier, and an access router’s IP address is used as a locator.

Because the MOFI architecture only modifies the network devices used as a switch and a regional
gateway for the data plane and a controller for the control plane, this design choice has a great
advantage for deployment. Specifically, the proposed MOFI architecture can operate in the existing
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) Internet environment without any modification of the existing
network infrastructure through LOC-based communications. Moreover, HID-based application
services also can be used as is by utilizing the existing network infrastructure. As a result, while other
architectures based on the clean-slate approach require the development and deployment burden
of necessary devices and application services, the newly proposed MOFI architecture based on the
incremental approach does not require any development of necessary application services and devices,
thereby enabling fast deployment of Internet services in the new Internet infrastructure.

To evaluate the superiority of the newly proposed architecture, the architecture needs to be
assessed through a set of simulations using NS3 [3] or OPNET [4] or real experiments on testbeds.
Considering the scale of the Internet, the architecture needs to be evaluated on large-scale testbeds
rather than simulations. Furthermore, because the MOFI architecture was developed in an incremental
way, it must ensure that the new architecture can provide compatibility between existing Internet
protocol stacks. To that end, we implemented the MOFI architecture on top of a Linux platform
and then constructed a testbed across Korea and the European Union (EU) for the evaluation. More
specifically, the data plane of the MOFI architecture was implemented using OpenFlow [5] and the
Click Modular Router [6]. The control plane of the MOFI architecture was implemented using the
OpenFlow, Click Modular Router, and UDP (User Datagram Protocol). This global testbed was
established for the verification of the MOFI architecture.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the technical background that
motivates our research. Section 3 summarizes an overview of the MOFI architecture. Section 4 presents
the implementation details of the MOFI architecture and the globally constructed testbed between EU
and Korea. Section 5 describes service scenarios and discusses the result demonstrated on the testbed.
Section 6 concludes this article.

2. Background

In the last decade, both incremental and clean-state approaches dominated the future Internet
research. In the incremental approach, a future Internet architecture is developed step by step based on
the prior Internet architecture and infrastructure and, thus, existing Internet infrastructures and services
can be used without any modification. The Internet was wildly successful using the incremental
approach, as shown in the example of Mobile IP [7,8].

On the other hand, in the clean-state approach, an Internet architecture is newly designed and
developed so as to maximize performance benefits. For example, the following research activities,
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including 4WARD [9–11], FIND (Future Internet Design) [12], MobilityFirst [13–15], GENI 9 (Global
Environment for Network Innovations) [16], NDN (Named Data Networking) [17] were conducted
based-on the clean-slate approach. 4WARD is an EU-initiated project that employed the concept of
network virtualization, and a total of 37 partners were involved. FIND and GENI are NSF (National
Science Foundation)-initiated projects to develop a new future Internet architecture. Through the GENI
project, a new infrastructure was provided, and, through the FIND project, the proposed architectures
were implemented and tested. To support new Internet features such as multicast, anycast, multi-path,
and context-aware services, the MobilityFirst architecture employed a clean-slate approach. More
recently, the NDN project was proposed to overcome the weakness of the current Internet architecture
and to provide emerging communication patterns.

However, applying the clean-slate approach to the current Internet infrastructure requires
additional development and deployment efforts. Thus, when moving toward future Internet, it
is challenging to determine the transitioning time that meets all the requirements of a newly designed
Internet architecture. In this article, we report our effort to construct a realistic testbed across the EU
and South Korea. In addition, we tested the MOFI architecture implemented in an incremental way. In
the discussion below, we describe our MOFI implementation and testbed construction in detail.

3. MOFI Architecture: Overview

3.1. Architectural Features

The Mobile-Oriented Future Internet (MOFI) architecture is an enhanced mobility management
architecture that solves the problems that the current Internet faces. Table 1 shows the comparison of
the current Internet’s problems and MOFI design principles.

Table 1. Internet problems versus Mobile-Oriented Future Internet (MOFI) design principles.

Problems of Current Internet
MOFI

Design Principles Functional Blocks

Internet Protocol (IP) address as both
identifier (ID) and locator (LOC)

Separation of host ID (HID) and
locator (LOC) Host identifier (HID) and

local locator (LOC)
(HILL)Address-based communication and

global routing
HID-based communication and

LOC-based local routing

Data-driven packet delivery with
non-optimal routes

LOC query before data delivery
for optimal routes

Query-first data delivery
(QFDD)

Static and centralized ID–LOC
mapping system

Distributed HID–LOC mapping
management

Distributed mapping
system
(DMS)

In the identifier–locator structure, the MOFI architecture uses the IP address of a host as host ID
(HID), the media access control (MAC) address of the switch (SW), and the IP address of the regional
gateway (R-GW), in which the host is attached as a locator (LOC).

Figure 1 shows a protocol model for the data delivery in MOFI. In this figure, the network layer
of MOFI is divided into the communication and delivery layer. The communication layer can be
implemented as a shim layer protocol between the transport and network layer. The HID field used
for end-to-end communication between two end hosts is contained in the identity header. The delivery
layer is divided into access delivery protocol (ADP) and backbone delivery protocol (BDP), which are
used to deliver data packets between end hosts. For intra-domain data delivery, each SW translates
ADPs. During this process, the identity header containing source and destination HIDs can be referred
to by the SW, in which the LOC query operation of DMS is executed. For the inter-domain data
delivery across different domains, each R-GW translates ADP to BDP. During this process, the identity
header is referred to by R-GW, in which the LOC query operation of DMS is performed.

7
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Figure 1. Protocol model for data delivery.

The data-driven packet delivery model used by current mobility protocols can induce non-optimal
routes. In MOFI, therefore, we adopted the query-first data delivery approach, in which the LOC
query operation is performed before transmitting data to find an optimal route between the two
communicating hosts. Figure 2 compares the data-driven packet delivery and the query-first data
delivery used in our approach.

Figure 2. Data-driven packet delivery versus query-first data delivery.

In the data-driven packet delivery depicted in Figure 2a a mobile host (MH) updates its care
of address (CoA) with LOC at the home agent (HA), when attached to a foreign agent (FA). The
correspondent host (CH) sends data packets to the HA, which forwards these packets to the MH via
the FA. However, this delivery mechanism can induce a non-optimal route. In Figure 2b, the HID and
LOC of the MH are registered with DMS in the mobile environment. When the CH sends a data packet
to the MH, a switch on the CH’s side finds the LOC of the MH using the LOC query operation with
DMS. Then, finally, the data packet is directly delivered to the MH. This data delivery mechanism
provides better routing paths.

Figure 3 shows a hash-based distributed HID–LOC mapping management model used in the
MOFI architecture. In the figure, each domain has its distributed mobility controller (DMC) for the
mapping management information of mobile hosts. A selected DMC (S-DMC) is determined for each
host using a hash function; for example, a simple modulo operation (%) can be used to determine the
S-DMC for a host, such as “(HID of the host) % (the number of DMCs in the Internet)”. Once S-DMC
is determined for a specific host, the associated HID–LOC mapping information for the host will be
maintained by the S-DMC.

8
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Figure 3. Distributed host identifier–locator (HID–LOC) mapping management in Mobile-Oriented
Future Internet (MOFI) architecture.

Table 2 gives an overview of caches and registers used in MOFI. For each data and control plane,
MOFI uses the following caches and registers: local binding cache (LBC), data forwarding cache
(DFC), local mapping register (LMR), and serving mapping register (SMR). In the control plane, DMC
maintains an HID–LOC mapping table (i.e., LMR) for its local host and SMR containing the domain
information associated with each HID. In the data plane, SW and R-GW maintain the DFC that is
updated by an LOC query operation for data forwarding. To operate HID–LOC mapping control, the
operation is classified into the two operations: HID–LOC binding operations and LOC query operation
for data delivery. These operations are described in the upcoming sections.

Table 2. Caches and registers. SW—switch; R-GW—regional gateway; DMC—distributed
mobility controller.

Category Entity Cache/Register Usage

Data plane
SW

Local binding cache (LBC) Data forwarding (Host ↔ SW)

Data forwarding cache (DFC) Data forwarding (SW ↔ SW, SW ↔ R-GW)

R-GW Data forwarding cache (DFC) Data forwarding (R-GW ↔ R-GW)

Control plane DMC
Local mapping register (LMR) HID–LOC mapping control (intra)

Serving mapping register (SMR) HID–LOC mapping control (hash-based)

3.2. HID–LOC Mapping Control Operations

In MOFI, the HID–LOC mapping control is divided into two operations including HID–LOC
binding and LOC query. Furthermore, the LOC query operates in two modes—intra- and inter-domain.
Thus, in this article, we discuss the three following cases: an HID–LOC binding operation, an LOC
query operation in intra-domain, and an LOC query operation in inter-domain.

With the network attachment of a host, the HID–LOC binding operation is initiated. As described
in Figure 4, during the binding operation, the HID of the host is registered with the SW attached to the
host. Then, the SW updates the LBC with a message received from the host to record the HID of the
host. Then, the SW sends an HID binding request (HBR) message to the DMC that the host belongs
to. At the same time, the DMC receives the HBR message from the SW. The DMC updates its LMR
and finds the selected DMC (S-DMC) that is selected for the host. In the case that the DMC becomes
the S-DMC, the DMC sends an HBR message to the S-DMC. This HBR message contains the HID of
the host and the LOC of SW. After successful HID–LOC binding, the S-DMC updates its SMR and
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responds to the DMC with an HID binding acknowledgement (ACK) (HBA) message, which is also
forwarded to the host through the SW.

Figure 4. HID–LOC binding operations.

Figure 5 shows the intra-domain LOC query operations for data delivery. Once a data packet
arrives from send host (SH), the SW (SW@A-1) sends an LOC query request (LQR) message to the
DMC. Then, the DMC finds the receive host (RH)’s S-DMC using a hash function, and forwards the
LQR message to the S-DMC. Upon receiving the LQR message from the DMC, the S-DMC looks up the
SMR and responds to the DMC using the LOC query ACK (LQA) message. When the DMC receives
the LQA message from the S-DMC, the DMC forwards it to the SW (SW@A-3) which belongs to the
RH. When the SW of the RH receives the LQR message from the SW of the SH, the SW of the RH
updates its DFC and looks up the LBC. After the LBC look-up, the SW of the RH responds to the SW
of the SH through the DMC. When receiving the LQA message, the SW of the SH updates its DFC.
Finally, the SW of the SH can exchange data packets with the SW of the RH through an optimal path.

Figure 5. Intra-domain LOC query operations for data delivery.

Figure 6 shows inter-domain LOC query operations for data delivery, in which the RH exists in
its own network domain with the S-DMC. The inter-domain LOC query operation is the same as the
intra-domain LOC query operation until the SH’s DMC sends an LQR message to the S-DMC. On
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receiving the LQR message, the S-DMC looks up the LMR and recognizes the existence of the RH
in the same network. In this case, the S-DMC is the same as the DMC of the RH and sends an LQR
message to the RH’s SW. Receiving the LQR message from the RH’s DMC, RH’s SW looks up the LBC
and updates the DFC with the received LQR message. The RH’s SW responds to the LQA message
to the RH’s DMC. When the RH’s DMC receives the LQA message, the RH’s DMC sends an LOC
update request (LUR) message to its R-GW to update the R-GW’s DFC. Then, the R-GW updates its
DFC and responds to its DMC by sending an LOC update ACK (LUA) message. As a result, both data
and control planes can be completely separated. Then, the RH’s DMC sends an LQA message to the
SH’s DMC. Once the SH’s DMC receives the LQA message, the SH’s DMC can exchange the LUR and
LQA messages with its GW to update the DFC. After that, the SH’s DMC sends the LQA message to
the SH’s SW. Upon receiving the LQA message, the SH’s SW updates its DFC. Finally, the SH’s SW can
exchange data packets being sent to the RH’s SW through the optimal path that includes the R-GWs.

Figure 6. Inter-domain LOC query operations for data delivery (case 1).

Figure 7 shows inter-domain LOC query operations for data delivery. In this case, the RH and
S-DMC exist in different network domains. The inter-domain LOC query operation is the same as the
intra-domain LOC query operation until the SH’s DMC receives an LQA message from the S-DMC.
Upon receiving the LQA message, the SH’s DMC sends an LQR message to the RH’s DMC. When
the RH’s DMC receives the LQR message from the SH’s DMC, it is the same as the inter-domain LOC
query operations, in which the RH exists in its own network with the S-DMC.

3.3. Data and Control Packets

In MOFI, the HID is constructed with 2 bytes of a prefix, 4 bytes of a domain identifier, and
10 bytes of a subscriber identifier, as shown in Figure 8. The prefix field is not used in the current
implementation. The domain identifier field is used for identifying a domain associated with the HID
or a host. MOFI uses an autonomous system number (ASN) as a domain ID. For a 4-byte representation
of a legacy 2-byte ASN, the first 2 bytes are set to “0” [18]. A subscriber identifier is allocated to each
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host by a domain administrator. Each domain can use this field as a “sub-domain ID” depending on
its policy for HID management.

Figure 7. Inter-domain LOC query operations for data delivery (case 2).

Figure 8. HID format.

The identity header is newly defined for the end-to-end data communication between two hosts.
It is not responsible for data delivery or routing. That is, the HID contained in the identity header is
not used for routing data packets in the network. Instead, it is used for the end-to-end communication
using an upper layer transport layer protocol and a socket interface with an application program. In
MOFI, the identity header format was designed to provide backward compatibility with the current
IPv6 header, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Identity header format.
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The identity header is similar to the current IPv6 header. The only difference is the absence of a
traffic class, flow label, and hop limit. Instead, those fields are reserved. The version field is compatible
with the current IP version. Next, the reserved field is set to 0. The payload length field is the length of
the payload (in bytes) following this identity header. The next header field is the same with the next
header of thIPv6 header. Furthermore, the second reserved field is reserved for the future use. The
source HID and destination HID fields are used for HIDs of the source and destination.

Figure 10 shows the structure of data packets. For data delivery, each host constructs a data
packet with the identity. For intra-domain access network delivery, an original packet is encapsulated
by adding the ADP header. For inter-domain backbone network delivery, each R-GW translates an
ADP header into a BDP header. In this article, the format of the ADP header is a MAC header, while
the format of the BDP header is an IPv4 header.

Figure 10. Structure of data packets.

In the control plane, there are six packets for HID–LOC mapping control. Table 3 shows the list of
the control messages used in MOFI.

Table 3. Control messages. ACK—acknowledgement.

Message Full Name Encoding From To

HBR HID Binding Request 0000 0000 Host or R-GW R-GW or DMC
HBA HID Binding ACK 0000 0001 DMC or R-GW R-GW or Host
LQR LOC Query Request 0000 0010 SW or DMC DMC or SW
LQA LOC Query ACK 0000 0011 SW or DMC DMC or SW
LUR LOC Update Request 0000 0100 DMC R-GW
LUA LOC Update ACK 0000 0101 R-GW DMC

In MOFI, HBR and HBA messages are used for updating HID binding information between a host
and R-GW. The LQR and LQA messages are used for LOC query operations for finding an optimal
route. The LUR and LUA messages are used for updating the DFC for data delivery.

Each control message is encapsulated into a transport layer protocol that has a 20-byte common
header and variable length parameters, as illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Structure of the control message.

Figure 12 shows the common header format. The message type is an encoding value of the
message shown in Table 3. The flag is used for various flags, which are described for each message.
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The total length field is the length of the message in bytes, including a common header and parameters.
The HID field is the HID of the host associated with the corresponding message.

Figure 12. Common header format (20 bytes).

Each control message has a parameter, depending on the case. If there is a parameter in the control
message, its type-length-value (TLV) format is as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Parameter type-length-value (TLV) format.

In the figure, the parameter type field is an encoding value of the parameter that has either an
HID (0000 0000) or LOC (0000 0001). The priority field indicates the priority of this parameter when
two or more parameters are contained. Specifically, “0” represents that no priority is given, and “1”
represents the highest priority, whereas “255” is the lowest one. The parameter length field is the
length of this parameter in bytes. Finally, the parameter value has an assigned variable size for the
HID or LOC.

4. MOFI Implementation

We implemented the MOFI architecture using OpenFlow [16] and Click Modular Router [17] over
a Linux platform. Next, we describe implementation details.

4.1. Host

Firstly, we set up two hosts. One was a personal computer (PC)-based host and the other was an
Android-based host. Due to the page limitations, however, we only describe the PC-based host in this
article. Figure 14 shows a protocol stack and its connection with other entities.

Figure 14. Protocol stack of host and connection with other entities.

In the figure, the host reuses the IPv6 protocol stack as an identity stack for backward compatibility.
Thus, it is possible to use traditional socket interfaces for application programming. The locator field is
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used for packet delivery between a host and SW, which is used by a traditional MAC protocol stack.
The host exchanges the data packet and HID binding operation with the SW. We implemented the
HBR and HBA messages using raw socket APIs for the Internet Control Message Protocol version 6
(ICMPv6) protocol.

4.2. Switch

For the implementation of the SW, we used OpenFlow that was built on top of OpenVSwitch.
Figure 15 shows the protocol stack of the SW and its connection with other entities.

Figure 15. Protocol stack of the switch (SW) and connection with other entities.

SW translates a protocol (LOC) by changing the MAC header and uses an OpenFlow network.
The SW exchanges the HID binding update operation and sends data packets to the R-GW through
the OpenFlow network and performs the LOC query operation for the DMC through the OpenFlow
control channel. In the OpenFlow network, the LOC query operation is replaced by the packet-in and
packet-out messages.

4.3. R-GW

For the implementation of the R-GW, we used OpenFlow and Click Modular Router. Figure 16
shows the protocol stack of the R-GW and its connection with other entities.

Figure 16. Protocol stack of the regional gateway (R-GW) and connection with other entities.

The R-GW translates the protocol (LOC) by changing the MAC and an IPv4 headers and uses an
OpenFlow network with the SW and DMC. The R-GW exchanges the HID binding update operation,
sends data packets to the SW through the OpenFlow network, and performs the LOC query operation
and HID binding update operation for the DMC through the UDP socket API. We used Click Modular
Router to translate the LOC header of data packets, as well as to encapsulate and de-capsulate the HID
binding update and LOC query message to a UDP packet.

Figure 17 shows how a packet of the Click Modular Router at the R-GW is processed. In this
figure, the R-GW has three network interfaces named INT I/F, Control I/F, and EXT I/F. INT I/F
stands for an internal interface, which is connected to SWs via an OpenFlow data channel using an
IPv6 network. Control I/F stands for a control interface, which is connected to the DMC through the
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OpenFlow control channel using the IPv4 network. Finally, EXT I/F stands for an external interface,
which is connected to other R-GWs through the Internet. Upon receiving a packet from the SW, the
INT I/F forwards it to the Classifier(), which classifies the packet to an IPv6 Neighbor Discovery
Solicitation (IPv6 NDS), IPv6 Neighbor Advertisement (IPv6 NDA), IPv4, or IPv6 packet. An IPv6
NDS packet is forwarded to the IP6NDadvertisement element, while an IPv6 NDA packet is forwarded
to the IP6NDSolicitor element. Then, they return to the INT I/F. An IPv4 packet is stripped to the
MAC header and IPv4 header by the Strip(). After that, Click Modular Router adds an IP and a
UDP header through UDPIPEncap(). To construct and encapsulate a MAC header, the packet is sent to
ARPQuerier() and the DMC through the Control I/F.

Figure 17. Processing a packet at the R-GW using Click Modular Router.

An IPv6 packet is also stripped to the MAC header by Strip(). After that, if it is a data packet,
it is forwarded to LOCQuerier() that is implemented for performing the LOC query operation and
encapsulating the packet to IPv4 to forward another R-GW through the Internet. LOCQuerier()

searches the DFC to find the LOC of RH. If there is no RH LOC at the DFC, it performs the LOC
query operation for the DMC. To perform the LOC query operation, LOCQuerier() makes the LQR
message and forwards it to UDPIPEncap() to construct the IP and UDP header. Then, the message is
forwarded to the DMC through the Control I/F. DMC processes the LQR message and relays the LQA
message to the R-GW through the Control I/F. The Control I/F forwards all receiving packets to the
Classifier(), which classifies the packet into IPv4 ARP and others. The ARP packet is forwarded
to ARPQuerier(). An LQA message is forwarded to LOCQuerier(). When receiving an LQA message,
LOCQuerier() records the RH’s HID and the RH’s LOC to the DMC. At the same time, it constructs and
encapsulates a MAC header. If the RH’s LOC exists at the DFC, the LOC query operation is omitted and
LOCQuerier() is performed to construct and encapsulate a data packet. Then, the constructed packet
is sent to ARPQuerier() and to another R-GW through the EXT I/F. Contrariwise, receiving a packet
from another R-GW, EXT I/F forwards it to the Classifier(), which classifies the packet as IPv4
ARP and others. The ARP packet is forwarded to ARPQuerier(). Another packet is classified by the
IPClassifier() into data, or ICMPv6 or IPv6 packets. The data packet is stripped to the encapsulated
header at Strip(). Then, through GetIP6Address(), its IPv6 header is marked. To construct and
encapsulate an MAC header, the packet is sent to the IP6DNSolicitor() element and it is sent to the
SW through the INT I/F.
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In the R-GW, we implemented LOCQuerier(), which maintains its DFC using cache
memory, performs an LOC query operation, and encapsulates data packets. Figure 18 shows
LOCQuerier()’s architecture.

Figure 18. LOCQuerier() element’s architecture.

To implement LOCQuerier(), we referred the ARPQuerier() element that handles all the data
packets arriving at the R-GW. The argument timeout should be the timer of the DFC cache expiration.
There are two input ports and three output ports. Packets arriving at input 0 should be stripped data
packets and must have a destination HID. If a DFC cache for the destination HID already exists, the
data packets are sent to the inter-domain or intra-domain in accordance with their destination HID. If
a DFC cache does not exist, data packets are saved and an LQR message is sent instead. Then, an LQA
message should include the LOC of the destination. At the same time, a DFC cache is created, and
it saves HID–LOC mapping information. The DFC cache is automatically deleted after one second
because of the expiration timeout.

For inter-domain communications, a data packet is encapsulated by LOCQuerier() into an IPv4
header and is encapsulated by ARPQuerier() into a MAC header.

4.4. DMC

For the implementation of the DMC, we used OpenFlow, which uses a Ryu controller because of
the IPv6 support. Figure 19 shows the connection of the DMC with other entities.

Figure 19. Connection of the distributed mobility controller (DMC) with other entities.

DMC exchanges an HID binding update and an LOC query operation to the R-GW using UDP
through an OpenFlow control channel and an LOC query operation to the SW through an OpenFlow
control channel, which is located in the intra-domain. Within the DMC, they exchange an HID binding
update and an LOC query operation through the UDP. If the DMC receives an HBR/LQR, it determines
the destination of the packet, which may be itself or another DMC. Then, the HBR/LQR message
is forwarded to the determined destination. In the HBR message’s case, the DMC updates its SMR
table and creates an HBA message to notify the result of the HBR message. In the case of an LQR
message, the DMC searches an SMR table to find the HID–LOC mapping information and creates an
LQA message containing the HID–LOC mapping information. At that time, the DMC sends the LQA
messages in response to the LQR message.

In MOFI, we assigned OpenFlow entities to the MOFI register and cache because they perform
the same role in a network. Table 4 summarizes the entity mapping between OpenFlow and the
MOFI implementation.
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Table 4. Entity mapping between OpenFlow and the MOFI implementation.

OpenFlow MOFI Implementation

Flow table
(OpenVSwitch) DFC@SW

Flow table
(Ryu controller) LMR

Packet-in/out/Flow Mod LQR/LQA
(Intra-domain)

The flow table of the Ryu controller is mapped to the DMC’s LMR and the flow table of
OpenVSwitch is mapped to the DFC of the SW. In the OpenFlow network, the packet-in, packet-out,
and flow-mod message set up the route to deliver a data path and, hence, we use these messages to
perform the LOC query operation in the MOFI architecture. Through this process, we can reduce
the consumption of network resources by avoiding duplicated operations, as well as by reducing the
programming burden.

5. MOFI Experimentations on EU–Korea Testbed

The interconnection of Europe and South Korea takes advantage of the GÉANT [19] network in
Europe, while the respective KOREN [20] and KREONET [21] are used in South Korea. The GÉANT
and KOREN/KREONET are interconnected via TEIN3 [22] and TEIN4 [23].

The first pilot evaluated in this paper was an identity-based communication. Physically
distributed sensors across European countries continuously generate data and then they are streamed
to South Korea. Because sensors are highly mobile (e.g., portable sensors attached to moving hosts),
they cannot be identified using the traditional IP addressing mechanism. The communications between
Europe and South Korea sites are achieved using a host identifier, while IP addresses are only used
in an inter-domain area. When a host enters the range of a new switch (SW), the sensor data are
forwarded to the new SW by a location management function operated by OpenFlow controller. Each
host is able to start a sensor data streaming service with every host, whether located in Europe or South
Korea, where the sensor data can be forwarded constantly and seamlessly. This service is orchestrated
by another OpenFlow controller. In this scenario, the OpenFlow controller is named a distributed
mobility controller (DMC).

Another pilot was a content-based communication. In this scenario, a content-based architecture
was implemented using SDN technologies on top of Europe and South Korea testbeds. The
utilized resources were interconnected including Layer 2 intercontinental virtual links, based on
GEANT–GLORAID–KREONET services. Wireless devices laying in the Europe testbed are connected
to a content-based network in South Korea, and content identifiers are used instead of IPs. The goal
of this innovation is to use identifiers only to specify the content itself, unlike an IP address which
specifies the location of a content. Each content is placed on multiple sides of the South Korea testbed.
The target of the content-based architecture follows the content from the most appropriate side to
the requesting wireless device, while the streaming over the Europe wireless mesh is based on a
backpressure routing scheme.

In the following section, we discuss the identity-based communication scenario that uses the
MOFI architecture in detail. Then, we evaluate the MOFI architecture by constructing the testbeds in
Europe and South Korea.

5.1. Testbed Configuration

In the discussion below, we describe the experiments conducted over the testbed.
Figure 20 shows testbed configurations for the experiments. There were three network domains

as follows: one was located at KNU (Kyungpook National University), another was located at
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ETRI (Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute), and the last one was located at UMU
(Universidad de Murcia). On the Korea side, KNU and ETRI sites are connected via KOREN [20] and
KREONET [21]. On the EU side, UMU uses the GAIA network. Korea and the EU are connected via
TEIN4 [23]. For the experiments, we used Ubuntu 12.04 and Linux kernel 3.5.0.23-generic version.
To support the MOFI HID, we used OpenFlow 1.3 version, OpenVswitch, and Ryu controller. Each
domain has a unique AS (Autonomous System) number. KNU was assigned to 0 × 2744, and ETRI
was assigned to 0 × 0EA4. However, because the UMU site was not assigned yet, it used ETRI’s AS
number temporarily.

Figure 20. Testbed configuration for the MOFI evaluation.

Each domain had the same intra-domain network architecture except for hardware specifications,
as shown in Figure 21. The host had a globally unique HID that was connected to the SW through
an IPv6 network to deliver data packets and HID binding messages. To support a wireless network,
we used an access point, and the SW also supported multiple hosts. The SW used OpenVSwitch
and had three interfaces. The first interface was the OpenFlow controller of this domain, which was
connected to the DMC. It used an IPv4 network to transmit an OpenFlow control message instead of
an LOC query operation, in which the interface used a 192.168.1.2 IP address. Otherwise, the other two
interfaces used an IPv6 network to forward data packets and HID binding messages to other entities.
These interfaces did not have an IPv6 address because they configured the OpenFlow network. One
interface was connected to the host, while another one was connected to the R-GW to communicate
between other domain hosts and to perform an HID binding operation, which used a MAC header
as the LOC. The R-GW used OpenVSwitch and Click Modular Router and also had three interfaces.
One was connected to the DMC and used an IPv4 network to transmit OpenFlow control messages,
HID binding messages, and LOC query messages. It used an IP address of 192.168.1.3. To perform
an HID binding operation and an LOC query operation, it used a Click Modular router to translate
HID binding messages and to send LOC query messages. The other interface used an IPv6 network
to transmit the data packets and HID binding messages to the SW, the interface of which had an
IPv6 address of 2020::99:99:99:99 as a default gateway. The last interface used a public IPv4 network
to transmit data packets to other domains. These communications could be achieved by the LOC
translation using the Click Modular router. The DMC had two interfaces. One was connected to the SW
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and R-GW to transmit OpenFlow control messages, HID binding messages, and LOC query messages.
The other was connected to other DMCs belonging in a different domain. Thus, it used a public IPv4
network. To transmit HID binding messages and LOC query messages, the DMC used a UDP socket.

Figure 21. Intra-domain network architecture.

To evaluate our MOFI implementation, each domain had different testbed configurations. KNU
and UMU sites consisted of PCs as the SW, R-GW, and DMC. Otherwise, the ETRI site consisted
of blade servers to construct the SW, R-GW, and DMC. The hosts located at KNU and ETRI used a
laptop-based host. On the other hand, UMU used a PC-based host. In addition, ETRI use smartphone-,
tablet-, and TV-based hosts to demonstrate an N-Screen scenario.

5.2. Validation of MOFI Implementations

For the validation of MOFI, we constructed a small testbed locally located at KNU and
experimented on the implemented MOFI architecture. Some test scenarios were used for the evaluation.
Firstly, Host 1 and Host 2 were attached to each domain. Two applications were used for the
validation. One was a UDP echo server/client. Another was a video streaming service. In the
UDP echo server/client, Host 1 was a UDP echo server and Host 2 was a UDP echo client. For the
streaming service, Host 2 begins receiving the video data traffic from Host 1. To validate the MOFI
implementation, we captured the data and control packets that flew in the testbed network using
Wireshark [24]. Figure 22 shows the testbed configuration for validation. There were two domains
inter-connected by the KOREN backbone network.

In the testbed network, Host 1 was a video streaming server and Host 2 was a VLC player [25].
Host 1 and 2 used 2014::11:11:11:11 and 2014::22:22:22:22 for their HIDs, respectively. As for the LOC,
an MAC address was used for the intra-domain communication. On the other hand, a public IPv4
address (155.230.23.183 and 155.230.23.186) was used as the LOC for inter-domain communications.
For an OpenFlow control path, we used a private IPv4 address (192.168.1.x). On the other hand, the
control path between DMCs used public IPv4 addresses (155.230.23.184 and 155.230.23.185). In the
figure, the control path represents the route used for HID–LOC binding and LOC update operations in
the MOFI architecture. Figure 23 shows a snapshot of the testbed described in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Validation testbed network configuration.

Figure 23. Testbed snapshot for validation.

With this testbed, we validated our MOFI implementation. In the figure, the left side is domain 1
and the right side is domain 2. They had similar network configurations with one mobile host (MH),
SW, R-GW, and DMC in each domain. R-GWs and DMCs were interconnected by the KOREN network
for inter-domain communications. Each domain was an OpenFlow network.

Figure 24 shows packet capturing results flowing from Host 2 at domain 2. In this figure, Host 1
and 2 use 2014::11:11:11:11 and 2014::22:22:22:22. The HID header is represented as an IPv6 header
because Wireshark does not support the MOFI architecture. However, we can know that the MOFI
HID header and IPv6 header are interoperable between each other at the application layer, and they
use a similar packet format. Moreover, we can know that the application program is compatible with
both the MOFI architecture and an IPv6 network.

Figure 25 shows the packet capturing result flowing from the R-GW of domain 1 to the R-GW of
domain 2. In this figure, we can see that LOCs were translated along the path since the Click Modular
Router of R-GW performed the protocol translation by encapsulating the LOC header. While MAC and
IPv6 headers were used as LOC and HID, respectively, R-GWs used 155.230.23.186 and 155.230.23.183
as LOCs (public IP addresses). Furthermore, the packet size was larger than the Pv4 header size (20
bytes) because R-GW encapsulated an IPv4 header into an LOC header. We can also see that a MAC
header was successfully translated. In the meantime, HIDs of Host 1 and Host 2 did not change during
the data delivery.
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Figure 24. Packet capture (at host 2).

Figure 25. Packet capture (at the R-GW of domain 1).

To validate the control plane operation, we used Wireshark to capture control packets at the R-GW
and DMC. Figure 26 shows the packet capturing result for the LOC query operations between the
R-GW and DMC.

Figure 26. Packet capture (between the R-GW and DMC).

In the figure, we can see that the source address and port number was 192.168.1.3:6002, and
the destination address and port number was 192.168.1.4:7001. Then, the message used UDP. This
means that the messages were generated by the Click Modular Router of the R-GW for the LOC query
operation, while the OpenFlow control messages used transmission control protocol (TCP). The packet
involved LQR messages to query the LOC of the RH to the designated DMC of the RH.
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Figure 27 shows the packet capturing result between DMCs. From the figure, a packet is
transmitted from the DMC of domain 2 (155.230.23.185) to the DMC of domain 1 (155.230.23.184). We
realized that all the packets were LQA messages because Host 1 sent data packets to Host 2 in the test
scenario and, thus, the LOC query operation was performed for the DMC of domain 1 to the DMC of
domain 2. Moreover, because LQA messages had four parameters to store the HID and LOC of the SH
and RH, they were larger than other control messages. The actual packet size was the biggest when
compared with other control packets shown in Figure 26, Figure 28, and Figure 29.

Figure 27. Packet capture (between DMCs).

Figure 28. Packet capture (at the R-GW of domain 2).

Figure 29. Packet capture (at R-GW of domain 1).
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Figure 28 shows the packet capturing result for the HID binding operation of Host 2. In the figure,
we can see that the destination address was 2014::99:99:99:99. This was because the host could not
know the destination address to perform the HID binding update operation when attached to a new
network. Thus, we supposed that all R-GWs should have a bridge interface (br0) to be the destination
of the HID binding update message, for which the address was 2014::99:99:99:99. To perform the HID
binding operation, we implemented an Internet Control Message Protocol version 6 (ICMPv6) message
using raw socket APIs, because ICMPv6 has several options such as the neighbor discovery protocol
(NDP). Thus, we concluded the ICMPv6 message to perform the HID binding operation. An ICMPv6
message was extended to perform the HID binding operation between a host and the R-GW. For this
purpose, we assigned the type as 200, which means private experimentation, and we implemented
an ICMP message body as an HBR/HBA message. Because of using ICMPv6 and supporting the
backward compatibility between HID and IPv6, we were able to implement the MOFI architecture
while still allowing the use of the existing IPv6 network and IPv6 applications.

Figure 29 shows the packet capturing result between the R-GW and the DMC for the HID binding
operation of Host 1. From the figure, we can see the source address and its port. Then, the messages
used UDP for the transmission. Unlike LQR messages, these messages were not generated by the Click
Modular Router of the R-GW. Upon receiving HBR messages from the Host, they were encapsulated
by the Click Modular Router of R-GW for the HID binding operation and they were forwarded to their
own DMC.

5.3. N-Screen Scenario

We chose an N-Screen application to demonstrate the superiority of the MOFI architecture since
this service scenario occurs frequently and it shows the service mobility scenario. When a user
returns home from outside, the video still streams to the smart phone. At the time a user enters the
house, various screens are discovered, for example, television (TV), tablet, etc. These screens perform
negotiation processes with each other and share the HID. At this point, the smart phone selects another
destination screen that will receive the ongoing video stream. Since the MOFI GW maintains its
mapping table that maps each screen’s HID to its LOC, the selected screen is assigned the same HID
and the video is directly forwarded to the desired screen through the GW.

For this purpose, we implemented the N-Screen application based on an Android system and
constructed two domains at the ETRI site. There are two domains that are interconnected by the
KREONET backbone network. Furthermore, we used one domain of the KNU site for the server
side of the N-Screen scenario; the video stream initiated a server located at KNU and video clients
located at ETRI, and we could observe the media data being streamed through the network, which
was inter-connected by the EU–Korea network.

Figure 30 shows the testbed for the N-Screen scenario at the ETRI site. There were three screens
as follows: the first one was a controller, and the others were screens. There were two screen types for
the demonstration. One was a TV using a Universal Serial Bus (USB) dongle based on Android, and
the other was a tablet. The controller used the smartphone. For the experiment, Figure 31 shows the
controller and two screens.

Firstly, we demonstrated the handover scenario from domain 2 to domain 1. For this scenario,
we used the controller as a host device. In this service mobility scenario, the controller was already
connected to the MOFI domain 2. Figure 32 shows the inter-domain handover of the controller.

From the figure, the left side shows a screenshot before the handover and the right side shows a
screenshot after the handover. We implemented that the user interface of controller can choose one
of two access points connected to each domain. In this experiment, we carried out the handover by
selecting another access point. Even though we observed handover delay, the handover scenario was
successfully performed.
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Figure 30. Testbed snapshot for the N-Screen scenario.

Figure 31. Testbed snapshot for the N-Screen scenario.

Figure 32. Inter-domain handover scenario.

Next, we demonstrated the N-Screen scenario. Using the controller, we selected a screen to play
the movie clip. Figure 33 shows screenshots of our N-Screen experiment. The registered screens at the
controller are displayed in a list, and a user can then choose one to play. Through the experiment, we
could see that a movie clip was properly played on the screen when it was selected. Since screens 1
and 2 were connected to the same domain, it was possible to verify intra-domain handover through
this scenario.
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Figure 33. N-Screen scenario.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we presented a new mobility management architecture for a future mobile network.
The new architecture features the separation of data and control planes, as well as a novel distributed
HID–LOC mapping control. We implemented the architecture using OpenFlow and Click Modular
Router over a Linux platform and tested the implemented architecture over the EU–Korea testbed
network for validation.

To evaluate the proposed architecture, we implemented OpenFlow and Click Modular Router
over a Linux platform, and then we validated it using a local testbed. Moreover, we performed the
evaluation over an internationally configured EU–Korea testbed network. In particular, we operated
the realistic service scenario over the EU–Korea testbed network using an N-Screen scenario. Using
various screens for streaming a movie clip, the mobility and the service scenario of the proposed
architecture were shown. In the intra-domain mobility event (changing the screen using a controller),
there was no observable impact on the streaming session. On the other hand, in the inter-domain
mobility event (moving to another domain), although the LOC changed, the HID was able to
communicate constantly, and it could be confirmed that there was slight handover latency due to LOC
change. However, since the service uses ID-based communication, there is no need to disconnect the
service or make a new connection for the service. In order to provide a seamless streaming service,
the MOFI control plane performs mapping of each host’s HID to a specific LOC, and it updates this
mapping information and creates the flows that will forward the traffic to the new location. After
updating the mapping information, streaming data are forwarded to the new domain network to
which the client is now attached.

In particular, the proposed architecture could provide mobility management without any
modification of the current Internet architecture. Furthermore, we showed that the implemented
architecture can support backward compatibilities with current IPv6 applications and Internet
Protocol networks.
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As a future research direction, we will consider integrating security and mobility functionality
into the proposed architecture. Because our first goal was to provide an architecture that functions
with basic network features, we focused on designing and evaluating the basic architecture. As future
research directions, we will firstly address security and mobility issues that were not fully considered
in the current design. Also, we will evaluate our architecture with various user scenarios, because
Internet services are becoming more dynamic and diverse. Finally, we plan to integrate the concept of
virtualization in the next MOFI architecture.
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Abstract: In the Identifier Locator Network Protocol (ILNP) networks, the existing mobility control
schemes based on the centralized entity, called the Dynamic Domain Name Service (DDNS) server,
such that all the control traffic is processed at the DDNS server. However, the centralized mobility
schemes have significant limitations, such as control traffic overhead at the server and large handover
delay. In order to resolve these issues, we propose a new mobility control scheme for ILNP networks,
which manages the identifier-locators (ID-LOCs) in the fully distributed manner. In our scheme, each
domain has a dedicated mobile DDNS (m-DDNS) server at the site border router (SBR). The m-DDNS
server maintains two databases; i.e., home host register (HHR) and visiting host register (VHR),
to support the roaming of mobile hosts. When a mobile host roams into a domain, the m-DDNS
server in the visiting domain registers the host’s ID-LOC in the VHR and requests the update of HHR
to the m-DDNS server in the home domain. Since the m-DDNS servers communicate each other
directly, the ID-LOC mappings are managed without involvement of any central entities. We analyzed
our proposed mobility scheme via numerical analysis and compared its performance with those
of existing schemes. Numerical results showed that our scheme outperforms the existing mobility
control schemes substantially in terms of control traffic overhead at the servers, total transmission
delay and handover delay.

Keywords: ILNP; mobility management; identifier-locator; mobile network; roaming

1. Introduction

With the advent of smart phones and various smart devices, the number of mobile users on the
Internet is increasing explosively. This mobile trend has caused the rapid growth of the routing table
size in routers [1,2]. To tackle the routing scalability issue, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
has proposed the Identifier Locator Network Protocol (ILNP) protocol [3,4], which operates based on
the address rewriting scheme. Under the ILNP, the identifier (ID) of a host is separated from its locator
(LOC). Specifically, in the IPv6 address of 128 bits, the upper 64 bits are used for LOC and the lower
64 bits are used for ID. Then the Dynamic Domain Name System (DDNS) [5] server maps the ID onto
the LOC for each mobile host.

For the ILNP-based networks, a mobility control scheme was proposed in [3,6–17], where
individual mobile hosts conduct the binding and query operations with the DDNS server. We call the

Electronics 2020, 9, 58; doi:10.3390/electronics9010058 www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics29
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mobility scheme “ILNP-Global” in this paper, since it depends on the centralized DDNS server for
ID-LOC mappings. Unfortunately, the centralized mobility control scheme has significant limitations in
scalability and performance. Indeed, as the number of mobile hosts increases, the DDNS server suffers
from huge control overhead. Moreover, all the centralized schemes are subject to large operational
costs and service quality degradation due to the single point of failure problem.

An alternative mobility control scheme was proposed in [4] to enhance the ILNP-Global, where
a local mapping table was employed in addition to the central DDNS server. We call this scheme
“ILNP-Local” here. In the ILNP-Local, each domain maintains the local mapping table at its site border
router (SBR). The SBR performs the ID-LOC mapping, where the locator is a local LOC (LLOC), for the
hosts in the serving domain. On the other hand, when a host is not in the domain, SBR refers to the
central DDNS server for the host’s locator, which is a global LOC (GLOC). This localized approach
improves the scalability and performance over the centralized mobility control scheme. However,
it still depends on the central DDNS server for inter-domain ID-LOC mappings.

In this paper, we propose a fully distributed ID-LOC management scheme for mobile ILNP
networks, which is denoted by “ILNP-Distributed.” In the proposed scheme, we use both the GLOC
and LLOC for a mobile host as in the ILNP-Local scheme [4]. We place the dedicated mobile DDNS
(m-DDNS) server at each SBR to eliminate the centralized DDNS server. The m-DDNS server manages
two databases, called Home Host Register (HHR) and Visiting Host Register (VHR), for ID-LOC
mappings. When a host is in the home domain, its ID-LLOC is stored in the HHR of the home domain.
On the other hand, when the host moves into another domain, its ID-LLOC is registered in the VHR of
the visiting domain and the ID-GLOC is set in the HHR of the home domain. Here, it is the SBR of the
visiting domain that requests the ID-GLOC update to the m-DDNS server of the home domain.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the existing mobility control
schemes for ILNP networks. In Section 3, we describe our proposed mobility control scheme. We
analyze the considered schemes in Section 4 and compare their performances numerically in Section 5.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, we review two previous mobility control schemes for ILNP networks, which are
denoted “ILNP-Global” and “ILNP-Local” respectively.

2.1. ILNP-Global

We consider the mobility scenario shown in Figure 1 to discuss the operation of ILNP-Global.
MN (bob.SKT.com) and CN (alice.SKT.com) are located in the same domain initially, but MN moves
to another domain then. Further, the MN changes the serving access router (AR) by handover in the
visiting domain.

In Figure 2, we illustrate the ID-LOC management of the ILNP-Global scheme in cases of
non-roaming, roaming and handover [3]. When MN attaches to AR2 in the home domain (non-roaming
case), the MN registers its GLOC by sending a LOC binding update message to the centralized DDNS
server (Step 1). The DDNS server registers the MN’s ID-GLOC mapping, and returns the LOC binding
update ACK to the MN (Step 2). When CN has data packets for the MN, it needs the MN’s GLOC for
packet delivery, so the CN sends a LOC query request to the DDNS server (Step 3), and obtains the
MN’s GLOC from the associated LOC query response message (Step 4). We recall that the DDNS server
keeps the ID-GLOC information of all the hosts in the network. The CN then transmits the packets
directly to the MN since GLOC is the MN’s global locator in ILNP-Global, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Mobility scenario for Identifier Locator Network Protocol (ILNP)-Global scheme.

 
Figure 2. Identifier-locator (ID-LOC) management of ILNP-Global scheme.

When MN moves to another domain and attaches to AR3 (roaming case), the MN updates its
GLOC stored in the DDNS server. That is, MN sends a LOC binding update message to the DDNS
server (Step 5). The DDNS server updates the MN’s ID-GLOC in its database, and returns the LOC
binding update ACK to the MN (Step 6). For data delivery, CN requests the MN’s GLOC to the DDNS
server by sending a LOC query request (Step 7). The DDNS server notifies the MN’s GLOC by the
LOC query response message (Step 8). The CN can send the data packets to the MN directly.

We now look over the handover of MN from AR3 to AR4. Once MN attaches to the target router
AR4, the MN reports its GLOC to the DDNS server. Specifically, MN sends a LOC binding update
message with its GLOC to the DDNS server (Step 9). The DDNS server updates the ID-GLOC mapping
and returns the LOC binding update ACK to the MN (Step 10). Then, the MN transmits a LOC Update
message to CN also, to notify its new GLOC. The CN updates the MN’s GLOC, and replies to the MN
by the LOC Update ACK (Step 11 and 12). CN can send the data packets to the MN directly with the
updated GLOC.
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2.2. ILNP-Local

The ILNP-Global scheme depends on the centralized DDNS server to manage the ID-LOC
mappings, which incurs significant control message overheads at the server in the global scale. To deal
with this problem, the ILNP-Local scheme was proposed in [4]. Differently from ILNP-Global, the
ILNP-Local employs a local mapping table (LMT) at the SBR, in conjunction with the DDNS server, to
provide the localized mobility control.

For ILNP-Local, we consider the same mobility scenario with that in the ILNP-Global, as shown
in Figure 3. MN and CN are located in the same domain but MN moves to another domain by roaming.
After some time, the MN makes a handover to another AR in the visiting domain.

Figure 3. Mobility scenario for ILNP-Local scheme.

In Figure 4, we illustrate the ID-LOC management operations of the ILNP-Local. We first consider
the non-roaming case, where MN attaches to AR2 in the home domain. The MN configures its LLOC
and registers it to SBR1 by sending a LOC binding update message (Step 1). SBR1 stores the MN’s
ID-LLOC mapping in its LMT, and responds with the LOC binding update ACK to the MN (Step 2).
Subsequently, SBR1 sends a LOC binding update message to the central DDNS server to register
the MN’s ID-GLOC (Step 3). The DDNS server replies with the LOC binding update ACK to SBR 1
(Step 4) after storing the ID-GLOC in its database. We notice here that the GLOC is the SBR’s locator in
ILNP-Local, as shown in Figure 3, whereas a GLOC is the MN’s locator in ILNP-Global. When CN has
data packets for the MN, the packets are delivered to the SBR1 first. Then, SBR1 looks up its LMT
to find the MN’s LLOC. Since the LLOC is in the LMT in non-roaming case, SBR1 knows the MN’s
current location and forwards the data packet successfully.

We turn to the roaming case now, where MN attaches to AR3 in the visiting domain. Once the MN
is connected to AR3, it configures its LLOC and registers it to SBR2 by sending a LOC binding update
message (Step 5). SBR2 stores the MN’s ID-LLOC in its LMT and returns the LOC binding update
ACK to the MN (Step 6). Right after, SBR2 sends a LOC binding update message to the centralized
DDNS server (Step 7) to update the MN’s ID-GLOC mapping. The DDNS server then responds with
the LOC binding update ACK to SBR2 (Step 8). For data delivery to the MN, CN sends data packets to
SBR1 in the home domain. SBR1 searches the LMT but fails to find the MN’s LLOC. In that case, SBR1
refers to the DDNS server for the MN’s GLOC by sending the LOC query request message (Step 9).
When the DDNS server returns the associated LOC query response (Step 10), SBR1 knows the MN’s
GLOC and forwards the data packets to SBR2 in the visiting domain. The SBR2 delivers the packets to
the MN since it has the MN’s LLOC in its LMT.
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Figure 4. ID-LOC management of ILNP-Local scheme.

During the handover from AR3 to AR4, MN sends a LOC binding update message to SBR2 to
update its ID-LLOC in the LMT (Step 11). The SBR2 replies with the LOC binding update ACK to the
MN (Step 12). In succession, the MN transmits a LOC Update message to CN, to notify its new LOC.
CN updates the MN’s LOC and responds with the LOC Update ACK message to the MN (Steps 13 and
14). CN can deliver the data packets to the MN via AR1, SBR1, SBR2 and AR4 in sequence.

We have looked over the existing mobility control schemes for ILNP-based mobile networks;
i.e., ILNP-Global and ILNP-Local. We observe both the mobility schemes rely on the centralized DDNS
server in some degrees. This results in poor scalability and performance in mobile environments.

Accordingly, we propose a new mobility control scheme in this paper, which manages the ID-LOC
information in the fully distributed fashion.

3. Proposed Scheme

In this section, we describe our distributed mobility control scheme, named ILNP-Distributed,
in detail.

3.1. Overview

We consider the mobility scenario of Figure 5 to discuss the operation of our proposed
ILNP-Distributed scheme. In the scenario, MN (bob.SKT.com) and CN (alice.SKT.com) are in the same
domain initially, and MN moves to another domain by roaming. Further, the MN changes the serving
AR by handover in the visiting domain.

In the proposed scheme, each SBR has the dedicated mobile DDNS (m-DDNS) server and the
server maintains two databases, called HHR and VHR. HHR keeps track of the ID-LOC (can be LLOC
or GLOC) mappings for the home hosts, i.e., the hosts whose home domain is the SBR’s serving domain,
as shown in Table 1. VHR stores the ID-LLOC mappings for the hosts visiting the SBR’s serving
domain. In Table 2, we provide the example of VHR in LGU.com domain. We can use the host’s
IP address as the LLOC and the associated SBR’s IP address as the GLOC. We manage the ID-LOC
information similarly to the ILNP-Local, but we do not depend on the centralized DDNS server.
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Figure 5. Mobility scenario for ILNP-Distributed scheme.

Table 1. Home Host Register (HHR) in SKT.com domain.

No. Host Name ID LOC Status

1 alice.SKT.com ID1 LLOC Home
2 bob.SKT.com ID2 GLOC Roaming
3 ··· ··· ··· ···

Table 2. Visiting Host Register (VHR) in LGU.com domain.

No. Host Name ID LOC Home Domain

1 bob.SKT.com ID2 LLOC GLOC
2 ··· ··· ··· ···
3 ··· ··· ··· ···

Before discussing the proposed scheme further, we compare our scheme with the existing mobility
control schemes in the architectural perspective, as in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of candidate mobility control schemes.

Schemes LOC Mapping Architecture Mobility Agent

ILNP-Global GLOC Centralized DDNS
ILNP-Local LLOC, GLOC Centralized SBR (LMT), DDNS

ILNP-Distributed LLOC, GLOC Distributed SBR (m-DDNS)

The ILNP-Global employs only the GLOC as a LOC. A central DDNS server is used for the
ID-GLOC mappings. The ID-GLOC binding and query operations are performed between each host
and the DDNS server. The ILNP-Local is similar to the ILNP-Global. However, it has two types of
LOCs, i.e., GLOC and LLOC, for each host. Each SBR performs the localized ID-LLOC mappings for
the hosts in the serving domain, while it depends on the centralized DDNS server for the ID-GLOC
information of the hosts in the visiting domains. In the ILNP-Distributed, we use LLOC and GLOC,
as in ILNP-Local. Each SBR (or m-DDNS server) manages HHR and VHR databases. The ID-LOC
information is managed by m-DDNS servers in the distributed manner without any centralized entities.
We describe the detailed operations in the subsequent sections.

3.2. Procedures for Non-Roaming Scenario

When MN establishes the network connection with an AR in the home domain, it performs the
ID-LOC binding and query operations as in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Binding and query operations for non-roaming.

MN registers the LLOC to SBR1 by sending a LOC binding update message (Step 1). The SBR1
stores the MN’s ID-LLOC in the HHR, which maintains the ID-LOC (can be LLOC or GLOC) mappings
of all the home hosts. Then the SBR1 returns the LOC binding update ACK message to the MN without
further action (Step 2). When CN has data packets for the MN, CN queries the MN’s LLOC to SBR1 by
sending a LOC query request message (Step 3). Since the MN is in the home domain, SBR1 finds the
LLOC in the HHR and returns it to the CN by the LOC query reply message (Step 4). CN then sends
the data packets to the MN directly.

3.3. Procedures for Roaming Scenario

We illustrate the ID-LOC binding and query operations in Figure 7. When MN visits another
domain (roaming case). When MN attaches to AR2 in the visiting domain, the MN sends a LOC
binding update message to the SBR2 (Step 1), to register its LLOC. SBR2 then checks whether the
MN belongs to its serving domain (home host) or not (roaming host). In the proposed scheme, we
assume that each host has a name with its home domain information. For example, if a host has a
name of alice.SKT.com, we can see its home domain is SKT.com, so the SBR2 recognizes that the MN
is a roaming host, and stores the MN’s ID-LLOC in VHR. In succession, SBR2 sends a LOC binding
update message to the SBR1 in the MN’s home domain (Step 2). SBR2 locates the SBR1 by using the
m-DDNS server and the MN’s home domain information. Then, SBR1 updates the MN’s ID-GLOC
mapping in the HHR and responds with the LOC binding update ACK to SBR2 (Step 3). The ACK
message is eventually delivered to the roaming MN also by SBR2 (Step 4). When CN has data packets
for the MN, the CN requests the MN’s LOC to the SBR1 by sending a LOC query request message
(Step 5). SBR1 finds the MN’s GLOC in the HHR since the host is in the visiting domain, and returns it
to the CN by the LOC query reply message (Step 6). With the GLOC, CN can send the data packets to
the MN via AR1, SBR1, SBR2 and AR3 in sequence.

 
Figure 7. Binding and query operations for roaming.
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3.4. Procedures for the Handover Scenario

We assume the proposed scheme exploits the link-layer information for handover, as defined in
the IEEE 802.21 standard [18]. With the help of link-layer triggers, e.g. link-detected (LD) and link-up
(LU), MN can tell if it has moved to a new network or not, while connected to the old network.

We show the ID-LOC management operation during the handover in Figure 8, under our
ILNP-Distributed scheme. When MN detects a new network, it sends a LOC binding update message
to SBR2 (Step 1), in order to register the LLOC in the VHR therein. After updating the ID-LLOC
mapping, SBR2 replies to the MN with the LOC binding update ACK message (Step 2). We notice that
the MN’s GLOC does not change during handover. Hence the packets from CN arrive at SBR2 still.
SBR2 looks up VHR and finds the LLOC of the MN. Then the packets are delivered to the MN via AR4
from SBR2.

Figure 8. Handover operations.

4. Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the three candidate mobility control schemes for ILNP networks; i.e.,
ILNP-Global, ILNP-Local and INLP-Distributed. Especially, we evaluate their performances in terms
of control traffic overhead, total transmission delay and handover delay.

4.1. Analysis Model

We consider the network model of Figure 9 to analyze the mobility control schemes. We first
summarize the notations used for the analysis in Table 4 [15–17,19–21].

Figure 9. Network model for analysis.
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Table 4. Parameters used for cost analysis.

Parameters Description

Sc Size of control packets (bytes)
Sd Size of data packets (bytes)
Bw Bandwidth of a wired link (Mbps)
Bwl Bandwidth of a wireless link (Mbps)
Lw Latency of a wired link (ms)
Lwl Latency of a wireless link (ms)
Hx-y Hop count between nodes x and y
α [17] Unit cost for binding update
β [17] Unit cost for database search

NHost/AR Number of hosts attached to an AR
NAR Number of ARs in the domain
NSBR Number of SBRs

q Wireless link failure probability
Tq [15–17,19–21] Average queuing delay at each router

We denote the transmission delay of a message with size S as TX−y(s) [15–17,19–21], where x
and y are the sending and receiving nodes connected by a wireless link. We note that TX−y(s) can be
written as

TX−y(s) =
1 + q
1− q

× [
S

Bwl
+ Lwl].

Similarly, we let TX−y (S, HX−y) [15–17,19–21] denote the transmission delay of a message with
size S in the wired network, where x and y are the sending and receiving nodes connected by one
or more wired links and HX−y denotes the hop count between x and y. It is straightforward to write
TX−y (S, HX−y) as

TX−y (S, HX−y) =
1 + q
1− q

× [
S

Bwl
+ Lw + Tq].

4.2. Analysis of Control Traffic Overhead

We evaluate the control traffic overhead (CTO) for ID-LOC mapping managements at the SBRs
and/or the DDNS server.

4.2.1. ILNP-Global

In the ILNP-Global scheme, we evaluate the CTO by the number of ID-LOC mapping messages
the DDNS server handles. We consider the non-roaming case first. There, MN attaches to the serving
AR, and registers its LLOC to the DDNS server by sending a LOC binding update message. Therefore,
the DDNS server processes SC × NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR bytes of the control messages. Furthermore,
each host sends a LOC query request message to the DDNS server for data delivery, which incurs
additional SC × NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR bytes of control messages to the server. Therefore, the CTO
for non-roaming case can be written as

CTO−NRILNP−Global
= SC × NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR + SC × NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR

(1)

In ILNP-Global, we note that the mobility control messages do not change for roaming and
non-roaming cases. We, hence, obtain the CTO for roaming case as

CTO−ROILNP−Global = CTO−NRILNP−Global (2)
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4.2.2. ILNP-Local

In ILNP-Local, we first consider the non-roaming case, where we measure the CTO as the number
of ID-LOC mapping messages processed by SBR1 and the DDNS server. When MN attaches to the AR
in the home domain, the MN registers its LLOC to SBR1 by sending a LOC binding update message.
That is, the SBR1 should handle SC × NHost/AR × NAR bytes of control messages. Subsequently, SBR1
sends a LOC binding update message to the DDNS server to register the MN’s GLOC, so the DDNS
server handles SC × NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR bytes of control messages from the SBRs. Accordingly,
the CTO for non-roaming case is given as

CTO−NRILNP−local = SC × NHost/AR × NAR + SC × NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR (3)

We now take into account the roaming case, where we evaluate the CTO by the amount of ID-LOC
mapping messages at SBR2 and the DDNS server. When MN attaches to the AR in the visiting domain,
the MN registers its LLOC to SBR2 by sending a LOC binding update message. Hence, the SBR2
handles SC × NHost/AR × NAR bytes of control messages. Then, the SBR2 sends a LOC binding update
message to the DDNS server to update the MN’s ID-GLOC information. For this, the DDNS server
processes SC × NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR bytes of control messages. Further, when CN has packets for
the MN, CN passes the packets to the SBR1 first. SBR1 sends the LOC query request message to the
DDNS server to obtain the MN’s GLOC, which incurs additional SC × NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR bytes
of control messages. Thus, the CTO in roaming case can be written as

CTO−ROILNP−local = SC × NHost/AR × NAR + SC × NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR + SC ×
NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR

(4)

4.2.3. ILNP-Distributed

For non-roaming case, we measure the CTO by the amount of ID-LOC mapping messages at SBR1.
When MN attaches to the serving AR, it sends the LOC binding update messages to SBR1 and registers
its LLOC. So SBR1 processes SC × NHost/AR × NAR bytes of control messages. Moreover, if CN has
data packets for the MN, it sends a LOC query request message to the SBR1. Then the SBR1 should
handle additional SC × NHost/AR × NAR bytes of control messages. Thus, we can write the CTO as

CTO−NRILNP−Distributed = SC × NHost/AR × NAR + SC × NHost/AR × NAR
CTO−NRILNP−Distributed = 2 × SC × NHost/AR × NAR

(5)

When MN visits a foreign domain (roaming case), we measure the CTO as the amount of ID-LOC
mapping messages processed by SBR1 and SBR2. MN attaches to AR3 and registers its LLOC to SBR2
by sending a LOC binding update messages. Hence, the SBR2 processes SC × NHost/AR × NAR bytes
of control messages. Successively, SBR2 sends a LOC binding update message to SBR1 to update the
HHR entry. So the SBR1 handles SC × NHost/AR × NAR bytes of the control messages. Additionally,
for data delivery, CN inquires the MN’s LOC of SBR1 by sending a LOC query request message. Then,
SBR1 processes SC × NHost/AR × NAR bytes of control messages. In total, the CTO for the roaming
case is given as

CTO−ROILNP−Distributed
= SC × NHost/AR × NAR + SC × NHost/AR × NAR
+ SC × NHost/AR × NAR

CTO−ROILNP−Distributed = 3 × SC × NHost/AR × NAR

(6)
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4.3. Analysis of Total Transmission Delay

In this section, we derive the total transmission delay (TTD) for the ID-LOC management and data
delivery. We notice that the TTD can be written as the sum of binding update delay (BUD), binding
query delay (BQD) and data delivery delays (DDD), respectively. Hence, for each mobility scheme, we
calculate the BUD, BQD and DDD separately and sum up them to obtain the TTD.

4.3.1. ILNP-Global

When MN attaches to the AR1 in the home domain (non-roaming case), it conducts the binding
update with the DDNS server by exchanging the LOC binding update and ACK messages. This
operation takes 2 × (TMN-AR(Sc) + TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR) + TSBR-DDNS(Sc,HSBR-DDNS)) + PDDNS, where
PDDNS = αlog(NAR × NHost/AR × NSBR) represents the processing time in the DDNS server for the
ID-GLOC update. We assume the processing time is proportional to the logarithm of the number of
active hosts (NAR × NHost/AR × NSBR), which can be attained with tree-based data structures. So, the
BUD is written as

BUD−NRILNP−Global
= 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)

+TSBR−DDNS (SC, HSBR−DDNS)) + PDDNS

BUD−NRILNP−Global = 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)+

TSBR−DDNS (SC, HSBR−DDNS)) + α log ( NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR).

In ILNP-Global, the binding update operation does not change regardless of the roaming and
non-roaming cases. Hence, we obtain

BUD−ROILNP−Global = BUD−NRILNP−Global.

We next calculate the time for binding query operations. When CN has the data packets for MN
in the home domain (non-roaming case), it sends a LOC query request message to the DDNS server
to obtain the MN’s GLOC. The DDNS server searches its database, which takes PDDNS = βlog(NAR

× NHost/AR × NSBR), and responds to the CN by the LOC query reply message. This operation
takes 2 × (TCN-AR(Sc) + TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR) + TSBR-DDNS(Sc,HSBR-DDNS)). Thus, we have the BQD for
non-roaming case as

BQD−NRILNP−Global
= 2 × (TCN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)

+TSBR−DDNS (SC, HSBR−DDNS)) + PDDNS

BQD−NRILNP−Global = 2 × (TCN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)+

TSBR−DDNS (SC, HSBR−DDNS)) + β log ( NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR).

When the MN is visiting another domain (roaming case), CN obtains the MN’s GLOC from the
DDNS server, following the same binding query operation. So, the BQD for roaming case is given as

BQD−ROILNP−Global = BQD−NRILNP−Global

We now investigate the data delivery of the ILNP-Global. If MN is in the home domain
(non-roaming case), CN delivers data packets to the MN via AR1, SBR1 and AR2 in sequence. Hence
the DDD is written as

DDD−NRILNP−Global = TCN−AR (Sd) × TAR−AR (Sd, HAR−AR) + TMN−AR (Sd).
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When MN is visiting another domain (roaming case), CN delivers data packets to the MN via
AR1, SBR1, SBR2 and AR3 in sequence. So, the DDD can be written as

DDD−ROILNP−Global = TCN−AR (Sd) × TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR)+

TSBR−SBR (Sd, Sd, HSBR−SBR)+TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR).

In total, we derive the TTD for non-roaming case and the TTD for roaming case as

TTD−NRILNP−Global= BUD−NRILNP−Global+BQD−NRILNP−Global + DDD−NRILNP−Global (7)

TTD−ROILNP−Global= BUD−ROILNP−Global+BQD−ROILNP−Global + DDD−ROILNP−Global (8)

4.3.2. ILNP-Local

In ILNP-Local, the ID-LOC binding updates are performed as follows. When MN attaches to AR1
in the home domain (non-roaming case), it registers the LLOC to SBR1 by exchanging the LOC binding
update and ACK messages. This operation takes 2 × (TMN-AR(Sc) + TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR) + PSBR, where
PSBR = αlog(NAR × NHost/AR) is the LMT update time at SBR1. Subsequently, SBR1 updates the MN’s
GLOC in the DDNS server by exchanging the LOC binding update and ACK messages. Considering
the database update time PDDNS at the DDNS server, this operation takes TSBR-DDNS(Sc,HSBR-DDNS))
+ PDDNS, where PDDNS = αlog(NAR × NHost/AR × NSBR). So, the BUD for non-roaming case can be
written as

BUD−NRILNP−Local
= 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)

+TSBR−DDNS (SC, HSBR−DDNS)) + PSBR + PDDNS

BUD−NRILNP−Local = 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)+

TSBR−DDNS (SC, HSBR−DDNS)) + α log ( NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR)+ α log( NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR).

The binding update process is not affected by the roaming and non-roaming cases. Hence, the
BUD for roaming case is given as

BUD−ROILNP−Local= BUD−NRILNP−Local

We then turn to the binding query delay. In ILNP-Local, the binding query is resolved in the SBR
locally for the non-roaming case. Thus, the BQD is zero.

BQD−NRILNP−Local = o.

When MN is in the foreign domain (roaming case), the binding query is processed as follows.
First, CN passes the data packets to SBR1. SBR1 searches the LMT in vain and requests the MN’s
GLOC to the DDNS server by sending a LOC query request message. The DDNS server looks for the
GLOC in its database, which takes PDDNS = βlog(NAR × NHost/AR × NSBR), and responds to SBR1 by
the LOC query reply message. This operation takes 2 × TSBR-DDNS(Sc,HSBR-DDNS). So, the BQD for
roaming case can be written as

BQD−ROILNP−Local
= 2 × TSBR−DDNS (SC, HSBR−DDNS))

+β log ( NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR)
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Once the binding query is resolved, data packets are transmitted from CN to MN. When the MN
is in the home domain (non-roaming case), data packets are delivered from CN to MN via AR1, SBR1
and AR2 in sequence, such that

DDD−NRILNP−Local = TCN−AR (Sd) × TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR)+TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR) + TMN−AR (Sd).

If the MN is visiting another domain (roaming case), data packets from CN are delivered to MN
via AR1, SBR1, SBR2 and AR3 in sequence. So the DDD is given as

DDD−ROILNP−Local = TCN−AR (Sd) × TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR)+

TSBR−SBR (Sd, HSBR−SBR) + TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR) + TMN−AR (Sd).

Therefore, we obtain the TTD for non-roaming case and the TTD for roaming case as

TTD−NRILNP−Local= BUD−NRILNP−Local+BQD−NRILNP−Local + DDD−NRILNP−Local (9)

TTD−ROILNP−Local= BUD−ROILNP−Local+BQD−ROILNP−Local+DDD−ROILNP−Local (10)

4.3.3. ILNP-Distributed

In the ILNP-Distributed, when MN attaches to AR1 in the home domain (non-roaming case),
it performs the ID-LOC binding operation with SBR1 by exchanging the LOC binding update
and ACK messages. Then, SBR1 updates the HHR entry. This operation takes 2 × (TMN-AR(Sc)+
TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR)) + PSBR, where PSBR = αlog(NAR × NHost/AR). Hence, the BUD for non-roaming
case can be written as

BUD−NRILNP−Distributed = 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR))+

PSBRBUD−NRILNP−Distributed = 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR))+

α log ( NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR).

When MN is not in the home domain (roaming case), the MN conducts the binding update
operation with SBR2 by exchanging the LOC binding update and ACK messages. Incorporating the
VHR update time at SBR2, this operation takes 2 × (TMN-AR(Sc) + TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR) + PSBR, where
PSBR = αlog(NAR × NHost/AR). In succession, SBR2 performs the binding update operation with SBR1
by exchanging the LOC binding update and ACK messages. There, the SBR1 updates the ID-GLOC
information in the HHR. This operation takes TSBR-SBR(Sc,HSBR-SBR)) + PSBR, where PSBR = αlog(NAR ×
NHost/AR). So, the BUD for roaming case is given as

BUD−ROILNP−Distributed = 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)+

TSBR−SBR (SC, HSBR−SBR)) + PSBR + PSBR
BUD−ROILNP−Distributed = 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)+

TSBR−SBR (SC, HSBR−SBR)) + α log ( NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR) + α log( NHost/AR × NAR × NSBR).

We now calculate the BQD in the non-roaming case. First, CN sends a LOC query request
message to SBR1 to find the MN’s LLOC. SBR1 looks for the LLOC in the HHR, which takes PSBR =

βlog(NAR × NHost/AR), and responds to the CN by the LOC query reply. This takes 2 × TCN-AR(Sc) + 2
× TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR). Hence, we can write the BQD for non-roaming case as

BQD−NRILNP−Distributed = 2 × TCN−AR (SC) + 2 × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)+β log ( NHost/AR × NAR).

In the ILNP-Distributed, the binding query process is the same for roaming and non-roaming
cases. So, we have

BQD−ROILNP−Distributed= BQD−NRILNP−Distributed.
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When MN is in the home domain (non-roaming case), CN can send data packets to the MN via
AR1 and AR2 in sequence, once it acquires the MN’s LOC. Hence, the DDD is given as

DDD−NRILNP−Distributed = TCN−AR (Sd) × TAR−AR (Sd, HAR−AR) + TMN−AR (Sd).

If MN is in the foreign domain (roaming case), the data packets from CN are delivered to the MN
via AR1, SBR1, SBR2 and AR3 in sequence, such that DDD is written as

DDD−ROILNP−Distributed = TCN−AR (Sd) × TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR)+

TSBR−SBR (Sd, HSBR−SBR) + TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR) + TMN−AR (Sd).

Conclusively, we obtain the TTD for non-roaming case and the TTD for roaming case as

TTD−NRILNP−Distributed = BUD−NRILNP−Distributed + BQD−
NRILNP−Distributed + DDD−NRILNP−Distributed

(11)

TTD−ROILNP−Distributed = BUD−ROILNP−Distributed + BQD−
ROILNP−Distributed + DDD−ROILNP−Distributed

(12)

4.4. Analysis of Handover Delay

We here analyze the handover delay (HOD) of the three candidate mobility control schemes.

4.4.1. ILNP-Global

Completing the handover to AR4, MN updates its GLOC in the DDNS server by exchanges
the LOC binding update and ACK messages. Considering the database update time at the
DDNS server, it takes 2 × (TMN-AR(Sc) + TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR) + TSBR-DDNS(Sc,HSBR-DDNS)) + PDDNS,
where PDDNS = αlog(NAR × NHost/AR × NSBR). Then, the MN notifies the new GLOC to CN by
exchanging the LOC Update and ACK messages, which takes the additional time of 2 × (TMN-AR(Sc) +
TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR) + TSBR-SBR(Sc,HSBR-SBR) + TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR) + TCN-AR(Sc)). At last, CN delivers
the data packets to the MN via AR1, SBR1, SBR2 and AR4, which takes TCN-AR(Sd)+TAR-SBR(Sd,HAR-SBR)
+ TSBR-SBR(Sd,HSBR-SBR) + TAR-SBR(Sd,HAR-SBR) + TAR-MN(Sd).

Hence, in ILNP-Global, we obtain the HOD as

HODILNP−Global = 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) + TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR)

+TSBR−DDNS (SC, HSBR−DDNS)) + α log (N Host
AR

× NAR × NSBR) + 2

× (TMN−AR (SC) + TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR) + TSBR−SBR (SC, HSBR−SBR)

+TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR) + (TCN−AR (Sd) + TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR)

+TSBR−SBR (Sd, HSBR−SBR)+TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR) + (TMN−AR (Sd))

(13)

4.4.2. ILNP-Local

MN makes a handover to AR4 and updates its LLOC at SBR2, by exchanging the LOC binding
update and ACK messages. With the LMT update time at SBR, i.e., PSBR, it takes 2 × (TMN-AR(Sc) +
TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR)) + PSBR, where PSBR = αlog(NAR ×NHost/AR). The MN then notifies the LOC to CN
by exchanging the LOC Update and ACK messages, which takes 2 × (TMN-AR(Sc) + TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR)
+ TSBR-SBR(Sc,HSBR-SBR) + TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR) + TCN-AR(Sc)). The CN delivers the data packets to the
MN via AR1, SBR1, SBR2 and AR4 in sequence. The delivery time of each packet can be written as
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TCN-AR(Sd) + TAR-SBR(Sd,HAR-SBR) + TSBR-SBR(Sd,HSBR-SBR) + TAR-SBR(Sd,HAR-SBR) + TAR-MN(Sd), we
obtain the HOD of ILNP-Local as

HODILNP−Local = 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) × TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR))

+α log (N Host
AR

× NAR × NSBR) + 2 × (TMN−AR (SC)

+TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR) + TSBR−SBR (SC, HSBR−SBR)

+TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR) + (TCN−AR (Sd) + TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR)

+TSBR−SBR (Sd, HSBR−SBR) + TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR) + (TMN−AR (Sd))

(14)

4.4.3. ILNP-Distributed

In ILNP-Distributed, when MN changes the serving AR, it updates the LLOC in SBR2 by
exchanging the LOC binding update and ACK messages. Letting PSBR denote the VHR update
time, we express the operation time as 2 × (TMN-AR(Sc) + TAR-SBR(Sc,HAR-SBR)) + PSBR, where PSBR =

αlog(NAR × NHost/AR). Then, SBR2 can deliver the data packets from CN to the MN with additional
delay of TAR-SBR(Sd,HAR-SBR) + TAR-MN(Sd). We, hence, obtain the HOD of ILNP-Distributed as

HODILNP−Distributed = 2 × (TMN−AR (SC) + TAR−SBR (SC, HAR−SBR))+

α log (N Host
AR

× NAR × NSBR) + TAR−SBR (Sd, HAR−SBR) + (TMN−AR (Sd)).
(15)

5. Numerical Results

We compare the performances of the considered mobility control schemes, i.e., ILNP-Global,
ILNP-Local and ILNP-Distributed, based on the equations in the previous section. For numerical
results, we use the parameter values in Table 5, as in [15–17,19–21].

Table 5. Default parameter values.

Parameter Default Minimum Maximum

Lwl (ms) 10 1 55
q 0.1 0.1 0.8

Tq (ms) [15–17,19–21] 5 1 55
HAR-SBR 10 1 55
NHost/AR 500 100 10000

NAR 30 1 45
HSBR-DDNS 20 1 55

NSBR 100
HAR-AR

√NAR
HSBR-SBR

√NSBR
α [17] 0.1
β [17] 0.2

Lw 2 ms
Sc 50 bytes
Sd 200 bytes
Bwl 11 Mbps
Bw 100 Mbps

5.1. Non-Roaming Case

We discuss the performance results for the non-roaming case.

5.1.1. Control Traffic Overhead (CTO)

We show the CTOs, i.e., amount of control messages processed at the SBRs and/or the DDNS
server, of the considered mobility control schemes in Figures 10 and 11, for different NHost/AR and NAR

respectively. Our proposed scheme, ILNP-Distributed, has a significantly smaller CTO, compared
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to the existing mobility schemes. This is due to the fact that our scheme distributes the ID-LOC
management messages over all the SBRs in the network. The performance gaps increase fast as the
numbers of hosts and/or ARs increase. We also note that the ILNP-Local has a smaller CTO than the
ILNP-Global because the ILNP-Local scheme does not conduct the binding query operations for the
hosts in the home domain (non-roaming case).

Figure 10. Impact of NHost/AR on CTO.

Figure 11. Impact of NAR on CTO.

5.1.2. Total Transmission Delay (TTD)

In Figure 12, we demonstrate the impact of wireless link delay (Lwl) on the TTD. We observe
that TTD increases steadily with Lwl for every mobility control scheme. However, among them, our
proposed scheme shows the minimal delay. Further, we note that the ILNP-Local has smaller TTDs
than the ILNP-Global since the ILNP-Local scheme does not perform the binding query operations for
intra-domain data delivery.
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Figure 12. Impact of Lwl on TTD.

Next, we show the impact of wireless link failure probability (q) on the TTD in Figure 13. In all
the mobility schemes, the TTD increases with q. The growth rate is low with small q but becomes high
with large q. We can see that our ILNP-Distributed scheme has smaller TTDs for any fail probabilities,
compared to the two existing schemes. Further, the ILNP-Local outperforms the ILNP-Global since the
ILNP-Local scheme does not conduct the binding query operation for intra-domain data delivery.

Figure 13. Impact of q on TTD.

In Figure 14, we observe the TTD curves while varying the average queuing delay (Tq) at each
router. TTD increases quickly with larger Tq in all the candidate schemes. However, our proposed
scheme shows the smallest value and the smallest growth rate among them. We note that the
ILNP-Local is better than the ILNP-Global since the ILNP-Local scheme does not perform the binding
query operation for intra-domain data delivery.

Figure 15 shows the impact of the hop count between AR and SBR (HAR-SBR) on the TTD. TTD
increases with the hop count for all the mobility schemes. Our ILNP-Distributed outperforms the
competitors for any hop counts, and the ILNP-Local works better than the ILNP-Global.
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Figure 14. Impact of Tq on TTD.

Figure 15. Impact of HAR-SBR on TTD.

We provide the TTD curves for different hop counts between SBR and the DDNS server (HSBR-DDNS),
in Figure 16. TTDs of the existing schemes are significantly affected by HSBR-DDNS, since many binding
messages are exchanged between SBRs and the DDNS server. On the contrary, our scheme does not
employ the DDNS server and its TTD remains constant regardless of HSBR-DDNS.

Figure 16. Impact of HSBR-DDNS on TTD.
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5.2. Roaming Case

We here study the roaming case.

5.2.1. Control Traffic Overhead (CTO)

We present the CTOs for different NHost/AR and NAR, in Figures 17 and 18 respectively. We observe
that our proposed ILNP-Distributed shows a smaller CTO than the existing schemes, which can be
explained as follows. In the previous mobility schemes, all the control messages are processed by
the DDNS server. On the contrary, in our scheme, the control messages are distributed to the SBRs
in the network. Their performance gaps increase rapidly with the number of hosts and/or ARs. We
can see that the ILNP-Local performs poorly in roaming case and its CTO curves are overlapped with
those of the ILNP-Global, due to the frequent binding update operations between each SBR and the
DDNS server.

Figure 17. Impact of NHost/AR on CTO.

Figure 18. Impact of NAR on CTO.

5.2.2. Total Transmission Delay (TTD)

We show the impact of wireless link delay (Lwl) on the TTD in Figure 19. The TTD increases
steadily with Lwl in all the candidate mobility schemes. However, our ILNP-Distributed has, relatively,
a smaller TTD than the existing schemes. Moreover, the ILNP-Local is better than the ILNP-Global.
Their performance gap increases with Lwl.
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Figure 19. Impact of Lwl on TTD.

In Figure 20, we show the impact of wireless link failure probability (q) on the TTD. The TTD
increases with q slowly for small value, but the growth rate increases for large failure probability. We
can see that our ILNP-Distributed has the smallest TTD compared to the competitors. We also note
that the ILNP-Local works better than the ILNP-Global since the ILNP-Local scheme does not perform
the binding query operations for intra-domain data delivery.

Figure 20. Impact of q on TTD.

In Figure 21, we compare the TTDs for average queuing delay (Tq) at each router. The TTD value
increases with Tq for all the mobility control schemes, but our scheme has smaller values than the
existing schemes for any Tq.

Figure 21. Impact of Tq on TTD.
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We show the impact of the hop count between AR and SBR (HAR-SBR) on the TTD, in Figure 22.
We note that the TTD increases with the hop count for all the candidate schemes. Our proposed
scheme works well when the hop count is small. However, as the hop count increases, it performs
poorer than the ILNP-Local. This is because our ILNP-Distributed scheme conducts the binding query
operations for data delivery between hosts and the SBR, for both roaming and non-roaming cases. In
ILNP-Distributed the processing time have been done twice on PSBR.

Figure 22. Impact of HAR-SBR on TTD.

Figure 23 compares the TTDs of the candidate schemes for different hop counts between SBRs and
the DDNS server (HSBR-DDNS). We can see that HSBR-DDNS has significant impacts on the TTD in the
two existing schemes. In those schemes, the ID-LOC management messages are exchanged between
SBRs and the DDNS server frequently. So, the two existing schemes depend on the centralized DDNS.
The binding update and binding query operations perform with centralized DDNS.

Figure 23. Impact of HSBR-DDNS on TTD.

5.3. Handover Delay (HOD)

In Figure 24, we present the impact of wireless link delay (Lwl) on the HOD. We observe the HOD
increases with Lwl for all the candidate schemes. Our ILNP-Distributed scheme has a significantly
smaller handover delay than the existing schemes. Moreover, the ILNP-Local works better than the
ILNP-Global since the ILNP-Local conducts the binding update operations with the SBR only. We recall
that in ILNP-Global, the binding updates after handover occurs between the hosts and the centralized
DDNS server.
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Figure 24. Impact of Lwl on HOD.

We show the impact of wireless link failure probability (q) on the HOD in Figure 25. For every
mobility control scheme, the HOD increases with q, but our scheme performs much better than the
existing schemes. The ILNP-Local gives smaller handover delay than the ILNP-Global due to the
binding update operations within the domain.

Figure 25. Impact of q on HOD.

We compare the HODs of candidate schemes while varying the average queuing delay (Tq) at
each router, in Figure 26. The HOD increases with Tq for every mobility scheme. However, among
them, our proposed scheme shows much better performance than any other schemes.

Figure 26. Impact of Tq on HOD.
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In Figure 27, we demonstrate the impact of the hop count between AR and SBR (HAR-SBR) on the
HOD. We can see that the HOD increases with the hop count for all the mobility schemes, but the
rate is relatively slow in our proposed scheme. The ILNP-Global and the ILNP-Local have a similar
tendency while keeping a constant gap.

Figure 27. Impact of HAR-SBR on HOD.

5.4. Implementation Perspective

For applicability validation of the proposed scheme, we performed the testbed experimentation.
For the testbed the locator was implemented by using the IPv4 address. The device ID was implemented
by using the IPv6 address, which operates as 3.5 layer over IPv4.

The proposed scheme operations at GW can be summarized in Figure 28, which were implemented
by using the Click Router software. When a packet arrives at the GW, it checks whether it is a control
or data packet. If it is a control packet, the GW identifies the home GW for the device, based on
the home domain information. Note that the home GW of device can be identified from the home
domain information. In case that the packet is a data packet, if the GW already knows the LOC of the
corresponding device, it will forward the packet directly. Otherwise, GW should first get the LOC of
the device by contacting with the home GW of the device.
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Figure 28. Algorithm at GW for mapping management and data transmission.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a new distributed mobility control scheme for mobile ILNP networks.
Each SBR has the dedicated m-DDNS server, which maintains a Home Host Register (HHR) and a
Visiting Host Register (VHR) to support the roaming. We let the m-DDNS trace all the ID-LOCs of the
home hosts and the visiting hosts in the distributed manner. Hence, we obtain the LOC of any host of
interest from the SBR (or m-DDNS server) of its home domain. By numerical analysis, we showed that
our proposed scheme performs much better than the existing mobility control schemes in terms of
control traffic overhead, total transmission delay and handover delay.
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List of Acronyms

Acronym Description

ILNP Identifier Locator Network Protocol
DDNS Dynamic Domain Name Service
ID-LOCs Identifier-locators
m-DDNS mobile DDNS m-DDNS
HHR Home Host Register
VHR Visiting Host Register
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
SBR Site Border Router
LLOC Local Locator
GLOC Global Locator
AR Access Router
LMT Local Mapping Table
LD Link Detected
CTO Control. Traffic Overhead
TTD Total Transmission Delay
BUD binding update Delay
BQD Binding Query Delay
DDD Data Delivery Delay
HOD Handover Delay
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Abstract: Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) is a widely used standard for video
content delivery. Video traffic, most of which is generated from mobile devices, is shortly to become
the most significant part of Internet traffic. Current DASH solutions only consider either client- or
server-side optimization, leaving other components in DASH (e.g., at the transport layer) to default
solutions that cause a performance bottleneck. In that regard, although it is assumed that HTTP
must be necessarily transported on top of TCP, with the latest introduction of HTTP/3, it is time
to re-evaluate its effects on DASH. The most substantial change in HTTP/3 is having Quick UDP
Internet Connections (QUIC) as its primary underlying transport protocol. However, little is still know
about the effects on standard DASH client-based adaption algorithms when exposed to the future
HTTP/3. In this paper, we present SAND/3, an SDN (Software Defined Networking)-based Quality
of Experience (QoE) control method for DASH over HTTP/3. Since the official deployment of HTTP/3
has not been released yet, we used the current implementation of Google QUIC. Preliminary results
show that, by applying SAND/3, which combines information from different layers orchestrated by
SDN to select the best QoE, we can obtain steadier media throughput, reduce the number of quality
shifts in at least 40%, increase the amount downloaded content at least 20%, and minimize video
interruptions compared to the current implementations regardless of the client adaption algorithm.

Keywords: SDN; DASH; QoE; HTTP/3; QUIC

1. Introduction

Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) version 3 or HTTP/3 is the name given by IETF to HTTP
over Quick UDP Internet Connections (QUIC) [1]. HTTP/3 subsumes the benefits of HTTP/2 with TLS,
reduced connection delay (0-RTT) on top of UDP, and at the same time offers TCP features (e.g., packet
retransmission and congestion control). Being HTTP a fundamental component in Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [2], it is essential to analyze the effects on its overall performance for
future internet traffic, which, according to the Visual Networking Index [3], is supposed to be mostly
comprised by video streams from mobile devices.

It is worth noting that, although it is widely assumed that DASH must be transported on top
of TCP, there are no specific restrictions on using other protocols. For example, Google reported a
significant improvement in YouTube and Search services when deployed on top of QUIC [1]. However,
little is still known about the impact of this protocol over other DASH schemes. While the authors
of [4–7] showed a positive influence, others, such as Bhat et al. [8], conversely showed a detriment in
the user perceived quality, also known as Quality of Experience (QoE).

The broad idea of DASH is that servers store different versions of video content, all of which
are listed in an XML file called Media Presentation Description (MPD). Based on the network status
and other parameters, clients can request a representation (version) of the video file. However,
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the DASH standard does not mandate a specific way to perform the adaption. Consequently, there are
several approaches on how to adapt the video quality request, from hybrid quality adaption [9] to
comprehensive optimization models [10]. Nonetheless, a single-parameter-based adaption (i.e., client
or server) offers poor QoE. While a purely client-based adaption might not reach optimal performance
due to its restricted knowledge, a purely server-side adaption would disregard users’ features.
Moreover, due to the ever-changing network conditions, frequent adaption requests based on
inaccurate information lead to instability.

In that regard, using a centralized control plane would improve the video delivery [11,12].
Therefore, a Software Defined Networking (SDN)-based solution will adequately help to improve the
adaption by providing a means of communication that includes an overview of the entire infrastructure.
SDN allows the segregation of the control plane from the forwarding plane; therefore, due to its
centralized nature and its global knowledge of the network, it can act as an intermediary between the
DASH clients and servers, improving the adaption schemes. Therefore, the main goal of this paper
is to evaluate the effects of SDN combined with HTTP/3 in DASH adaption schemes. To this aim,
we implemented a holistic solution that considers all components involved in a DASH system to
improve the overall QoE. The primary hypothesis to test was that, by applying the proposed approach
of using HTTP/3 assisted by SDN and taking into account cross-layer collaboration, the overall QoE
in DASH would significantly improve compared to current solutions that use single-component
optimization on top of TCP.

The specific contribution of this paper is two-folded:

• In Section 3, we describe the overall design and interaction of the proposed QoE Control method
for DASH over HTTP/3, whose main strength is its simplicity, and how SDN can orchestrate
network-, transport-, and user-level components.

• In Section 5, we present a comprehensive evaluation of some of the most common adaption
algorithms and the effects on QoE when they use HTTP/3 compared to the current deployment.

Based on preliminary results in Section 6, the proposed approach presents various advantages
for DASH, i.e., higher and steadier average bitrate, minimizing the number of video stalls (freezes),
and reducing the number of video quality shifts compared to traditional methods.

2. Related Work

2.1. TCP-Based SDN Solutions for DASH

Although there is a large body of knowledge about DASH and how to perform the adaption [11,13].
in this section, we briefly present the related work focused on SDN-based solutions to improve video
delivery in DASH over traditional TCP. Some of the early work [14–16] proposed improving video quality
by dynamically routing prioritized video stream flows over OpenFlow (OF) networks. Although using
a dynamic priority route segregates the traffic, relying on network-only variables will be significantly
constrained. In that regard, the authors of [17–19] improved the overall QoE by integrating client feedback,
which constitutes an additional layer of information to perform the adaption. Therefore, by adding
information from higher-layers into the adaption process will provide more flexible support to improve
the user’s QoE. The authors of [20,21] went even further and proposed an SDN-based architecture
for DASH; both solutions presented innovative advantages for quality management. However, their
deployment increased the network overhead. SDNHAS [22], an improved version of the method in [21],
presents an elegant solution that combines multi-layer optimization based on user categories. However,
they all are still constrained by simply relying on HTTP over TCP at the transport layer.

2.2. Non-TCP-Based SDN Solutions for DASH

Relying HTTP upon single TCP connections brings along known problems (e.g., increased delay
and head-of-line blocking). Therefore, methods that use variations at the transport level show an
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improvement in the overall QoE in DASH. For instance, the authors of [23,24] used Multipath TCP
(MPTCP) [25], an extension of TCP, to transmit subflows of DASH streams over multiple paths.
The results were significantly better than using single TCP connections. However, despite the
benefits of using MPTCP, both end-points need kernel modification. Furthermore, there are other
conditions to fulfill, which will over-complicate the deployment in DASH or even have no effect,
as reported by James et al. [26]. Few other authors experimented with QUIC and DASH assisted by
SDN. Hussein et al. [7] proposed a QUIC-aware SDN architecture to handle congestion control, load
balancing, and security limitations of QUIC. Although it was one of the first to test the integration of
these technologies, it is not clear how the proposed architecture help DASH systems, apart from the
initial connection. Hayes et al. [5] also marginally used SDN with MPTCP and QUIC to reduce the
initial connection and an adaptive protocol selection based on performance feedback. Although it is an
interesting scheme, the constant exchangeability between protocols would create a service disruption
in highly active services, which will lead to detrimental QoE. As observed, related work present
innovative and practical solutions to improve video QoE in DASH using SDN; however, there are still
some open issues summarized as follows:

• (P1) Single-component optimization: Most solutions focus on a single component optimization
(network, client, or server).

• (P2) Transport ossification: Most solutions assume TCP as the only protocol for end-to-end
communication for HTTP, which creates a performance bottleneck.

Our work complements and extends the existing work by holistically tackling these issues.
Specifically, as opposed to the methods in Section 2.1, by using HTTP/3 as the transport
protocol, the proposed method does not suffer from the inherent problems of using HTTP over
TCP, i.e., the head-of-line (HOL) blocking issue. Moreover, complementing the efforts of the
methods in Section 2.2, our proposed method includes user-level information to perform a more
fine-tuned adaption.

3. SDN-Assisted Novel DASH QoE Control Method over HTTP/3 (SAND/3)

To solve the problems stated above and offer users a better QoE, in this section, we describe our
SDN-Assisted Novel QoE control method for DASH over HTTP/3 (SAND/3). The overall architecture
of the proposed scheme is depicted in Figure 1. As observed, SAND/3 combines user-, device-, service-
and network-level information, handled by three modules whose function is as follows:

• User module: This module collects the end-user identity and the associated devices from a
third-party service in which the user is subscribed (e.g., Netflix) and stores them in a repository
called user profile. We assume that this information will be available and provided by the
third-party service. The profile consists of a registry of tuples comprised of a user identification
number, associated devices, and preferences. Thus, when a device requests a video segment
throughout an HTTP message, the device manager fetches the associated profile and collects
the basic specifications (e.g., display size, available memory, buffer size, type of device, and
subscription plan) and assigns a user priority for the current video playback. For instance, a user
with a premium subscription to Netflix streaming a video on a SmartTV would have a higher
priority than a user with a free account on a mobile device since their quality requirements
are different.

• Network module: This module performs traffic engineering, by routing the packets via the most
suitable paths that offer the best Quality of Service (QoS). To do so, first, the network status is
continuously monitored by the Network Monitor sub-module, which collects the statistics of all
the elements in the network, allowing a better estimation of the available resources. As part of
this module, the Topology Manager updates the network device status, and it is triggered every
time there is a change in the topology. Finally, the Routing Handler calculates the end-to-end paths
to handle the traffic according to the priority assigned to each user. For simplicity, we create k
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different paths using a modified version of the well-known k-maximum disjoint paths Suurballe’s
algorithm [27], where k is the number of categories in the application policy, e.g., if the quality
categories are high, normal, and low, then k = 3. The cost of the path (weight) is calculated using
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, having each link a cost based on network parameters or a
combination of them, i.e., available bandwidth, delay, packet loss and so forth. In the current
implementation, we use the delay as the only factor to calculate the path cost, but these can be
easily extended to more elaborate weights.

• Application module: Based on the user profile, the current state of the network, and the specific
service policies, the QoE Manager sub-module recommends the most suitable settings for the
transmission, which is handled by the Transport Handler sub-module. Note that the Transport
Handler sub-module is in charge of performing the transport connection using QUIC protocol.

User Module Network Module Application Module

SDN-enabled Infrastructure

DASH Server

NW Stats

Profile

Device 
Manager Topology 

Manager

Routing 
Handler

DASH ClientsUser

QoE
Manager

SDN Controller

Network 
Monitor

App Policy

Transport
Handler

Third-party 
service

Figure 1. SAND/3 architecture.

4. An Overview of SAND/3

The network model is as follows, we consider a directed graph G = (V, E), where V and E are
the set of network devices and links connecting them, respectively. Each element in vi ∈ V is linked
by an edge ei,j ∈ E between vi and vj. Moreover, bi,j, di,j, and ci,j represent the bandwidth, delay,
and cost, respectively of ei,j. For simplicity, ci,j is calculated as the bi,j × di,j. If s and t are the source and
destination devices, respectively, a path ps,t ∈ P is the shortest path from a source vs to the destination
vt such that the cost Cs,t, the sum of link costs, is minimum. Finally, given a number of categories
k ∈ 1, 2, 3, ..., the set Pk is comprised by the first k paths ps,t.

The flowchart depicted in Figure 2 shows the overall process, which broadly works as follows:
Firstly, when an HTTP request is received from the DASH client, it is captured at the edge switch and
sent to the controller. Then, the system fetches the associated User Profile from the local repository
(Profile) based on the information of HTTP headers—host, destination, user-agent, alt-svc, etc. In the
current implementation, we assume single homogeneous devices for all users, and, therefore, we use
the source and destination host as the identifier. However, more fine-grained information can be
extracted from headers to match the request to a specific user properly. It is also important to note
that, at this step, based on the information in the headers, the Transport Handler can determine whether
both the client and server support HTTP/3 or use regular TCP connections. Then, the systems read
the service policies from the local repository called App Policy, among those policies it is necessary to
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obtain the available user categories, which is then used for calculating paths with different priorities
according to the user type. The mapping process from a user HTTP request to a path is shown
in the dotted region in Figure 2. One of the most essential processes is the calculation of the user
category, which can be done using various approaches, from advanced Machine Learning (ML) or
other Artificial Intelligence (AI) as done by Bentaleb et al. [22], to other optimization heuristics as done
by Herguner et al. [23]. However, for simplicity, in the current implementation, we attach this value
as a parameter on the User Profile, leaving a more elaborate selection process as future work. Then,
to create the paths, we calculate k (number of categories) paths so that the request is matched to the ith
path, where i is the number of the category to which the user belongs. In case there is no available
path, the traffic will be sent via the default shortest path. Finally, once the path has been selected and
written in the adequate switches, the DASH client can start the transmission, and request/send them
over the same connection until the playback is finished (see right-hand side of Figure 2). Note that the
mapping is done once per transmission. However, it will be updated in the case there is a significant
change in the topology (e.g., network device failure and link disconnection).
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DASH client
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(Device, type of user, etc.)
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paths to get Path[1..k]

End
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Figure 2. Overall flowchart process for QoE mapping to network segment from a source DASH client.

5. Evaluation

5.1. Test Environment

We used an emulated environment for both DASH and network, hosted on a single virtual
machine running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with 16 Gb of memory and six cores Intel Xeon(R) E5-2650 v4
of 2.20 GHz. The network was emulated using Mininet [28] v.2.2.2 which runs OpenFlow v.1.3 (OF)
with the values described in Table 1. For simplicity, we used a 3 × 3 grid topology, as shown in
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Figure 3. In the case of HTTP/3, since the official deployment was not available yet at the moment of
the writing of this paper [29], we used the test QUIC client/server provided by Google [30]. The QUIC
server runs the latest version (43 at the moment of the implementation), which, although it differs in
some aspects to the IETF implementation, can serve as a preview on how the overall interaction of
HTTP over QUIC would work on DASH. In the case of the DASH clients, we used a modified version
of AStream [31], which is a Python-based emulated video player, with the QUIC client integrated
as a sub-module as done by Arisu et al. [6]. Moreover, we modified the official QUIC server by
automatically adding the required header tags (i.e., alternative protocol, port number, URL) per file
in the server directory, which is mandatory in the test QUIC server. To compare with the current
approach (using HTTP over TCP only), we used the built-in HTTP Server module from Python at the
server side, and libcurl TCP client integrated into AStream. In addition, note that we kept the same
connection for the entire transmission—as QUIC would do within the same connection—rather than
opening a new connection per request. Finally, as the SDN controller, we used OpenDaylight (ODL)
Beryllium SR2 and implemented the functions of each module as an internal application.

Table 1. Experimental parameters.

Parameter Value

Topology 3 × 3 Grid
Bandwidth (bi,j) 10 Mbps for all links

Delay (di,j) Randomly assigned (1, 3, and 5 ms)
# of DASH Clients 3 (Xterm) emulating PCs

DASH Server Simple HTTP Server
Controller ODL Beryllium SR1

DASH
Server

DASH 
Clients

User 1

SDN Controller

Mininet Environment

P1 (Path 1)

ei,j (di,j, bi,j)
vi

vj

User 3

User 2

Open Virtual Switch

P2 (Path 2)
Pk (Path k)

Figure 3. Testbed setup.

5.2. Use Case

Since streaming solutions over HTTP were originally developed for Video-on-Demand (VoD) [13],
we used VoD as the use-case; however, we believe that the proposed solution can also be applicable for
live streaming. To conduct the experiments, we used Big Buck Bunny (BBB) from a publicly available
DASH dataset [32] by Lederer et al. [33]. In this dataset, the full-length BBB video (of approximately
600 s) is encoded in twenty different representations and segment (video chunks) sizes from 1 to
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15 s ranging from bitrates of 420 × 360 pixels at 45 Kbps to 1920 × 1080 pixels at 3.9 Mbps. For the
experiments, we used only a 4-s segment size, as it is an intermediate value between encoding and
flexibility in the bitrate adaptation. To test the approach, we compared the performance of SAND/3 by
using the following adaption bitrate (ABR) algorithms in the DASH clients:

• Throughput-based adaption (TBA) [34]: TBA starts the transmission by requesting the lowest
available bitrate and, based on the average network throughput, the following segments will be
selected in an additive increasing, multiplicative decreasing (AIMD) manner.

• Buffer-Based adaption (BBA) [35]: While other bitrate adaption approaches focus on throughput
capacity prediction, BBA uses only the buffer occupancy to request the initial segment and then,
if needed, estimates the capacity. BBA decreases the re-buffering events while the playback bitrate
increases. The second version of this algorithm (BBA-2) was part of a large-scale experiment on
Netflix, which achieved about 10–20% decreased re-buffering. Specifically for the experiments,
after some preliminary results, instead of using a buffer size equal to the video segment size,
as would usually be done, we used three times that value to make a fair comparison with the
other compared algorithms. In Table 2, we describe a complete list of the BBA parameters used in
the experiment.

• Segment Aware Rate Adaptation (SARA) [36]: Contrary to other ABR algorithms, which assume
equal segment sizes, SARA takes into account the variation in segment and buffer sizes, so that it
allows a more accurate prediction of the next segment. The configuration parameters used in the
experiment are described in Table 3.

Table 2. List of BBA parameters used in the experiment.

Parameter Value

Buffer size (Bmax) 12
Initial buffer 2
Initial factor 0.75
Reservoir (r) 0.2
Cushion (cu) 0.75

Table 3. List of SARA parameters used in the experiment.

Parameter Value

Sample count 5
Initial buffering occupancy (Bcurr) 5

Re-buffering bound I 1
Buffer lower threshold (Bα) 5
Buffer upper threshold (Bβ) 10

Each client was assigned a profile and a single device with the same specifications regarding
the memory and CPU, emulated by Xterm terminals in Mininet. The priority level was different
for each user; for simplicity, we numbered the priorities in ascending order so that high-, medium-,
and low-priority would map to 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Note that, in the current implementation,
these values were set statically in the user profile; a more comprehensive solution would require,
for instance, a classification based on all the parameters, as done by Bentaleb et al. [22]. The experiment
was conducted as follows. For each client ABR algorithm (namely TBA, SARA, and BBA), we played
BBB on all the devices randomly starting within an approximate 30 s interval. In each run, all clients
used the same adaption algorithm using the three variants:

• TCP-only approach: In this approach, the transmission of HTTP is over a TCP stream, as the
current default solution would behave.

• QUIC-only approach: HTTP is sent on top of QUIC, emulating the way HTTP/3 would work but
only changing the transport protocol without further improvements.
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• SAND/3: The proposed scheme was used on top of QUIC and applying the process explained in
previous sections.

In the first two cases, we left the default connectivity settings, which includes the end-to-end
routing using simply the shortest path route. Note that, due to some performance limitations in the
QUIC test server, not suitable for a large number of users [30], we only used three clients; nevertheless,
since the primary objective of the experiment was to analyze the behavior and the feasibility of the
proposal rather than a large-scale test, the current setup would suffice as a proof-of-concept.

5.3. QoE Metrics

To objectively measure the user QoE, there are five factors that influence the most in a DASH
system: the number times the video freezes (stalls), the number of video quality shifts, media
throughput (bitrate), start-up delay, and the fairness at shared bottlenecks [13,37]. However, since the
start-up delay and fairness are mostly related to live-streaming, they are perceived less critical than the
other variables [38]. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the number of stalls, media throughput and
the number of video quality shifts to measure the QoE.

6. Results

6.1. Number of Stalls

Concerning the number of stalls, which occurs when the video stops due to a buffer underrun,
Table 4 shows the results obtained per adaption algorithm and their combined duration. As observed,
there were stalls only in the TCP-only (current default) approach—the other approaches (QUIC and our
approach) did not present any stalls during the playback whatsoever—which is a favorable result since
a stall is the most detrimental factor for QoE [11]. In addition, note that most of the stalls occurred
on users from the lower priority category. However, in the case of SARA, even users from the first
categories suffered from stalls, and although there were few occurrences the combined time was
considerable (16–26 s), which shows how unfair bandwidth competition can affect all users as the
number of parallel requests increases.

Table 4. Number of stalls per user category using the TCP-only approach.

User Category

Adaption Algorithm

TBA SARA BBA

# of Stalls Time [s] # of Stalls Time [s] # of Stalls Time [s]

1 0 0 2 21.1 0 0
2 0 0 1 16 0 0
3 1 20 4 26 1 2.46

6.2. Media Throughput

Concerning the media throughput (received video bitrate), depending on the adaption algorithm
and the approach used, the results were relatively different. Figures 4–6 we show the media throughput
obtained for each type of user using TBA, BBA, and SARA respectively.

Initially, in Figure 4a, we can see that, although TBA increased the requested bitrate progressively
when using TCP-only approach, once higher quality segments were achieved and as new users started
to request better quality representations, the video quality decreased significantly. This considerable
quality decrease was due to the shared bandwidth bottleneck at the edge of the topology, and the
unfair bandwidth competition. On the other hand, users that used QUIC-only, as shown in Figure 4b,
received relatively low-quality segments for most of the transmission; however, at no time did the
clients suffer from buffer underruns. Moreover, the bandwidth distribution was somehow evenly
distributed among clients. Finally, in Figure 4c, for the case of our approach, the bitrate changes were
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quickly improved due to the characteristics of TBA. Moreover, once the clients converged to the best
available video quality, the playback was steady and stayed, for the most part, in the highest video
quality even for users with lower priority, which shows the benefits of the proposed approach for all
user levels.
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Figure 4. Media throughput obtained for three users at 10 Mpbs links using TBA adaption algorithm.

When SARA was used as the DASH adaption algorithm, as shown in Figure 5, since the algorithm
considers the variable sizes of the different video representations, the convergence time was faster than
the case of TBA. However, due to the congestion in the shared lines used in the TCP-, and QUIC-only
approaches, the estimation was done using non-accurate information, and therefore the requested
bitrate could not be handled by either of the approaches, leading to a highly unstable playback, as can
be observed in Figure 5a,b. Due to the conservative nature of SARA, especially in terms of the Delayed
Download mechanism, the video quality is gradually increased and maintained in the same one for a
certain amount of time to avoid unnecessary downloads. However, by the time the segment is to be
transmitted, the network conditions might have already changed so that the link will be overloaded
downloading a bigger file until the threshold reaches the lower bound. On the other hand, by using
our approach, once the optimal bitrate is selected, the feedback can estimate the available resources
more accurately since the network status is continuously monitored on all network devices, which led
to a steady and smooth playback with the highest video quality for all users, as shown in Figure 5c.
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Figure 5. Media throughput obtained for three users at 10 Mpbs links using SARA adaption algorithm.

Finally, in Figure 6, we show the received bitrate when using BBA as the DASH adaption algorithm.
Note that the bitrate variability is higher than the other algorithms. BBA has a different approach,
which focuses on the current buffer occupancy rather than throughput estimation. Thus, it tends
to request segments with higher bitrates for a longer time. However, when the streams compete
with other requests, the congestion level increases considerably, leading to overloaded links and
consequently higher loss-rate. As observed in Figure 6a, which depicts the received bitrate using TCP,
there was a point in the playback (approximately at Second 250) where the congestion level was so high
that the bitrate suffers from a phenomenon called ON–OFF period. In this state, the requested video
quality oscillates between the highest and lowest, creating instability among the other DASH clients
due to an inaccurate buffer estimation. In the case of QUIC, although there was some interference
between Users 2 and 3, BBA was capable of recovering relatively quickly, as observed in Figure 6b.
Lastly, in the case of our approach, as shown in Figure 6c, the bitrate was between the upper level of
cushion (cu) and the maximum buffer capacity (Bmax) for the most of the transmission, which allowed
a smooth video playback without any buffer underruns.
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Figure 6. Media throughput obtained for three users at 10 Mpbs links using BBA adaption algorithm.

6.3. Video Quality Shifts

Concerning the number of video quality shifts, which refers to the change of video representation,
users perceive dissatisfaction when the video abruptly changes to a considerably lower bitrate;
therefore, a progressive increase of quality and minimizing the downshifts is desirable to have a good
QoE. Figure 7 show the number of both up- and down-shifts events in every approach. As observed
in Figure 7a–c, regardless on the adaption algorithm used (i.e., TBA, SARA, or BBA respectively),
our approach was able to considerably minimize the downshift events at least for the user with the
highest priority (User 1). However, note that, in the case of the number of the downshifts using
BBA (Figure 7c), for Users 2 and 3, the number is higher using our approach than when using TCP.
Nonetheless, as previously shown in Figure 6, the difference in the decrease of video quality was much
bigger when using TCP than in our approach.

Regarding the number of upshifts, even though this variable is tightly coupled with the downshift
events, the strategy used in each algorithm will significantly influence on how fast the bitrate will
converge again to the best possible quality before a downshift event. Most of the adaption algorithms
will opt for an aggressive decrease and progressive increase, having, therefore, more upshift events
than downshifts, as shown in Figure 7d–f, which depict the number of upshift events using TBA,
SARA, and BBA respectively. The average improvement achieved was around 45%, and 60% for
the downshifts, and 40% and 50% for the upshift events compared to the TCP-only, and QUIC-only
approaches, respectively, which is a significant improvement to the overall QoE.
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Figure 7. Number of up- and down-shifts per approach using different adaption algorithms.

6.4. Average Downloaded Video Files

Figure 8 depicts the heat-map of the average bitrate distribution of each of the approaches
using the different adaption algorithms throughout the entire video. As observed, regardless of the
algorithm, the bitrate distribution is considerably wider towards the highest video quality segments
(light blue) when using the proposed approach. In fact, when using TBA and SARA, about 85% of the
downloaded segments belonged to that category (Figure 8a,b), while, in the case of BBA (Figure 8c),
it was about 45%, which was marginally better than the other approaches but still the second best
video representation covered a larger part of the downloaded segments. This shows that it is possible
to guarantee the best quality regardless of the user category or the adaption algorithm used. Since a
better representation is stored in a bigger file, the amount of downloaded content was also significantly
higher than when using TCP- or QUIC-only approaches, as shown in Figure 9a,b, respectively. For the
most part, the distribution among the clients was rather even; however, note that there is a slight
progressive decrease in the case of BBA (Figure 9c) as each user was affected by the number of clients
and the increased congestion. Nevertheless, the approach achieved an average of 20% improvement
compared to the TCP-only approach, and 25% compared to the QUIC-only approach.

These results confirm that the proposed approach provides a better overall QoE for all users in
the different categories, while effectively using the available resources.
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Figure 8. Heat map of average downloaded video representation per approach.
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Figure 9. Downloaded content per approach.

7. Discussion

Based on the obtained results, we could observe that using our approach, or even only
implementing HTTP/3, will greatly benefit DASH performance. Even though in the current paper
we used a test server from Google’s QUIC implementation, the benefits can be extrapolated when
the official IETF implementation becomes available. As observed, the main advantage would be the
avoidance of stalling events regardless of the adaption algorithm used by the DASH client, even if they
share a bottleneck at the edge of the topology or the network resources are scarce. This is, of course,
an inherent benefit of using QUIC protocol at the transport level, which was precisely designed to
improve the performance on users with constraint performance in terms of congestion, and loss
percentage [1]. Changing just the transport protocol by itself will not be enough, as some other factors
will also have a detrimental effect on the QoE, e.g., taking into account user categories or sudden
changes in the network. However, although the inclusion of additional control levels will overload the
network devices, there have been some recent proposals—e.g., Segment Routing (SR) [39]—that can
help alleviate the flow-table exponential increase. The overall idea of SR is to divide the end-to-end
path into multiple parts called “segments”, which will be updated based on pre-established policies,
and it is a useful technique to relief the flow-table overload in SDN implementations, as shown in [24].

An additional inherent advantage, especially for mobile users, would be solving the mobility issue.
The control and identification of the transmission in QUIC is done by using a Connection ID, making
therefore possible to migrate a transmission from an end-point that had a change in lower-layers (UDP,
IP) and continue their process, even the in case of a vertical (i.e., interface) or horizontal (i.e., network)
handover [29], as can be observed in [6] where the authors explored this phenomenon.
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It is also important to mention that, although we did not modify the default values of TCP or
UDP for the experiments (e.g., congestion window), we believe that, by adjusting this parameter,
as suggested by Kakhki et al. [40], the results can be further improved for the approaches that use QUIC.

It is worth noting that using HTTP over QUIC has some drawbacks in the current implementations.
For instance, Google and Facebook stated that a wide-scale deployment would require about twice the
amount of CPU to cope with the traffic load compared to current HTTP/2 [29]. Of course, this performance
issue might be reduced by further optimizing the hardware and software (i.e., when the changes are applied
in the kernel) to the UDP stack in a rather short time, since this area is not as explored as in the case of TCP.

Another point to consider is that, since a centralized-control approach—which combines
information otherwise segregated (i.e., user, network, service, and application)—might be seen
challenging to implement, there are already authors who presented feasible solutions. For instance,
Liotou et al. [41] proposed a solution that allows effective communication between Video Service
Providers (VSPs) and mobile network operators’ (MNOs), which enables feedback towards a better
network-aware video segment selection.

Finally, note that we only focused on a fully SDN-based infrastructure; the current Internet is
made of different intertwined technologies, and therefore the interaction between those non-SDN
domains needs further study.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we present SAND/3, an SDN-Assisted QoE control method for DASH over
HTTP3, which comprises a multi-layer collaborative optimization at the user, application, transport,
and networking levels. The proposed approach combines the best state-of-the-art technologies to
support quality adaption and improve DASH performance on top of HTTP/3. We implemented
the proposed architecture over an SDN-based infrastructure using ODL as the controller in a Linux
environment. Moreover, we evaluated its feasibility using an emulated DASH client using different
adaption bitrate algorithms. Preliminary results show that, by considering end-user categories to
manage the video segment’s traffic over QUIC, the overall QoE improves not only regarding the media
throughput but also reducing the number of stalls, and the number of abrupt downshifts of video
quality compared to current TCP-only and QUIC-only approaches. However, although the QUIC-only
approach showed no significant improvements for DASH by itself, we can conclude that QUIC (and
HTTP/3) features might help to improve DASH performance but it needs further support.

Future directions this work might go are as follows: First, we still need to test the impact of the
approach in different scenarios, e.g., using other adaption algorithms or heterogeneous clients. Then,
we plan to deploy the system using larger network environments, and test using real implementations
of DASH systems and HTTP/3. Finally, it might also be interesting to look at the impact of recent
approaches, such as Multipath QUIC [42], as it could combine the benefits of QUIC streams multiplexing
over multiple paths and their impact on future Internet applications, in particular video streaming.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present our proposals and efforts for building an affordable playground
(i.e., miniaturized testbed) for Software-Defined Networking (SDN)-Cloud experiments by using
hyper-converged SmartX Boxes that are distributed across multiple sites. Each SmartX Box consists
of several virtualized functions that are categorized into SDN and cloud functions. Multiple
SmartX Boxes are deployed and inter-connected through SDN to build multi-site distributed cloud
playground resources. The resulting deployment integrates both cloud multi-tenancy and SDN-based
slicing, which allow developers to run experiments and operators to monitor resources in a distributed
SDN-cloud playground. It also describes how the hyper-converged SmartX Box can increase the
affordability of the playground deployment. Thus, the analysis result shows the efficiency of
SmartX Box for building a distributed playground by providing semi-automated DevOps-style
resource provisioning.

Keywords: affordable playground; hyper-converged SmartX Box; distributed resources; multi-site
and virtualized cloud; software-defined networking; DevOps automation

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Aligned with worldwide Future Internet testbed efforts (e.g., GENI—Global Environment for
Network Innovations [1], FIRE—Future Internet Research and Experimentation [2]), OF@TEIN
(OpenFlow at Trans-Eurasia Information Network) project was started to build an OpenFlow-enabled
testbed over TEIN infrastructure in 2012 [3]. Several experimentation tools were developed to support
both developers and operators in using OF@TEIN testbed. Initially, a mixed combination of tools,
ranging from simple web-/script-based to DevOps (Development and Operations) [4] Chef-based
automated tools [5], were deployed over SmartX Racks. SmartX Rack consists of four devices:
Management & Worker node, Capsulator node, OpenFlow switch, and Remote power device. Physically
LAN-connected SmartX Racks were inter-connected by L2 (layer 2) tunnels, employed in Capsulator
nodes as described in detail in this work [6]. However, SmartX Racks with multiple devices were
subject to physical remote re-configurations, which are extremely hard to manage for distributed
OF@TEIN Playground. Thus, from late 2013, a hyper-converged SmartX Box was introduced to
virtualize and merge the functionalities of four devices into a single box [7]. The comparison between
previously deployed SmartX Racks and newly deployed SmartX Box, is depicted in Figure 1. Finally,
several hyper-converged SmartX Boxes were distributed deployed over nine Asian countries in 2015,
as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. SmartX Rack versus SmartX Box Comparison.

Figure 2. OF@TEIN Playground.

Software-defined Networking (SDN) tools assist developers and operators to prepare the
experiment environment in OF@TEIN, by enabling networking resources (e.g., switches and
Flowspaces [8]) preparation. Similarly, cloud management software can cover computing resources
(e.g., VMs) preparation. Thus, the combination of distributed SDN and cloud testbeds ready to provide
scalable and flexible computing resources with enhanced networking capability. However, the seamless
integration of SDN-enabled and cloud-leveraged infrastructure is a very challenging task, due to open
and conflicting options in configuring and customizing resource pools together. Therefore, we should
carefully provision all resource configuration aspects such as multi-site distribution, virtualized
resource slicing (i.e., isolation), and multi-tenancy support while considering hardware deployment
for SDN and cloud integrated testbed.
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As mentioned above, this paper proposes the concept of hyper-converged SmartX Box that
can easily accommodate virtualized and programmable resources (i.e., OpenFlow-enabled virtual
switches and OpenStack-leveraged cloud VMs) to build the OF@TEIN SDN-enabled multi-site
clouds playground (i.e., miniaturized testbed). The collection of OpenFlow-based virtual switches
(i.e., OpenvSwitch [9]) is providing SDN capability, which is controlled by both developers and
operators SDN controllers. Simultaneously, OpenStack-leveraged VMs (i.e., working as virtual
Boxes) are effectively managed by OpenStack cloud management [10]. However, the actual design
and implementation of SmartX Box are continuous to evolve for supporting new experiment
over OF@TEIN Playground.

1.2. Motivation and Related Work

It is well known that the service-centric networking model to provide higher-level connectivity
and policy abstraction is an integral part of cloud-leveraged applications. The emerging SDN paradigm
can provide new opportunities to integrate cloud-leveraged services with enhanced networking
capability through deeply programmable interfaces and DevOps-style automation. Several SDN-based
approaches have been proposed to provide virtualized overlay networking for multi-tenancy cloud
infrastructure. For example, Meridian proposed an SDN controller platform to support service-level
networking for cloud infrastructure [11]. Similarly, CNG (Cloud Networking Gateway) attempts to
address multi-tenancy networking for distributed cloud resources from multiple providers while
providing flexibilities in deploying, configuring and instantiating cloud networking services [12]. As a
prototype of implementation, the large-scale deployment of GENI Racks over national R&E (research
and education) network is also moving towards a programmable, virtualized, and distributed collection
of networking/compute/storage resources, a global-scale “deeply programmable cloud”. It satisfied
research requirements in a wide variety of areas, including cloud-based applications [1]. Another
effort from the EU, known as “BonFIRE”, is a multi-site testbed that supports testing of cloud-based
distributed applications, which offer a unique ease-to-use functionality in terms of configuration,
visibility, and control of advanced cloud features for experimentation [13].

Aligned with converged SDI (Software-defined Infrastructure) paradigm [14], the SDN and cloud
testbeds should continuously support for the new type of technologies and experiments. To guarantee
the usability and continuity of the testbed, the testbed deployment needs to consider the three following
aspects. First, the resources should be open without any limitations due to proprietary vendor
software or hardware implementation. Second, the resources should be conceptually and reality
agile to adopt new technologies or match experiment requirements. Third, the cost and number
of physical (i.e., hardware) resources to be deployed should be very minimum for each site of the
playground. It only requires a minimized budget (i.e., leveraging low-cost commodity hardware).
Please note that leveraging the power of open-source software (e.g., KVM hypervisor [15], LXC Linux
container [16], Open virtual switch [9], and others) is also important to support distributed resources
centralized management.

Since the cloud computing model is massively adopted for computation infrastructure
deployment, it should consider an affordability aspect of the cloud deployment model. In 2017,
Ta A.D. [17] tried to address the adoption of a cloud computing framework for developing countries
by leveraging hyper-converged servers as virtual computing infrastructure. Moreover, it has gained
more acceptance since the networking function (i.e., switch) was extended into a virtualization layer,
which allows the creation of multiple virtual switches in the Linux-based server [9]. Then, in 2016,
a software-defined framework, called OpenBox, tries to address NFs (network functions) deployment
by decoupling between NFs control-plane and data-plane that is very similar to SDN solutions [18].
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1.3. Aim and Contributions of the Paper

We tried to align with the above testbed deployment, but unfortunately, there are some technical
and environment gaps with all those testbed efforts. GENI [1] covers extensive testbed features and
functionalities for a different type of experiments while considering increasing the performance with
powerful hardware. However, they are not focusing on distributed over heterogeneous infrastructure
and the cost of deployment due to the good support of infrastructure and funding sources. FIRE [2]
is similar to GENI, but with a less extensible feature because they have much more focus on smaller
testbed but also with good performance. They are a little bit concerned about the distributed over
heterogeneous infrastructure due to different conditions and policies among many Europeans countries.
PlanetLab [19] does not consider features and performance due to the simple requirement of virtual
resources with basic networking. However, it is a large-scale distributed testbed because it is deployed
over a thousand sites with different network infrastructures. PlanetLab does not concern about the
deployment cost because it is supported by a large research community in adding new hardware
resources as a new testbed site.

In summary, it is not possible to directly apply their deployment approaches into our environment
due to several reasons such as limited funding, level of research interest, and network infrastructure
support. Therefore, we want to provide extensive experiment features/functions over a reasonable
number of distributed sites over heterogeneous infrastructure. However, at the same time, we need
to reduce the number of hardware for each experiment by providing hyper-converged box-style
resources. In other words, we want to increase the testbed capability while keeping the cost of the
deployment as low as possible. Thus, since 2013, OF@TEIN had considered those mentioned aspects by
changing the initial rack-style resource deployment from GENI testbed into box-style, hyper-converged,
and server-based resources for an affordable playground across developing countries in Asia region [7].
The main contributions of this paper are:

1. Proposing a concept of an affordable playground with a centralized playground tower and multiple
centers to manage and control distributed resources spread across heterogeneous infrastructure.

2. Proposing a design of box-style resources (i.e., SmartX Box), an open, agile and economic
hyper-converged resources which able to be deployed and verified over underlying
heterogeneous infrastructure.

3. Reducing the cost of the deployment and provisioning time of the playground by leveraging
low-cost commodity hardware and developing the open-source-based DevOps automated tools
to provision hyper-converged box-style resources.

2. An Affordable Playground

2.1. An SDN-Enabled Multi-Site Clouds Playground

A Playground is defined as a miniaturized and customizable testbed that is easy to build and
operate for various research experiments by a tiny-size DevOps-style team of developers and operators.
Mainly, we focus on establishing a multi-site playground infrastructure where playground resources
are physically distributed across multiple geographical sites but logically inter-connected with each
other to offer a unified shared pool of resources. A tiny-size team of people (i.e., operators) should
provision and control the multi-site isolated resources, which is openly accessible by a group of people
(i.e., developers) from all involved sites. As depicted in Figure 3, the proposed multi-site playground
has several vital entities, which are discussed below:

1. Playground Sites with Hyper-converged Boxes. When playground developers want to perform
their experiments, they can dynamically acquire dedicated resources from the pool of multi-site
resources. For the customizable (i.e., software-defined) playground, the resource infrastructure of
the multi-site playground should be composable (e.g., programmable) in terms of computing,
storage, and networking types of resources. By leveraging the growing popularity toward
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hyper-converged appliances that integrate computing, storage, and networking resources into a
single box-style entity, we can enable the multi-site resource pool that ready to be customized
and scaled-out without the manual intervention of playground operators. Thus, in our approach,
each playground site is equipped with a box-style of hyper-converged resources, denoted as
SmartX Box, the hyper-converged box-style resource that should be useful in supporting the
required composability by comfortably accommodating virtualized and programmable resources.
Multiple types of SmartX Box should be designed and deployed for different purposes, such as
SD-WAN, SDN-enabled clouds, and access extension support. However, the critical aspects of
those boxes design are similar: open, agile, and economic resources.

Furthermore, the SmartX Box can be divided into three main abstractions, which are box, function,
and inter-connect. The box represents all the server-based hardware that runs Linux as a baseline
open-source operating system for other software-based functions. The function represents virtual
functions (e.g., virtual machine, virtual switch, or virtual router), which are implemented by using
a set of open-source software. Finally, the inter-connect is representing the path/link between
functions or boxes which include the tunnel-based overlay networking because playground sites
are spread over the heterogeneous underlay network infrastructure.

2. Playground Tower with Centers. To satisfy the dynamic requirements of playground developers
on diversified functionalities over distributed but miniaturized resource pools, the proposed
playground should integrate the emerging technology paradigms such as the SDN, cloud
computing, and Internet of Things (IoT). However, the SDN-enabled multi-site clouds
combination brings new complexities for the playground operators, since multi-site clouds
resources, connected via SDN-based networks, demand various software-based DevOps-
automation tools to build, operate, and use automatically. Thus, we propose the concept of
Playground Tower, which provides a logical space-like abstraction in a centralized location, which
leads the operation of the multi-site playground by following the concept of “monitor and control”
tower. From the tower, the DevOps team can enjoy a panoramic view of playground resources
that are distributed over underlay networks, and quickly manage and use those resources for
their experiments.

The playground tower systematically covers various functional requirements of operating a
multi-site playground by employing several centers, also depicted in Figure 3. First, Provisioning
Center (P-center) is responsible for remote installation and configuration of multi-site playground
resources. Visibility Center (V-center) covers playground visibility and provides panoramic
visualization support. Orchestration Center (O-center) handles the management level issues with
the assistance of controllers (e.g., SDN/cloud controllers). Thus, several software-based tools are
used and developed by leveraging open-source software. For example, to provision SmartX Box,
P-Center provides an automation framework such as Chef and MaaS. To continuously operate
by re-configuring the playground resources, O-Center provides a set of interfaces (e.g., CLI,
API, Web UI) to meet the varying requirements of playground developers. Finally, to monitor
the playground resources and traffic flows, V-Center provides playground visibility data in an
accessible format for visualization and analysis.
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Figure 3. An SDN-Enabled Multi-Site Clouds Playground.

2.2. Affordable Playground with SmartX Box

As mentioned earlier, to specifically address the affordability of multi-site playground,
the resources should be open without any configuration/monitoring limitations, agile to adopt new
technologies or match experiment requirements, and economics by the deployment of low-cost
commodity hardware. Open-source software in converged SDI with SDN, cloud, and Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) integration, and the support of open-source hardware are the main
drivers of the development of hyper-converged box-style resources.

The concept of box-style hyper-converged resources is shown in Figure 4, which can introduce
a unique design of an affordable multi-site playground. The critical design of hyper-converged
box-style resource is open, agile, and economic resources. The term box is adopted from a white
box (i.e., clear box or open box) that has understandable and controllable subsystems, so it is easy
to develop/test software on it without limitation on a vendor-specific feature. The box is open for
supporting any server-based hardware because it is fundamentally characterized by software-based
components/functions composition and implementation. It is agile to provide a different type of
experiment for matching with new upcoming technologies and requirements. It is economical to allow
any low-cost commodity server to be used to increase affordability in distributed deployment and
operation. However, the actual design of the box is evolved, which include: simplification of the
physical hardware specification, components design changes, and modular software implementation.

Unfortunately, provisioning and operating distributed hyper-converged boxes in heterogeneous
physical infrastructures quite challenging since it is subjected to different performance parameters
(e.g., networks speed and power stability). Also, the independency between multi-domain underlying
infrastructure operators (e.g., access and security policies). Consequently, it is hard to maintain
the continuous operation of all the boxes. To make those boxes design turnkey simple, we should
concentrate on minimizing the requirement and consumed time for provisioning the boxes with these
following strategies:

1. Heterogeneous hardware: No specific hardware requirements or specific brand/vendor supports,
all hardware with acceleration support for virtualization, and multiple network interfaces support
for specialized connections can be used.
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2. Remote management: A distributed deployment and limited access to installation sites are the main
reasons to enable the hardware remote management module based on an Intelligent Platform
Management Interface (IPMI) [20].

3. Automated provisioning: A set of DevOps-based automated provisioning tools is developed to
minimize the consumed time for installing and configuring the box with pre-arranged multiple
specialized connections.

4. Centralized configuration template: The provisioning tool is equipped with a specific template of the
configuration file for a specific site of the box that downloadable from a centralized location with
a specific component configuration for SDN and cloud.

Figure 4. The concept of box-style hyper-converged resources.

2.3. SmartX Box: Design and Implementation

2.3.1. SmartX Box Abstraction

As discussed above, we adopt the hyper-converged box-style resource, called SmartX Box [7],
as the main building block for our OF@TEIN Playground. The proposed SmartX Box illustrated in
Figure 5, as an abstracted format.

The SmartX Box abstraction tries to align the SDN/NFV/cloud integration of SDI with the
compute/storage/networking integration of hyper-converged box-style resources. Cloud can
provide economics and scalable computing/storage resources without compromising the associated
performance, availability, and reliability. SDN provides flexible networking support for highly
virtualized computing/storage resources, which is not possible with legacy networking schemes.
NFV is assisting SDN by deploying virtualized network functions in the box-style hyper-converged
resources of cloud data centers [21]. Virtual monitoring is used to collect box-related data for
monitoring and troubleshooting purposes, which one of them is described in our previous work [22].
Moreover, the centralized orchestration for multi-tenant cloud data centers and NFV-assisted SDN
infrastructure can provide the simplified orchestration of SDI-ready playground with the slice-based
network virtualization support. Thus, by considering the above features, SmartX Box is designed
to be ready for supporting a wide range of research experiments. Also, by merging all the required
functionalities into the hyper-converged SmartX Box, it is easier to realize the scale-out capability of
the playground by simply adding hyper-converged SmartX Boxes to increase the resource capacity of
the playground.
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Figure 5. Hyper-converged SmartX Box: Abstraction to match SDN/NFV/Cloud integration.

To support the flexible remote configuration, each hyper-converged SmartX Box requires dedicated
and specialized connections for P/M/C/D (power, management, control and data), which are
explained in the next section [7]. However, besides those connections, there are no specific hardware
requirements for hyper-converged SmartX Boxes. Therefore, any commodity hardware with reasonable
computing, storage, and networking resources can be used. The total amount of hardware resources
only affects the capacity (e.g., the total number of VM instances per flavor types) in specific boxes, sites,
and regions. However, it is essential to consider the hardware acceleration support for virtualization
and networking.

2.3.2. Virtualized SDN-Enabled Switches and Cloud-Leveraged VMs

As described above, the conversion from SmartX Racks to SmartX Boxes are completed to
manage better the distributed multi-site cloud-based services on the top of SDN-enabled inter-connect
capabilities [7]. Thus, the actual design of SmartX Box needs to consider and balance both cloud and
SDN aspects carefully. The OpenStack [10] Cloud can provide VM instances and basic networking
options for diverse tenants. For SDN, several instances of virtual switches (based on Open vSwitch [9])
are provisioned while allowing users/developers to share them simultaneously. We arrange the SDN
and cloud relevant functions inside a single hyper-converged SmartX Box, as shown in Figure 6.
SDN-related virtual functions consist of several virtual switches with different roles, e.g., creating
developers networking topology, inter-connecting OpenFlow-based overlay networking, and tapping
flows for troubleshooting. Also, cloud-related functions are placed to include VM instances for
cloud-based applications and to support external connections to VMs.

The inside view of SDN-/cloud-related functions is depicted in Figure 7. First, several SDN-
enabled virtual switches are placed and matched with its functionalities: brcap for capsulator
(encapsulate OpenFlow packets through an overlay tunnel), br1 and br2 for users/developers
switches, and brtap for tapping purpose (capturing packets for troubleshooting as described in [11]).
Cloud-related VM instances (a.k.a., virtual Boxes: vBoxes) are managed by KVM hypervisors, which
is controlled by OpenStack Nova with specific flavors and images. Additionally, virtual switches
(i.e., br-int, br-ex, and br-vlan) and user-space virtual router are configured by OpenStack Neutron to
provide required connectivity to cloud VM instances.
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Figure 6. Hyper-converged SmartX Box Design for SDN and Cloud Integration.

Figure 7. Hyper-converged SmartX Box Virtualized Cloud and SDN Components.

2.4. Semi-automated Resource Provisioning

Deploying hyper-converged SmartX Boxes in heterogeneous physical (i.e., network topology)
infrastructures is very troublesome since it is subject to different performance parameters and
independent network administrative domains. As mentioned in the previous section, it is tough
to keep the sustainable operation of all the boxes. Thus, a set of automated provisioning tools is
developed to minimize the consumed time for provisioning (i.e., installing and configuring) all the
SmartX Boxes with pre-arranged P/M/C/D connections. The P (Power) connection is used for power
up/down SmartX Box. The M (Management) connection is mainly used for managing SmartX Box by
the operator. Also, the C (Control) connection is used to access and control the SDN-/Cloud-related
functions (i.e., virtual switches and VMs) by the developer. Finally, the D (Data) connection is used
for any data-plane traffic that includes inter-connection traffic among multiple SmartX Boxes. Also,
the automated provisioning tools are controlled by a centralized P-Center inside the Playground Tower,
which has full access to all distributed hyper-converged SmartX Boxes.
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First, to automate the provisioning of the SDN-enabled virtual switches, ovs-vsctl high-level
management interface for OpenvSwitch is used. Please note that ovsdb (OpenvSwitch database)
protocol is also used for the centralized configuration of the OpenvSwitch database inside each SmartX
Box. The provisioning task includes the creation of virtual switches, the configuration of virtual
ports/links and overlay tunnel inter-connections, and the control connection of virtual switches
and SDN controllers. Next, open-source OpenStack cloud software has special installation and
configuration tools, called DevStack, which can support several modes of OpenStack configurations
with selected operating systems (e.g., Ubuntu, Redhat Enterprise Linux, and CentOS) [23].
For OF@TEIN Playground, we customize DevStack provisioning template to facilitate multi-regional
OpenStack cloud deployment with centralized management and authentication.

The overall implementation of semi-automated provisioning for SDN/cloud-enabled SmartX Box is
depicted in Figure 8. It is started with a clean-up of previous software installation and checking/upgrading
the operating system. Then it is followed with box installation to install/configure OpenStack cloud and
OVS components, and finally API-based tools to verify function installation/configuration.

Figure 8. Implementation of Semi-automated Provisioning for SDN/cloud-enabled Hyper-converged
SmartX Box.

2.5. SDN and Cloud Centralized Control

Cloud-related virtual functions are inter-connected through SDN-related virtual functions to
provide end-to-end communication for multi-site cloud-based applications. The cloud-related virtual
functions are controlled centrally by open-source OpenStack Cloud management and orchestration
software [10]. The SDN-related virtual functions are also centrally controlled by open-source SDN
controller such as ODL (Open Daylight) [24] and ONOS (Open Network Operating System) SDN
Controller [25]. OpenStack Keystone provides centralized user authentication and authorization.
OpenStack Nova and OpenStack Neutron can create VM instances and to provide enhanced connectivity,
respectively. The SDN controller (i.e., ODL) manipulates the flow table entries of SDN-enabled
virtual switches to enable the flexible steering of inter-connection flows among various functions
located in different cloud sites. Both cloud and SDN control software are required to mix and
match the configurations so that we can ensure the consistent connections between cloud VM
instances. Remember that the main challenge is how to accommodate cloud-based multi-tenancy
virtual networks (e.g., flat, VLAN, or tunneled network) for OpenFlow-based network slicing
(e.g., IP subnets, VLAN IDs, and TCP/UDP ports). Eventually, VLAN-based multi-tenancy traffic
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control (e.g., tagging, steering, and mapping) is chosen to integrate tenant-based and sliced-based
networking in SDN-enabled multi-site clouds playground.

By manipulating both OpenStack and ODL SDN controller, a VLAN-based multi-tenancy traffic
control is implemented as follows. First, we place VMs in two cloud regions and prepare the
connectivity for these VMs. These VMs are tagged by OpenStack Nova with a specific tag ID. Second,
OpenStack Neutron automatically maps the tag into VLAN ID that matched with SDN-based slice
parameters. This matching allows inter-connection flows for VMs to be steered by the developer’s
SDN controller, supervised by FlowVisor [8]. The SDN-based flow steering inserts flow table entries
according to the particular incoming and outgoing ports in the developer’s virtual switches, where
several ports are mapped to other cloud regions/sites. Finally, based on the destination site, it maps
to a specific tunnel interface that is pre-configured by the SDN controller of operators. The example
control of SDN and cloud components inside the SmartX Box for connecting several VMs from different
tenants across multiple sites, as depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 9. SDN and Cloud Control (Tag, Steer and Map) inside the SmartX Box.

3. Cost and Efficiency Analysis

3.1. TCO Analysis of Conversion from SmartX Rack into SmartX Box

To estimate the reduction of TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) from SDI based on the hyper-
converged resources, we can observe these two reports. First, typical three-year server TCO from IDC
(International Data Corporation) [26] in 2017, which defined the composition of several costs such
as hardware, software, staff training, outsourced cost, user productivity, and staffing (manpower),
as depicted as Figure 10a. Second, the value of SDI to reduce the total TCO of 10,000 OS instances
which is released by Intel [27], as depicted in Figure 10b. Where manpower efficiency improves up to
60%, software savings up to 70%, hardware reduction up to 20%, and other reduction (infrastructure
and energy) decreases up to 20%.

Based on both of the analysis reports, we can estimate the total saving of our conversion
effort from SmartX Rack into SmartX Box hyper-converged resources. In summary, as depicted
in Figure 11a, the TCO for SDI-ready box-style hyper-converged resources is described as follows.
The hardware-related project cost reduced to 5.6% due to single box type of deployment, the software
cost decrease to 2.1% due to open-source software adoption, and the most important is the cost for
playground operators go down till 36%. The overall TCO saving of SmartX Rack to SmartX Box
conversion is around 30.3%. If the graph is normalized into 100% of the pie chart, so we can produce
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the chart as depicted in Figure 11b. In conclusion, with the same amount of project budget, more
cost can be allocated for staff training (e.g., more effort for the research) to increase the quality of
operators/developers and also consider more compensation on the experiment downtime or the
developers/researchers productivity.

Figure 10. (a) Server-based 3-years TCO Composition [26] and (b) SDI Value to reduce 5 years TCO [27].

Figure 11. (a) TCO saving with hyper-converged infrastructure and (b) Normalized TCO with
hyper-converged infrastructure.

3.2. The Efficiency of Semi-Automated Provisioning

To facilitate the agile deployment of OF@TEIN Playground, both SDN-/cloud-related tools are
used for automated provisioning of hyper-converged SmartX Boxes. It is aligned with the recent
employment of DevOps automation since the OF@TEIN Playground is operated by a limited number of
operators and becomes easily uncontrollable as it spans across multi-domain inter-connected networks
beyond the privileges of playground operators. Thus, by using DevStack-based OpenStack deployment
and ovs-vsctl or ovsdb protocol for virtual switch provisioning, we can simplify the semi-automated
provisioning of hyper-converged SmartX Boxes. Also, REST APIs of the ODL SDN controller is used for
automated flow insertion, flow modification, and flow deletion. In summary, most of the provisioning
steps are automated, except for manual handling of critical tasks such as DevStack-based OpenStack
service restart and VXLAN tunnel checking/recovery.
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The duration of the whole process of semi-automated provisioning depends on the Internet
connection speed due to the online OS upgrade and online OpenStack software installation. However,
it takes less time for new box clean installation (including box restart), because previous software
clean-up and OS upgrade is not required. Moreover, re-configuring pre-installed SmartX Box is
much faster with “offline mode” enabled because online software/package copy from Ubuntu and
OpenStack repositories are not required. Figure 12a shows the semi-automated provisioning results,
which take approximately 50 min for fully upgrading a SmartX Box with network connection up to
300 Mbps. Thus, it takes around 6 h for the slowest network connection which less than 10 Mbps.
However, it takes only around 20 min (including box restart) for provisioning without cleaning up
the previous installation and upgrading the operating system. While Figure 12b justifies the longest
completion time is for upgrading the operating systems and restarting the SmartX Box. The clean-up
task is negligible because it is less than one minute, and then the installation task is reasonable for such
a customized configuration. Moreover, it takes less than 10 min to recover or re-configure SmartX Box
with “offline mode” [7].

Figure 12. Semi-automated Remote Provisioning Result for SmartX Box: (a) Provisioning time for the
different network connection speed, and (b) Completion time for different provisioning task.

4. Playground Deployment Verification

4.1. Distributed Deployment of SmartX Boxes for Building OF@TEIN Multi-Site Playground

Multiple hyper-converged SmartX Boxes are deployed on existing hardware of OF@TEIN
Playground with a special focus on adding the open-source OpenStack cloud-management software.
The OF@TEIN Playground relies on the heterogeneous physical underlay infrastructure across
multiple administrative domains. Thus, the multi-regional OpenStack cloud deployment is currently
investigated as the deployment option because it gives simple and common configuration for all
regions (i.e., SmartX Box sites). It also supports an independent IP addressing scheme and has
less dependency on the overlay networking among regions. Despite multi-regional independent
cloud deployment, the OF@TEIN Playground supports an integrated cloud management interface
by deploying web-based OpenStack Horizon UI and the centralized account/token authentication
from OpenStack Keystone. The resulting OpenStack multi-regional cloud deployment is illustrated
in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. OpenStack Multi-Regional Configuration in OF@TEIN Playground.

Next, the OF@TEIN Playground is enhanced with multiple mesh-style inter-connections of
NVGRE/VXLAN overlay tunnels, along with a unique flow-tapping virtual switch [22]. The OpenStack
multi-region deployment is modified to build an SDN-enabled multi-site playground where inter-VM
connectivities between cloud VMs are used by leveraging OpenFlow-enabled data planes. The data
planes are programmed and controlled by the centralized SDN controller, co-located with centralized
cloud management.

4.2. Example of Experiment with SDN-Enabled Multi-Site Cloud Playground

This example shows both aspects of experiment preparation in SDN-enabled multi-site clouds
playground to provision resources in both OpenStack and ODL SDN controller. First, a VM in one
of the cloud regions (i.e., playground sites) is prepared, including the basic connectivity for this VM
using the first VM virtual NIC (Network Interface Card). It is connected to a control network, called
“private”, for providing VM remote access from an external network. Then, second VM virtual NIC is
connected to a data network, called “datapath01”, which is automatically mapped into pre-configured
VLAN ID that matched with SDN-based slice parameters. This mapping allows the flow from this
VM to be steered by the developer’s SDN controller, supervised by FlowVisor [8]. Another VM in the
second region also is prepared with the same steps as depicted in Figure 14. Next, the SDN-based
flow steering that is leveraging the ODL SDN controller inserts flow table entries in developers’
virtual switches from/to those VMs to/from pre-defined ports that are already mapped to other cloud
regions/sites. Those pre-defined ports are mapped to a tunnel interface from the originating site into
the designating site that is controlled by the operators’ SDN controller of operators. The example of
the steps is depicted in Figure 15.
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Figure 14. OpenStack VMs Preparation and Configuration.

Figure 15. Flow Configuration in OpenDaylight Controller.

4.3. Multi-site Playground Visibility and Visualization

Resource-level monitoring and visualization are important operation activities for OF@TEIN
playground. The SDN and cloud components implementation for hyper-converged SmartX Boxes
provides diverse physical and virtualized resource combinations while at the same time brings
new complexities for monitoring and visualization. The SDN-cloud-enabled playground demands
considerably different resource-level visibility solutions from traditional networking testbed.
A distinctive, component-based, data-oriented approach is required for resource-level visibility of
distributed OF@TEIN physical and virtual resources. By integrating open-source software/tools,
we set up a unique resource-level visibility solution, which is focused on operation data collection from
multiple sources and interactive large-scale visualization [28]. Resource-level visibility data is collected
in nearly real-time to help the operators for monitoring the status of the resources by using a single
and unified visibility user interface. Large-scale visualization (i.e., network tiled display leverages
SAGE Framework [29]) enables the simultaneous visualization of the multiple and different types
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of visualization sources (e.g., web-based UI, remote desktop, secure shell), as depicted in Figure 16.
It allows OF@TEIN operators to manage the resources and developers to execute the experiment while
keeping an eye on the playground resources.

Figure 16. Multi-site playground resources visibility over network tiled display.

5. Conclusions

This paper gives comprehensive discussions of the unique concept and design of SDN-enabled
multi-site clouds playground with hyper-converged box-style resources for an innovative and diverse
research experiment. OF@TEIN Playground is successfully provisioned as an affordable SDN-enabled
multi-site clouds playground with distributed SmartX Boxes deployment for integrated SDN and
cloud experiments. We believe that an open, agile, and economics box-style hyper-converged resources
can provide a larger scale of an affordable and sustainable playground for diverse experiments with a
wide variety of application areas.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

SDN Software-defined Networking
GENI Global Environment for Network Innovations
FIRE Future Internet Research and Experimentation
OF@TEIN OpenFlow at Trans-Eurasia Information Network
DevOps Development and Operations
LAN Local Area Network
VM Virtual Machine
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CNG Cloud Networking Gateway
SDI Software-defined Infrastructure
KVM Kernel Virtual Machine
LXC Linux Container
OVS OpenvSwitch
NF Network Function
SD-WAN Software-defined Wide-area Network
IoT Internet of Things
MaaS Machine as a Service
API Application Programming Interface
CLI Command Line Interface
NFV Network Function Virtualization
IPMI Intelligent Platform Management Systems
ODL Open Daylight
ONOS Open Networking Operating System
VLAN Virtual LAN
TCP Transport Control Protocol
UDP User Datagram Protocol
TCO Total Cost Ownership
IDC International Data Corporation
NVGRE Network Virtualization using Generic Routing Encapsulation
VXLAN Virtual Extensible LAN
REST Representational State Transfer
SAGE Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment
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Abstract: Mobile-oriented internet technologies such as mobile cloud computing are gaining wider
popularity in the IT industry. These technologies are aimed at improving the user internet usage
experience by employing state-of-the-art technologies or their combination. One of the most important
parts of modern mobile-oriented future internet is cloud computing. Modern mobile devices use
cloud computing technology to host, share and store data on the network. This helps mobile
users to avail different internet services in a simple, cost-effective and easy way. In this paper,
we shall discuss the issues in mobile cloud resource management followed by a vendor-agnostic
resource consolidation approach named Phantom, to improve the resource allocation challenges in
mobile cloud environments. The proposed scheme exploits software-defined networks (SDNs) to
introduce vendor-agnostic concept and utilizes a graph-theoretic approach to achieve its objectives.
Simulation results demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed approach in improving application
service response time.

Keywords: cloud computing; management; middle box; placement; resource; SDN; vendor-agnostic;
virtual machine; VM

1. Introduction

Mobile-oriented future networks [1–3] are gaining tremendous importance in the field of computing
and networking industry. With the advent of wireless networking technologies, the wide-scale use of
smartphone devices and the World Wide Web is being shifted rapidly from static to mobility-based
solutions. For example, mobile service users will exceed two billion users [4,5]. Such drastic changes
are influencing the way IT concepts used to act and behave in the past.

However, the original idea of the internet was not based on mobility-based services. In other
words, it can be said that the original idea of the internet was meant for fixed hosts instead of mobile
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hosts. So with the emergence of mobile technology, various patch-on protocols were introduced to
support mobile environments e.g., Mobile IP [6,7] and its variants. However, patch-on technology
based solutions also have their limitations.

In an environment based on mobile computing, support for mobility is a vital requirement rather
as an add-on feature. The legacy network protocolsmainly focus on fixed hosts. In terms of usability,
legacy protocols often describe mobility as an additional functionality of a device. This behavior leads
to the creation of protocols based on mobility and is related to the modified versions of TCP/IP protocols
suite [8–10]. With these trends of mobility-awareness in the protocols, unexpected degradation of
performance, such as overuse of proxy, triangle routing, etc., is induced.

Mobile devices, including tablet PC or smartphones, are increasingly becoming an important part
of our lives as a vital and easy sources of communication tools that are not bounded by the elements of
time and space [11]. Mobile users utilize multiple mobile-based services by using different kinds of
mobile apps. These apps are hosted on remote servers through wireless networks. The fast growth
witnessed in mobile computing is a very prominent factor in the IT industry. It also influenced the
commerce industry. However, with this fast growth of mobile devices, we are also facing numerous
challenges such as computing resources car city, bandwidth allocation, storage and retrieval challenges
and battery life time. Therefore, it can be safely said that the limitations of computing resources greatly
hinder the betterment of computing services quality.

Cloud computing has been accepted as the infrastructure of next-generation networks [12].
Cloud users can benefit through cloud infrastructure by using various services (such as storage
and services hosting), platforms (operating systems, middleware and related services) and software
(applications) supported by cloud-enabled services like Amazon, Salesforce or Google at low prices.
Furthermore, cloud computing enables its users to broadly utilize the resources on a pay-per-use
policy [13]. By using such mobile applications, users can benefit from various cloud computing
functions. With the rapid growth of mobile apps and better support for cloud-oriented services, the
term mobile cloud computing is introduced. Mobile cloud computing is basically an integration of
cloud computing in the mobile environment. With the advent of mobile cloud computing, mobile
users are taking advantage of new type of services and which facilities them in fully utilizing cloud
computing services.

Mobile cloud computing [14,15] has the potential to transform the large arena of the IT industry.
This will help in making software and hardware-oriented services more accessible and attractive [1].
One of the primary objectives of cloud computing is to provide computing and storage services at low
and reasonable costs. This happens by sharing many resources between different users. The actual
provisioning of such services at a low process depends on how efficiently resources are utilized in the
cloud. A typical mobile cloud computing infrastructure is illustrated in Figure 1.

Cloud vendors can offer special hardware and particular software techniques for the provisioning
of reliable services at a high price. Later, these reliable services could be sold to users by signing terms
under certain clause or service level agreement. Nowadays, the cloud computing industry is using the
term “no single point of failure”. But the single point of failure often occurs when a single cloud service
provider is hosting all these solutions [16]. It is worth mentioning that a true vendor-agnostic solutions
will not only an open source technology solution (software) but will be accepted only if it is being
operated on a vendor neutral hardware (by using off-the shelf, bare-metal/SDN-enabled devices) etc.

On the other hand, software-defined clouds (SDCs) make use of SDNs in order to create
a programmable and flexible network by separation of functions for control plane and data plane.
The reason for choosing SDNs in data center resource management is their simplicity and control over
data center infrastructure. The idea of vendor agnostics through SDNs in data centers is implemented
by the Open Flow with the decomposition of traffic control authorization to different parts [17–19].
The controller element is a powerful manager of the network that is processing information related
to flows. Open Flow switches include basic functions like receiving, forwarding or looking up in
a data traffic table. By using OpenFlow, routing is not confined to a Media Access Control (MAC)
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address or IP address. This basically helps in the determination of paths with the parameters of high
security, low packet loss or low delay and also helps in maintaining the fine-grained scrutiny policies
for various applications.

 
Figure 1. Mobile-oriented network infrastructure for cloud computing.

The main purpose of this paper is to contribute towards the field of SDCs by investigation of
a major problem in cloud computing i.e. the placement of virtual machine (VM). VM placement
is very important in datacenters and has been studied extensively, particularly for their use in the
software-defined domain [20–22]. In a cloud environment, VMs are a key player as they provide the
flexibility claimed by cloud service providers. Figure 1 presents the layout of VM in a distributed
environment. When a computing service admitted into the cloud system demands for higher
computational resources, then VM management plays a very important role. VM management helps
in balancing the system constraints and loads [23,24]. Its main purpose is to retain user service
satisfaction level. There are numerous VM placement challenges. Traditionally, the techniques for
VM placement only focus on the resource allocation efficiency. Network research related to cloud
resource management often focus on placement of VMs in data center environments. A vast number
of VM placement techniques propose a solution based on available network resources [25]. This paper
presents a relatively simpler approach for VM placement in the SDC environment. The concepts
presented in this paper are related to the state-of-the-art technologies such as server and network
resource utilization, software-defined networks, VM placement/mapping and software-defined middle
box networking. The paper presents a combination of these technologies for resource management in
cloud environments.

The rest of the paper is further organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work, Section 3
presents the research allocation and mapping discussion in cloud environments, Section IV presents
the mathematical modeling. In Section 4 we perform the performance evaluation. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

In cloud environments, resource sharing must be done in a way that a user’s application
requirements must not influence other user applications. Resource sharing must be done in such
a way that these are secured and privately available [26]. VMs are acquired by applications on cloud
infrastructure when needed. However, for cloud tenants, VM acquisition is a challenge. It is due to the
limitations in cloud system’s granularity and limitations in VM control and placement.
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Data-intensive applications [27,28] frequently communicate with data centers. That is why the
data traffic transmission of these applications is quite large. This results in network performance
degradation and higher system overheads. VM placement strategies often use VM consolidation
and reallocation techniques to solve vendor lock-in issues. These issues greatly influence network
performance. In vendor lock-in issues, the users’ traffic volumes can face delays. This ultimately leads
to VM placement issues. The VM placement problem with traffic awareness [5,6] was proposed for
solving these problems through network optimization based strategies.

In cloud environments, VMs follow certain patterns in accessing network resources. Research
studies conducted in [29,30] involves a large number of CPU traces from different servers.
It demonstrates that the demand traces are mostly in correlation and follow a periodic behavior.
However, the concept of statistical multiplexing exists due to varying workloads. Data packet
behavior for these applications relies primarily on the idea of exploiting possible correlations in VMs.
Other approaches to vendor lock in issues include continuous monitoring of all VMs running on the
network by using various VM measurement heuristics [31].

Current VM placement strategies have been extended for the inclusion of other data center
infrastructure aspects such as network storage and network traffic. In a cloud infrastructure, all deployed
VMs typically show a dependency on network traffic. The best optimization strategy to address
their consolidation challenges is by hosting them on the nearest available physical machine [32,33].
Interestingly, network topology and data center design has a major impact on the selection of placement
for traffic optimization targets [34]. Similar dependencies often occur for VMs and storage resources
with different user requirements. In this situation, applications needing greater I/O performance can
be moved closer to the storage locality.

Different vendors provide tools for resource-management functions. These tools include a wide
range of applications. This includes system-level monitoring tools to application-level deep packet
tracers and monitors. These sophisticated tools are a good choice; however, they slow down the
system performance. Therefore, a vast-scale adoption of these tools will not only burden the network
features, but will also influence underlying network resources (including virtual and infrastructure
resources). In view of the above, a vendor-agnostic approach is used in [35,36] which proposes VM
placement on a physical machine with the least data transfer time with respect to network bandwidth
usage. However, within the datacenter premises, the data transmission rate is better due to wired
communication. Therefore, users of these services expect high-qualityenterprise-level services rather
than services offered by mobile devices with limited resources. Although not having enough tenant
support for the VM migration, the cloud services provider have high control functions over all VMs
locations. The manipulation of VMs can be performed by scaling in and out of physical resources.

Network support for tenant-controlledVM placement is difficult. An API-based SDN-enabled
solution for these issues helps in providing a clean interface to the network administrator and is widely
used in SDC environments.

SDNs [37,38] provide new possibilities for designing, operating, and securing data-intensive
networks. However, the realization of these benefits largely requires the support of underlying
infrastructure. In addition to handling the increased traffic loads, the network performance satisfaction
opens new avenues of network services.

Mobile cloud computing based systems perform cloud computing functions with the exception
that its users are mobile. Graph theory is a widely used concept in applied mathematics to structure
pair wise models and relationships between objects. In this paper, we use graph-theoretic approach for
resource consolidation on a vendor-agnostic hardware infrastructure which uses SDNs to administer
network functions.

The proposed methodology is described by the formulation of a solution for VM placement that
can be incorporated in SDCs. Currently, there is very limited support for VM placement in SDCs.
For example, Amazon EC2 lacks support for co-locating its instance types. Although limited support
features are present for cluster-based computational structures, high-performance features can only be
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afforded with premium prices [39,40]. Typically, the network resources available in close proximity are
used for improved networking performance. It is believed that SDCs will be extensively used in future
for flexibility and support in network applications and resource management.

3. Research Allocation and Mapping in Cloud Environments

Current mobility management schemes are based on centralized data access methodology. It is
similar to the concepts used in traditional DC architectures. The main problem with this scheme is that it
is difficult to manage. In terms of performance-based measures, these techniques results in routing and
path optimization-related constraints which ultimately leads to performance degradation challenges.

The term vendor-agnostic refers to a concept where the products of a specific manufacturer are
not tied to a particular vendor/brand etc. In distributed networks and systems theory, this term is
often mingled with any off the self-solution. Vendor-agnostic solutions operate upon free, open-ended
and generic solutions which involve basic mathematical optimization laws and principles not tied
or related to a particular company. These solutions provide a clean interface to users for interacting
with real-world problems. Our reason for highlighting vendor-agnostic behavior is based on the
reason that we use a combination of open-ended hardware and software (via SDNs, graph-theory and
Pareto-optimality) to achieve resource management functions.

In cloud environments, the rapid interaction between network’s I/O devices, data and application
services affect the system’s overall performance [41]. The SDN concept to decouple data from control
streams eases application and network performance. Here, we want to mention that SDN itself
is an enabling technology. We need to employ SDN infrastructure for developing VM placement
mechanism to achieve the desired goals. Therefore, we present a VM placement scheme for a SDC
environment which can improve the service response time of applications.

We consider a software-defined cloud architecture where SDN based APIs administer the cloud
resource management functions. These APIs manage topology and admission control features of cloud
resources. Our framework’s architecture is presented in Figure 2. Beneath the APIs lies a set of network
manager and cloud manager. They control various functions of cloud e.g., mapping VMs, network
statistics monitoring and controlling incoming outgoing packet requests. The last layer of the design
architecture consists of virtual and physical resources.

 
Figure 2. Proposed SDN cloud scenario.

SDN management APIs provide cloud resource management functions as high-level policies for
the underlying network infrastructure. Such APIs help in managing and accessing an apparently
infinite pool of computing resources like VMs etc. The function of the planner is to determine the
location of hosting features for the received application requests in collaboration with cloud manager,
modeler, and network manager. The modeler performs the comparison of received data and services
from cloud planner and cloud manager. It is also used to model resource utilization features for
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updating network directory status. The network and cloud managers are used for managing virtual
machines. The cloud and network managers on the other hand consolidate data at both physical and
logical levels. The abstraction layer consists of logically-deployed physical hardware. Finally, the
physical infrastructure layer consists of a list of physical resources that could be abstracted such as
storage and network resources (routers or switches), servers, computing hosts, etc.

After sending off a request, the console of SDN manager makes sure that the made request
is in compliance with the minimum number of SLAs. It then creates the topology of a blueprint.
The topology information is later submitted to the admission controller. The admission controller
validates and ensures that a connection can be established if current resources are sufficient for the
proposed connection [42,43]. A simplistic approach of the performed sequential operation is illustrated
in Figure 3.

 
Figure 3. Virtual machine (VM) placement policy prototype in data center networks.

The location of hosting applications is determined by planner and modeler in consultation with
cloud and network managers. Mapping of cloud resources is performed by the mapper. The proposed
system performs VM placement. For ease of management, VM mapping should be controlled separately
to ensure that cloud resources are managed in a clear and concise manner. The lower layer of SDC
consists of different network resources. The layer for physical infrastructure contains any physical
resource that could be abstracted e.g., storage and network resources (routers or switches), computing
hosts, servers, etc. The abstraction layer provides abstraction information from a logical perspective.
Conceptually physical layer resides beneath the abstraction layer [44,45].

In the proposed framework, by using graph theory, compute nodes are managed for allocation of
VMs. In the proposed framework both virtual topologies and the physical infrastructure (switches,
hosts, and links between them) are simulated for achieving dynamic routing features. In the presented
scenario, all traffic patterns are supported by all the network elements. The assumptions in the
proposed mechanism are mapped in a simulated environment for evaluation purpose.

The representation of the placement of VMs problem with the use of metrics (from linear algebra)
is based on the fact that the cloud systems can be presented as a graph containing nodes and edges.
Graph theory is the basic topic under discrete mathematics. Many advantages are present in the
graph-theoretic approach.
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On the basis of applied graph theory, we then manage compute nodes for VM allocation. In the
proposed framework, both physical infrastructure and virtual topologies are simulated in CloudSim [46].
A detailed overview on latest trends and developments in the field of virtual resource management
and network functions has been presented in [47].

4. Mathematical Modeling

We provide a mathematical representation of VM placement similar to [48] through our cloud
model using a graph-theoretic approach. The entire interconnection between various entities of the
proposed cloud is represented by adjacency matrices. Storage nodes (SN) represents data storage
nodes. Compute nodes (CN) consist of multiple physical computational nodes, whereas data packet
(DP) represents the data to be transmitted across the cloud. Our cloud infrastructure consists of 3 CNs,
2 SNs, and 3 DPs. Below we describe our model in detail. We consider a cloud system composed of m
> 0 compute nodes (CN) and n > 0 storage nodes (SN). Please take note that the values of m and n are
positive integers. The entire interconnection of the CNs and SNs can be depicted as a graph as shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. A graph-theoretic representation of the interconnection between the compute nodes (CN)
and storage nodes (SN) forming a bipartite.

In discrete mathematics terminology (especially in graph theory), the graph shown in Figure 5
is known as a bipartite. A bipartite is a group of two sets of nodes where each member of each set
is able to “communicate” with each and every member of the other set. The edges connecting the
CN and SN may represent any relationship between these nodes. In order to limit and scale down
the performance of our simulation, we assume that these edges could represent either bandwidth in
MBps or time constant in secs/MB (which is just the reciprocal of the bandwidth). For example, the
edge connecting SN1 to CN1 could represent the bandwidth value of 3.2 MBps or time constant of
0.3125 secs/MB (i.e., 1/3.2 MBps).

Figure 5. A graph-theoretic representation of a 2-SN, 3-CN cloud system given the values of the
networks bandwidths between each combination of CN and SN nodes. This is an example of a 2×3
bipartite B3.2.
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In applied graph theory, an adjacency matrix is a matrix that represents the values of all edges
connected to the nodes in the graph. Consider the n×m adjacency matrix

B =
[
bij
]
n×m

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

b11 b12 · · · b1m
b21 b22 · · · b2m

...
...

. . .
...

bn1 bn2 · · · bnm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (1)

where the matrix elements bij for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m are values representing the edges connecting
node i to node j. As we consider a 2-CN, 3-SN cloud system as depicted in Figure 6, the network
bandwidth between the nodes are as follows:

• SN1—CN1: 3.2 MBps;
• SN1—CN2: 6.0 MBps;
• SN1—CN3: 2.4 MBps;
• SN2—CN1: 16.0 MBps;
• SN2—CN2: 7.2 MBps; and
• SN2—CN3: 4.0 MBps;

Figure 6. A graph representation of the relationship between the data pieces and the storage nodes.
The first sub-graph is a 2 × 1 bipartite while the other sub-graph is a 1 × 1 bipartite (or simply
a connection between two nodes).

Then the corresponding graph-theoretic representation will result in Figure 5 having the adjacency
matrix with row i representing the SN number and column j representing the CN number.

B3.2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
3.2 16.0
6.0 7.2
2.4 4.0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦MBps. (2)

Similar to the approach in the previous section, a graph-theoretic approach can also be used to
represent the relationship between the data pieces and SNs. In order to consider an environment two
data pieces, DP1 = 200 MB and DP2 = 100 MB are both stored at storage node SN1, while another data
piece, DP3 = 500 MB, is stored in SN2. The resulting graph shall be composed of two sub-graphs: one
graph representing the relationship between DP1 and DP2 to SN1, and the relationship between DP3 to
SN2. Please take note that each sub-graph is also a bipartite as shown in Figure 6. Since each data piece
is stored only in a dedicated SN, it will be assumed in this architecture that the data piece is not shared
between other SNs. Therefore, each sub-graph will only have one SN but can have multiple DPs.

The entire interconnection between the DP and SN can also be represented by an adjacency matrix
where the column q shall represent the SN number. Since there are 2 SNs, then the matrix will have
n = 2 columns. The number of rows of the adjacency matrix shall be equal to the maximum number of
data pieces in any SN. In this particular example, since SN1 has two data pieces, namely DP1 and DP2,
the number of rows shall be equal to p = 2. The resulting adjacency matrix becomes
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D2.2 = [dki]2×2 =

[
DP1 DP3

DP2 0

]
=

[
200 500
100 0

]
MB. (3)

Consider for example a network bandwidth of b MBps. If data of size d MB will be transmitted
into the network, then the response time can be obtained through

t =
d
b
[sec], (4)

where simply the data and bandwidth are being adjusted with respect to time.
Similarly, if the network bandwidth b is inverted resulting in the time constant τ = 1/b (secs./MB),

then the response time can be calculated using

t = d(MB). τ
( sec

MB

)
[sec], (5)

where time and bandwidth are relating to resource requirements
However, this expression is only valid for scalar quantities, i.e., if there is only one data piece

being processed by one CN through one SN. In fact, the notation “×” can be used here to represent
scalar multiplication.

First, consider the graphical representation of the merger between Bn,m and Dp,n as shown in
Figure 7. From the graphical representation, data flows between the SN and CN and DPs storage
location can be seen. Using graph theory [16], it is possible to graphically represent networks using
nodes and edges even if their quantities are different. The matrix can be defined as

Υn×m =
[
τi j
]
n×m

(6)

where the values τi j represent the time constants between the SN and CN. Let us call this the time
constant matrix. Basically, the values in this matrix are just the reciprocals of the bandwidths, therefore
the following mathematical expression

[
τi j
]
n×m

=

[
1

bij

]
n×m

(7)

where cross matrix multiplication ensures SN to CN matrix mapping shall apply for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
1 ≤ j ≤ m. Given the data set matrix Dp,n we can now get the response times for each data piece in
various CNs.

Figure 7. Graph representing entire cloud mapping.

The series of manual computations above are easily done due to the small dimensions of the cloud
system. Since real cloud systems have hundreds of thousands of SN and CN, it will be impossible for
us to have all the combinations and compute them manually. It is now important to have everything
done with a computer through linear algebra. In order to obtain the total response times tCN,1, tCN,2
and tCN,3 we need the following step:
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(1) Step 1: get the time constant matrix from the bandwidth matrix: Let

B3.2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
3.2 16.0
6.0 7.2
2.4 4.0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦MBps (8)

be the bandwidth matrix of the cloud system. The time constants for each element in the matrix can be
obtained by simply getting the reciprocals of each element. The resulting matrix becomes

B3.2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1/3.2 1/16.0
1/6.0 1/7.2
1/2.4 1/4.0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0.3125 0.6250
0.1667 0.1389
0.4167 0.2500

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ sec /MB. (9)

(2) Step 2: get the transpose of the time constant matrix: Given the time constant matrix Υ3.2,
its transpose can be obtained as

ΥT
3.2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.3125 0.6250
0.1667 0.1389
0.4167 0.2500

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
[

0.3125 0.1667 0.4167
0.6250 0.1389 0.2500

]
sec /MBT. (10)

(3) Step 3: multiply the data set matrix with the transposed time constant matrix: Given the data
set matrix

D2.2 =

[
200 500
100 0

]
MB. (11)

The response time matrix can then be obtained as follows

TR = D2.2Υ
T
3.2 =

[
DP1 DP3

DP2 0

]⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
τ11 τ12

τ21 τ22

τ31 τ32

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
[

DP1 DP3

DP2 0

][
τ11 τ21 τ31

τ12 τ22 τ32

]T
(12)

TR =

[
200 500
100 0

][
0.3125 0.1667 0.4167
0.6250 0.1389 0.2500

]
(13)

TR =

[
(t11 + t31) (t12 + t32) (t13 + t33)

(t21) (t22) (t23)

]
=

[
tR,11 tR,12 tR,13

tR,21 tR,22 tR,23

]
. (14)

One key characteristic of the network response time matrix TR is that if you get the sum of all
elements per column, you actually obtain the total response time for each and every CN. Each column
of TR represents each CN. Since, in this example, there are 3 CNs in the cloud system, TR results in
a matrix having 3 columns as well. If the matrix is denoted by

TR =

[
tR,11 tR,12 tR,13

tR,21 tR,22 tR,23

]
, (15)

The total response time per CN can be obtained using the expression

tCN,i =
∑n

j=1
tR, ji , (16)

Therefore,

tCN,1 =
∑n=2

j=1
tR,j1 = tR,11 + tR,21 (17)

tCN,2 =
∑n=2

j=1
tR,j2 = tR,12 + tR,22 (18)
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tCN,3 =
∑n=2

j=1
tR,j3 = tR,13 + tR,23 (19)

Real-world optimization issues can be implemented on cloud-based systems to involve multiple
conflicting objectives. Therefore, a vector-optimization problem in a standardized manner can be
represented as a standardized vector X = (x1, x1, . . . , xn). A Pareto-optimal solution [49,50] for
resource existence (when no other solution exists) is represented in Figure 8. This helps in ensuring
that one objective (resource allocation) can be improved without affecting the other objective.

Figure 8. The Pareto-optimal solution where one objective can be improved without the expense
of others.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we explain the simulations and experiments carried to evaluate the proposed
resource consolidation approach. We used a channel model approach similar to presented in [51,52],
which is widely used for mobile cloud and cellular networks. The testbed simulation consisted of two
storage nodes, three data sets, and three mobile hosts. The mobile devices map their resources by
using a graph-theoretic model as explained in previous sections and use SDN-based infrastructure
for controlling data and traffic behavior functions. In this regard, we implemented our algorithm on
CloudSim v 3.0. The Cloudsim is often used as an extensible simulation toolkit for simulation purposes.

Algorithm 1 VM Placement

1: CN denotes the Computes of cloud
2: tCN,i denotes the response time value of CNi
3: least denotes least response time value of CNs
4: j denotes CN having least response time value
5: For calculating tR for each CN, we have
6: tCN,i =

∑n
j=1 tR, ji

7: i←0
8: j←0
9: least←tCN,0
10: while i < n do
11: if least > tCN,i:then
12: least←tCN,i
13: j←i
14: end if

15: i←i+1
16: end while

17: Choose VM location at CN j
18: Exit
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We developed an algorithm (Algorithm 1) for virtual machine placement on a particular cloud
node. It works by calculating service response time of individual compute nodes and then selecting
VM with least response time. By using the proposed Algorithm 1, we compute the service response
time TR of individual CN and select a CN having least response time to host VM. We then calculated
the response time of these data loads using vmallocationpolicysimple algorithm [53,54]. We selected
the vmallocationpolicysimple algorithm because of two major reasons. Firstly, it does not implement
dynamic consolidation of VMs, and only places new VMs on hosts; fulfilling our scenario’s demand.
Secondly, it is the default VM placement strategy in CloudSim. Finally, we compared the service
response time of algorithm 1 with that of vmallocationpolicysimple algorithm for given workloads.
The evaluation setting is similar to emulate the environment presented in Figure 7.

Simulation results in Figure 9 show the service response time for tasks requesting DP1 data
load. In Figures 10 and 11, we illustrate the service response time for tasks requesting DP2 and DP3
respectively. The graphics illustrations reveal that our proposed scheme demonstrates improved
service response time to requests as compared to vmallocationpolicysimple algorithm. It is because the
presented algorithm clearly chooses a CN with reduced response time and shorter data access route
for VM allocation.

 
Figure 9. Service response time (DP1 requesting tasks).

 

Figure 10. Service response time (DP2 requesting tasks).
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Figure 11. Service response (DP3 requesting tasks).

By observing the comparative results in Figure 12, it can be observed that the traffic intensity
for DP1, DP2, and DP3 exhibit the same behavior of variance with respect to mean response time.
However, the difference in values with respect to the vmallocationpolicysimple is different. This also
resulted in increased variance rates of bandwidth consumption. In order to retain the job queue waiting
time, we can manage the waiting-time window slot timing. If the received task arrives which can
be completed in a relatively long period of time, the mapping scheme can adjust itself according to
window time and accommodates more tasks as compared to the vmallocationpolicysimple strategy.
The same concept can be improved with the predictive analysis however we didn’t consider it due to
overhead costs incurred on VM loads.

 

Figure 12. Cumulative comparison of service response time for 100 requests.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Future mobile-oriented networks are taking the computing industry by storm. The recent
developments witnessed in the enhanced computational capability of mobile equipment led to the
concepts of mobile cloud computing. Taking this paradigm to another step, in this paper we presented
a case where cloud data centers are managed in a mobile cloud environment. We begin the paper by
explaining the importance of mobile future network architectures followed by the concepts of resource
management in mobile clouds using a vendor-agnostic approach (through SDNs).

To sum up the concept of the paper, we argue that the cloud computing concept involves the
availability of computing resources for data storage and processing. Due to increasing number of
network applications, number of users and their requirements, there is a dire need to develop tools to
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improve cloud computing performance. On the other hand, software-defined networking concept
allows cloud data center administers to manage cloud resource allocation function according to their
own needs via bypassing proprietary network peripherals. As SDN concepts discourage excessive
use of proprietary equipment, it is often referred as a bare-metal solution, off-the-shelf solution and
vendor-agnostic solution).

The paper relates SDN-based mobile cloud environment to propose a VM mapping policy using
a graph-theoretic approach. The reason for calling this technique vendor-agnostic is the use of
a vendor-agnostic platform (SDN-enabled H/W) for evaluation purpose.

In this paper, the simple representation of VM resource allocation and representation helped in
clearly determine the network management by the use of matrices. A vendor-agnostic-based approach,
therefore, offers several advantages over conventional approaches. These advantages can be seen
particularly in distributed systems like cloud computing environments. Therefore, we implemented
this approach to consolidate VM resources in a simplistic and well-organized way. We believe that
graphs can be represented using adjacency matrices where each element of the matrix denotes values
that show relationships between any two nodes. Therefore, we used a graph-theoretic approach to
achieve our consolidation approach. We developed a framework and compared its performance with
the vmallocationpolicysimple technique. Results demonstrate that our proposed framework can limit
the cloud topology scaling issues of VM placement in a more clearer and concise manner. We strongly
believe that a vendor-agnostic approach in data centers can be considered as the next step towards the
evolution of virtualization, mobile cloud computing, and future mobile-oriented networks.
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Abstract: The rapid change of topology is one of the most important factors affecting the performance
of the routing protocols of flying ad hoc networks (FANETs). A routing scheme suitable for highly
dynamic mobile ad hoc networks is proposed for the rapid change of topology in complex scenarios.
In the scheme moving nodes sense changes of the surrounding network topology periodically, and
the current mobile scenario is confirmed according to the perceived result. Furthermore, a suitable
routing protocol is selected for maintaining network performances at a high level. The concerned
performance metrics are packet delivery ratio, network throughput, average end-to-end delay and
average jitter. The experiments combine the random waypoint model, the reference point group
mobility model and the pursue model to a chain scenario, and simulate the large changes of the
network topology. Results show that an appropriate routing scheme can adapt to rapid changes in
network topology and effectively improve network performance.

Keywords: flying ad hoc network (FANET); mobile ad hoc network (MANET); highly dynamic;
periodical; topology change awareness; routing protocol

1. Introduction

Mobility is one of the most prominent features of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and one of
the important factors affecting network performance. Being a typical subset of MANETs, the node
mobility in flying ad hoc networks (FANETs) [1–3] is stronger and severely impacts the network
performance (Figure 1).

Figure 1. MANET, VANET and FANET.

FANET has some unique characteristics compared to MANET and VANET (Table 1). In FANETs,
high-speed moving nodes usually need to complete multiple tasks, such as search/exploration,
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reconnaissance/patrol, or target tracking. Different task scenarios could have corresponding node
mobility models [1]. When the task changes, the node mobility mode (such as node motion speed,
direction, distance, etc.) changes accordingly, which will cause the network topology to change rapidly
and seriously affect the network performance.

Table 1. Comparison of MANET, VANET and FANET.

Characteristics MANET VANET

FANET

Small UAVs Large UAVs

FW * RW * FW * RW *

Node Speed Low Medium Medium Medium High High
Density High High Low

Power Consumption Low High Med Med High High
Network

Connectivity High Medium Low

QoS Medium Depends on the applications
Mobility Patterns 2D 2D 3D
Mobility Degree Low Medium Low-Med Low-Med Med-High Med-High

Altitude Close to ground Close to ground Low Low High High
Static Pause Yes Yes No Yes No Yes

Topology Variation Occasionally Frequently Very frequently Very frequently
scalability Medium High Low

Typical Mobility
Models regular Restricted

through roads Depends on the applications and need to pre-determined

* FW: fixed-wing, * RW: rotary wing.

The main research object of this paper is highly dynamic FANETs. Specifically, it corresponds to the
FANETs listed in Table 1 in which the nodes move fast and the network topology changes drastically.

The characteristics of the FANETs discussed in this paper are: small and medium-sized networks,
high mobility nodes far from the ground at high altitudes, sufficient node energy and frequent network
topology changes.

In practical applications, FANETs encounter different application scenarios when nodes complete
complex tasks. Nodes move in different ways in different scenarios, which causes large changes in
the network topology. Traditionally, nodes cannot perceive this change, nor can they adapt quickly
to it, so the network performance will deteriorate dramatically. The main purpose of this paper is to
find a method by which nodes in a network can perceive changes of topology and adjust the routing
strategy appropriately when the topology changes greatly, so that the network performance could
be maintained at a high level. The most concerned network performance is the packet delivery ratio,
followed by the average end-to-end delay, the average jitter, and finally the network throughput.

Many routing protocols have been proposed for mobile ad hoc networks [4]. Each protocol has its
own characteristics and application scenarios. For example, the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol
(OLSR) [5] is suitable for high-density MANETs, and the Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector
Routing (DSDV) [6] is more suitable for small-scale MANETs. When the scenario is complex and
the network topology changes rapidly, a single routing protocol cannot meet the requirements of
the variable node mobility mode, nor can network performance be guaranteed. Accurate perception
of the surrounding environment and appropriate adjustment strategies of nodes have become the
trends of adaptive routing protocols with the increasing requirements of quality of service (QoS).
In response to the above objectives, this paper proposes a solution for choosing routing protocols in
highly dynamic FANETs, namely TARCS (topology change aware-based routing protocol choosing
scheme). The TARCS scheme is divided into the following steps:

Firstly, a topology change sensing method is proposed, which can measure the topology change
between nodes of a high dynamic FANET, and a mobility metric TCD, the topology change degree
with several levels is defined to quantify the perceived results.
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Secondly, a heuristic routing strategy of FANETs is proposed using the measurement results of
the sensing method. The policy compares the measured topology change result with the threshold
reference value, determines the current node movement mode, and appropriately adjusts the routing
protocol used in the network, so that the network routing protocol is more suitable for the changed
mobile scenario, and finally the purpose of improving network performance in highly dynamic
topology is achieved.

Simulations show that compared with traditional practices, the proper use of TARCS in highly
dynamic MANETs in complex scenarios can effectively improve some aspects of network performance.

The content discussed in this article is based on the following assumptions:

• The node motion is simplified to two-dimension movements.
• The transmission range of each node is a circular area with the node in the center and a radius of

r. The transmission power of the node is constant within this area.
• The number of nodes in the network is constant during the network lifetime.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the TARCS is introduced in detail.
In Section 3, the TARCS strategy is validated in the form of simulation experiments. The experimental
results are discussed in Section 4, and Section 5 contains the conclusion.

2. Related Work

The following paper summarizes related literature from two aspects: topological change
perception and topological change perception processing.

2.1. Topology Change Perception Methods and Processing Methods

The state-of-the-art perceptions of topology changes are limited to mobility aware of nodes
and paths. Radhika Ranjan Roy [7] described mobility models and mobility metrics in detail. Bai
Fan et al. [8] defined several mobile metrics, such as node spatial dependence, node temporal
dependence and geographic restrictions to capture mobility characteristics, and proposed the
IMPORTANT framework for analyzing the impact of mobility on the performance of routing protocols.
Jie Hong et al. [9] explained the relationship among node mobility, network topology changes and
network performance such that the high speed of nodes in a MANET did not mean rapid topology
changes, and changes in network topology caused by changes of node speed and direction ultimately
affected network performance. A dynamic routing algorithm improved from the dynamic source
routing algorithm (DSR [4]) and proposed by Ehssan S. et al. [10] by selecting relatively static nodes
according to the Doppler frequency shift was applied to the aeronautical ad hoc networks (AANETs)
with high-speed nodes. Zheng, Y. et al. [11] proposed the mobility and load aware OLSR (ML-OLSR)
protocol, which combined mobile sensing and load sensing with the procedures of selecting more stable
nodes as the multi point relay (MPR) points, and lower-load routing to reduce the average end-to-end
delay. The protocol is applicable to the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) networks with high-speed
nodes and unbalanced loads. The protocol proposed by Zhou J.H. et al. [12] was also applicable to
AANETs in which the effective time of the largest link was estimated according to the node relative
speed and the Doppler shift of the received signal; meanwhile the traffic load was referenced during
the route discovery. The mobility pattern aware routing protocol proposed by Hung, C-C. et al. [13]
requires geographic assistant location information and relies on IEEE 802.16 base station assistance for
a heterogeneous vehicular network (HVN). Athanasios B. et al. [14] proposed a protocol framework
with the defined three-layer services of mobility classification service (MCS), strategy selection service
(SSS) and routing service (RS) to make nodes with different mobility levels use different routing
protocols. It is suitable for high-speed mobile networks with sparse nodes. Yu, Y. et al. [15] combined
the DSR protocol with the ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO), judging the stability between
nodes and neighbors according to the received signal power, using the ACO to detect the network
congestion degree. Nodes with high mobility in the cache were deleted according to the node stability
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and the congestion degree. The premise of the protocol proposed by Swidana, A. et al. [16] was that the
velocity of the node had been measured before, the basic idea of which was to prevent high mobility
nodes from participating in route discovery. Khalaf, M. et al. [17] proposed two probability models
for speed perception, with which two protocols were proposed by improving the ad-hoc on-demand
distance vector (AODV) [18] routing algorithm. The protocol proposed by Moussaoui, A. et al. [19]
judged node stability based on the received signal power, and improved the OLSR protocol by selecting
the more stable neighbor node as the MPR node. Brahmbhatt, S. et al. [20] proposed a protocol to select
the most powerful node from the received signal as a stable link in light of signal strength-based link
stability estimation to solve the routing failure problem in multipath networks.

2.2. Discussion

The mobility aware methods noted above can be classified into the following categories:

• Neighbor node or link mobility awareness [10–17,19,20].
• Neighbor node mobility awareness combined with congestion level perception [11,12,15].
• Neighbor node mobility trend prediction [12].

These mobility aware methods can also be divided into location aided [11,13,14,16,17] and
non-location aided [10,12,15,19,20]. The former refers to estimating the neighbor node/path mobility
by means of information from auxiliary devices, such as global positioning system (GPS) receivers,
with the advantage of simple and fast calculation and the disadvantage of introducing GPS errors and
new interference. The latter usually measures the position or speed of the neighbor node according
to the power or the Doppler shift of the received signal. Although no error or other interference is
introduced, the direction and distance of the neighbor node are not accurately determined.

The processing method after mobility awareness can be summarized into the following:

• Selecting stable node/link during route discovery [10–13,17,19].
• Excluding or preventing high mobility nodes from participating in route discovery [15,16].
• Node mobility classification and decision making [14].

The mobility awareness methods, the processing methods and the proposed TARCS are
summarized in Figure 2.

However, the methods in the above literature are only limited to measuring node mobility or
link stability caused by mobility, without involving accurate definition and accurate measurement of
topology changes.

In this paper, the methods of perception and perceived result processing are different. In terms
of the sensing method, the above literature uses only a single parameter (velocity or distance) for
perception, but TCD is used here to quantify the topological changes between nodes from multiple
aspects, including distance, velocity, direction and neighbors’ number, and to accurately reflect the
topological changes. As to the subsequent processing method, in this paper, after determining the
node’s mobility mode based on the perceived result, the routing protocol is re-selected according
to the current mobility mode characteristics. Essentially this is a routing protocol optimization
selection strategy.
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Figure 2. The mobility aware methods and the subsequent processing methods.

3. A Topology Change Aware Routing Protocol Choosing Scheme (TARCS)

A topology change aware routing protocols choosing scheme (TARCS) is proposed based on the
results of the periodic topology change awareness (PTCA) and the adaptive route choosing scheme
(ARCS). The purpose of the PTCA is to accurately measure topology changes and determine the
movement mode. The purpose of the ARCS is to select an appropriate routing protocol for the current
motion mode and to ensure that network performance is affected as little as possible. The periodic
topology change perception is based on the topological change degree (TCD), a mobility indicator
proposed by the previous study, which could measure the topology changes of nodes and distinguish
the Random Waypoint model (RWP [7]), the Reference Point Group Mobility Model (RPGM [7,21])
with different group numbers and the Pursue model [7,21].

3.1. Description

The topology change aware routing protocol choosing scheme (TARCS) includes two
procedures: the periodically topology change aware (PTCA) and the adaptive route choosing
scheme (ARCS). Accurate perception of topology changes is a prerequisite for routing protocol
adjustment and reselection. The routing protocol selection is based on a preset topology change
threshold/interval value.

Traditional routing protocols either maintain routing paths during node movement (active
routing) or start routing discovery when nodes need to communicate (passive routing). Neither
active routing nor passive routing pays close attention to the surrounding topology. This is completely
sufficient for low-speed nodes, but for high-speed nodes the topology changes so fast that nodes
cannot respond to the rapidly changing environment and adjust strategy if they lack the knowledge
of the external environment. Obviously, the consequence is that the nodes are not well adapted
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to the topology changes, the network performance is severely constrained, and the task cannot be
successfully completed.

The advantage of TARCS is that:

• It can monitor the topology changes around the nodes in real time.
• Nodes will respond to the perceived results in time and adjust to select the appropriate

routing protocol.
• It will make the current routing protocol more suitable for node mobility mode and topology

change requirements.

Assume that node A (na) will send information to node B (nb) in a FANET. Figure 3 shows the
comparison of communication mode from na to nb with and without the TARCS. Figure 3a shows
that na communicates with nb directly through a routing protocol in the traditional manner. na first
establishes a valid path with nb through route discovery, then sends data and maintains the route.
Figure 3b shows the communication mode from na to nb after using the TARCS.

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Communication mode comparison between two nodes without and with the topology change
aware routing protocol choosing scheme (TARCS). (a) Traditional communication mode between nodes
without the TARCS; (b) communication mode between nodes with the TARCS.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Figure 4. Process flow of the TARCS.
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Figure 4 shows the basic workflow of the TARCS. The TARCS is divided into two phases. The left
region represents the periodic topology change aware (PTCA), and the right region represents the
adaptive routing protocol selection (ARCS).

3.2. Periodically Topology Change Aware (PTCA)

The purpose of PTCA is to periodically perceive the topology changes of each node and its
neighbors within a one-hop transmission range in the network. Since the movement of nodes causes
the change of the relative position between the neighboring nodes and in the number of neighboring
nodes, thereby causing the network topology to change, the discussion of the topology change begins
with the mobility of the node.

Figure 5 shows the topology change caused by the change in distance among nodes. Black dots
and red dots represent moving nodes, and dashed circles indicate the effective transmission range of
nodes. Figure 5a shows the topology in the initial state. Nodes n1 and n2 are within one hop of n0.
Node n3 is within one hop of n1, and n4 is within one hop of n3. Node n0 establishes a route through
n1, n3, and n4. From this moment on, n1 starts moving down. Figure 5b shows the network topology
after time T. At this time, n1 has moved out of the effective range of n0, and the distance between n0

and n1 increases. If n0 still sends data to n4, it can only pass the path: n0 → n2 → n3 → n4 . It can be
seen that topology changes could be caused by distance changes between nodes.

n0n0

n1

n2

n3

n4

 

n0

n1

n2

n3

n4

n3

n4

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Topology change caused by nodes distance change: (a) topology in the initial state; (b)
topology after period T.

Figure 6 shows the topology change caused by changes in the direction of movement between
nodes. Figure 6a is the initial state. From this moment on, n0 will move around n1. After time T,
the distance between n0 and n1 is still the same. However, there is no effective path between n0 and n4

due to the change of direction between n1 and n0. As is shown in Figure 6b. It can be seen that changes
in the direction of movement of nodes can also cause topology changes.
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Figure 6. Topology change caused by nodes direction change: (a) topology in the initial state; (b)
topology after time T.
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Figure 7 shows the topology change caused by changes in the relative rate between nodes.
Figure 7a is the initial state. All nodes move up, but the nodes move at different rates. The rate of n1 is
less than the rate of the others. Figure 7b is the topology after time T. It can be seen that the topology
has also changed.

n0 n1
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Figure 7. Topology change caused by a difference of rate: (a) topology in the initial state; (b) topology
after T time.

Figure 8 illustrates the topology change caused by the number of neighbors. Figure 8a is the initial
state. n1 and n2 are both one-hop neighbors of n0. The initial path of n0 to n4 is n0 → n1 → n3 → n4 .
In Figure 8b n1 exits the network for some reason (e.g., hardware failure or energy exhaustion) after
time T. At this time, the number of neighbors of n0 is reduced resulting in no complete path between
n0 and n4. Therefore, changes in the number of neighbor nodes can also cause topology changes, but
this condition is not sufficient. For example, although n2 is also a neighbor of n0, the departure of n2

does not affect the path from n0 to n4.
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Figure 8. Topology change caused by a change in the number of neighbors: (a) topology in the initial
state; (b) topology after time T.

From the analysis above, it is concluded that each of these factors, namely, the relative position,
motion direction, relative rate, and number of neighbor nodes, may cause a change in the local
topology between neighboring nodes. Thus, a new mobility metric, the topology change degree (TCD)
was defined by selecting parameters such as node distance, motion direction and movement rate,
to measure the topology change between neighbor nodes. The main purpose of TCD is to accurately
quantify topology changes between neighboring nodes and quickly identify different motion modes.

Topology change degree between nodes i and j within time T, the TCDi,j, represents the degree
of topology change between the node i and its neighbor node j in the T time period. The detailed
definition is shown in Equation (1).

TCDi,j(t, t + T) =

⎛
⎝w1·

∣∣∣dt+T
i,j − dt

i,j

∣∣∣
dt

i,j
+ w2·

∣∣∣θt+T
i,j − θt

i,j

∣∣∣
2π

+ w3·
∣∣∣relvt+T

i,j − relvt
i,j

∣∣∣
relvt

i,j

⎞
⎠ (1)
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where:

•
∣∣∣dt+T

i,j −dt
i,j

∣∣∣
dt

i,j
indicates the change in distance between node i and node j;

•
∣∣∣θt+T

i,j −θt
i,j

∣∣∣
2π indicates the change of direction between node i and node j;

•
∣∣∣relvt+T

i,j −relvt
i,j

∣∣∣
relvt

i,j
indicates the change of relative rate between node i and node j;

• ω is the weight coefficient: here ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = 1.

Average topology change of node i and its neighbors in time T, is define as the TCDi,nbrs(t, t + T).
Suppose the number of neighbors j of node i is n at time T (1 ≤ j ≤ n), then the average topology
change degree of node i and neighbors in time T is defined as the topology change degree average
value of each pair of node i and neighbor j, as defined in Equation (2).

TCDi,nbrs(t, t + T) =
∑n

j=1,j �=i TCDi,j(t, t + T)

n
(2)

The whole network topology change in time T, the TCDntwrk(t, t + T), is defined as the sum of
the topological changes of all nodes in the network if the total number of nodes in the network is N
(N > n), as shown in Equation (3).

TCDntwk(t, t + T) =
∑N

i=1 TCDi,nbrs(t, t + T)
2

(3)

Experiments have shown that the difference in node mobility affects the network TCD. In addition,
TCD has been confirmed to reflect the topology changes around the nodes and the network, and can
distinguish several different mobility modes, including RWP and RPGM (with different groups).

The first step of TARCS is to perform periodic topology change perception on each node of the
entire network to obtain accurate topology change perception results. The main method of node
mobility mode discrimination of this paper is to compare the topology change perception result
TCDntwk and the topological change threshold reference value TCDTH.

3.3. Adaptive Routing Choosing Scheme (ARCS)

The next step of TARCS is to perform adaptive routing selection, ARCS, after obtaining the results
of the surrounding topology changes. The ARCS includes node mobility mode discrimination and
routing protocol selection. The judgement role is:

{
Routing protocol A, i f TCDntwrk ≤ TCDTH
Routing protocol B, i f TCDntwrk > TCDTH

(4)

In practical applications, the TCDTH can be pre-calculated with reference to a specific moving
model. Experiments in Section 4 show the specific calculation process of the threshold value. It is
also possible to set a threshold range for discrimination. If the perceived result TCDntwk is within the
allowed interval, the current route protocol is continued to be used, and if the perceived result exceeds
the threshold interval, the routing protocol selection is restarted.

Routing is based on the appropriate mobility model for each routing protocol. Therefore, it is
necessary to calculate and classify possible scenarios, each mobility model with its TCDTH, and the
corresponding routing protocols in advance. After the routing protocol is selected, nodes communicate
through the newly set routing protocol until the next topology change perception.
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4. Evaluations and Results

Simulation experiments are designed to evaluate the scheme. It is assumed that all nodes can
receive signals from neighboring nodes within one hop in each direction, the node energy is sufficient,
and the transmission distance is constant. The speed of the nodes, the distance between nodes, and the
direction of motion of the nodes are known. Nodes move only in two dimensions.

In order to more clearly reflect the highly dynamic network topology, the Chain scenario [22] is
selected to simulate the highly dynamic scene, which combines RWP, RPGM and Pursue model to
simulate nodes to complete a series of tasks such as search/exploration, reconnaissance/patrol and
target tracking/rescue. The duration is 600 s. From 0 s to 200 s nodes move with the RWP model,
then they move with the RPGM (g = 5) model from 200 s to 400 s, and finally nodes move with the
Pursue model.

The simulation tool is NS-3.25 [23] (Network Simulator 3, Version 3.25). The region is a square of
2000 m × 2000 m. The number of nodes is 50 with 50 m/s as the lower speed and the 500 m/s as the
higher speed. The Free space propagation model [23,24] is selected as the propagation mode and the
constant speed propagation delay model is selected as the delay model. The transmission mode is
constant bit rate (CBR) with a bit rate of 16 Kbps and a packet size of 1024 bytes. The MAC (media
access control) protocol is IEEE 802.11g. The alternative routing protocols involved are AODV, OLSR,
and DSDV. A detailed description of each mobility model and routing protocol can be found in the
references. Table 2 lists the experimental parameter items and parameter values.

Table 2. Parameters of simulation experiments.

Parameters Values

Simulation region 2000 m × 2000 m
Node number 50

Mobility Model Chain: RWP + RPGM (g = 5) + Pursue
Simulation Time 602 s

Node speed 50 m/s, 500 m/s
Route protocol OLSR / AODV / DSDV

Propagation model Free space propagation model
Delay model constant speed propagation delay model
Data mode CBR
Packet size 1024 bytes
Data rate 16 Kbps

MAC protocol IEEE 802.11bDCF
Transmission range 140 m

In the first experiment, the network performance is compared with or without the TARCS
scheme. The second experiment is to compare the impact on the network performance with different
TARCS strategies.

4.1. Validation of TARCS

This experiment mainly verified the difference in network performance with or without TARCS.
The aware interval is set to 50 s, which means that the topology is perceived 13 times with each
rate. Since the TCDTH are different with different node numbers and node rates, it is necessary to
preliminarily set the TCDTH according to the node rate and the specific mobility model.

In this experiment, when node speed is 50 m/s the TCDTH is set as follows:

{
TCDTH(RWP, RPGM(g = 5)) = 150

TCDTH(RPGM(g = 5), Pursue) = 1000
(5)
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The meaning of TCDTH(RWP, RPGM(g = 5)) is the threshold of the network TCD distinguishing
from motion with the RWP mode and the RPGM (g = 5) mode. Assuming TCDntwrk is the newly
acquired TCD value of the whole network, the criteria are:

mobility model =

{
RWP i f TCDntwrk < TCDTH(RWP, RPGM(g = 5))
RPGM(g = 5) i f TCDntwrk > TCDTH(RWP, PGM(g = 5))

(6)

Similarly, TCDTH(RPGM(g = 5), Pursue)) represents the TCD threshold value that can
distinguish between motion in RPGM (g = 5) mode and in Pursue mode.

When node speed is 500m/s the TCDTH is configured as follows:

{
TCDTH(RWP, RPGM(g = 5)) = 1000

TCDTH(RPGM(g = 5), Pursue) = 2000
(7)

And the criteria are:

mobility model =

{
RPGM(g = 5) i f TCDntwrk < TCDTH(RPGM(g = 5), Pursue)

Pursue i f TCDntwrk > TCDTH(RPGM(g = 5), Pursue)
(8)

The calculation method for the threshold value will be introduced in Section 4.3.
According to the conclusion of [5], this experiment uses the following routing protocol selection

scheme: the AOPV protocol is used in the RWP scenario, the AODV protocol is used in the RPGM
scenario, and the DSDV protocol is used in the Pursue scenario. The TCD perception result at time t is
represented by TCD(t). The perceptual moment, the actual movement model, the topological change
perception result TCD(t), the judged mobility model, and the selected routing protocol are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3. The topological change degree (TCD) perception results and route protocol choosing scheme
of Experiment 1.

Perceptual
Moment

Actual Mobility
Model

Node Speed = 50 m/s Node Speed = 500 m/s Route
ProtocolTCD(t) Judged model TCD(t) Judged model

0 RWP 0 RWP 0 RWP AODV
50 RWP 2.078 RWP 0 RWP AODV

100 RWP 15.459 RWP 842.592 RWP AODV
150 RWP 34.364 RWP 782.536 RWP AODV
200 RPGM (g = 5) 177.845 RPGM 589.106 RWP AODV
250 RPGM (g = 5) 560.596 RPGM 2513.24 Pursue DSDV
300 RPGM (g = 5) 658.254 RPGM 678.321 RWP AODV
350 RPGM (g = 5) 493.418 RPGM 2102.88 Pursue DSDV
400 Pursue 1963.96 Pursue 4144.1 Pursue DSDV
450 Pursue 974.397 RPGM 2042.52 Pursue DSDV
500 Pursue 3800.78 Pursue 2312.88 Pursue DSDV
550 Pursue 2332.39 Pursue 4482.67 Pursue DSDV
600 Pursue 4786.97 Pursue 3666.45 Pursue DSDV

The perceptual results show that among the 26 perceptual moments, the perceived result TCD(t)
is less than the threshold value and the determined mobility model does not match the actual model
only for the speed of 50 m/s at 450 s and the speed of 500 m/s at 250 s, 300 s and 350 s. The rest of
the perceived results and judgment results are correct. The rest of the perception results are correct,
within the threshold range, and the judgment results are consistent with the actual movement model.
The perceived efficiency is 84.6%. The above results show that TCD is effective for network topology
change perception, and that the granularity setting and the TCDTH setting are very important for
the judgment.
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The cause of the error is likely to be the following factors. The threshold setting is not reasonable
enough, and the time of each mobility model is not long enough, so the mobility model is not very
stable when the nodes move at high speed.

Figure 9 illustrates the comparisons of performance metrics, including the packet delivery ratio,
the network throughput, the average end-to-end delay and the average jitter under two different
node speeds (50 m/s and 500 m/s) with the TARCS (assume that all mobility models are accurately
identified)and with other routing protocols.

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 9. Performance comparisons with and without the TARCS: (a) packet delivery ratio; (b) network
throughput; (c) average end-to-end delay; (d) average jitter.

It can be seen from Figure 9a that when node speed is 500 m/s, the packet delivery ratio is
58.9435% only with OLSR, 55.4443% only with DSDV, 74.9448% only with AODV, and rises to 83.3388%
with the TARCS.

Figure 9b shows the network throughput comparison with and without TARCS under different
node speeds. Taking the speed of 500 m/s as an example, the network throughput is 666.716 Kbps
when only OLSR is used, 701.095 Kbps when DSDV is only used, 862.448 Kbps when AODV is only
used, and 881.438 Kbps when the TARCS scheme is used. Network throughput is increased by 32.2%,
25.7%, and 2.2%, respectively, compared to using only OLSR, DSDV, and AODV.

Figure 9c shows the average end-to-end delay comparison. Regardless of the rate, the average
end-to-end delay is different from the first two performance metrics. Using the TARCS strategy chosen
for this experiment, the average end-to-end delay of the network is not the smallest, but between the
highest 0.141 s (AODV) and the lowest 0.032 s (DSDV), and is also higher than the OLSR of 0.06 s with
the node speed of 500 m/s.
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The comparison result of the average jitter is similar to that of the delay, as is shown in Figure 9d.
It is between the highest value of 0.149 s (only with AODV) and the lowest value of 0.0383 s (only with
DSDV) with the node speed of 500 m/s.

The reason why the advantage of TARCS is not obvious when the speed is low is that the topology
change of the network is not obvious when the node speed is low.

The results of first experiment show that:

• In a complex scenario, using the TARCS strategy will have a certain impact on
network performance.

• Using the same TARCS strategy at different node speeds has a different impact on
network performance.

• In the TARCS strategy, the setting of TCDTH is very important and should be performed
in advance.

4.2. Impact Analysis of Different TARCS Strategies on Network Performance

The second experiment is to illustrate different routing strategies can affect different aspects
of network performance. This experiment uses three different routing strategies (see Table 4
for details), and the rest of the parameters are the same as Experiment 1. The first strategy is
AODV→AODV→DSDV, i.e., in the RWP model the AODV protocol is used, in the RPGM model the
DSDV is used, and in the Pursue model the DSDV protocol is used. It is represented by TARCS1 in
Table 3. Similarly, TARCS2 is OLSR→AODV→DSDV and TARCS3 is AODV→DSDV→DSDV.

Table 4. Three different schemes of TARCS.

Mobility Model TARCS1 TARCS2 TARCS3

RWP AODV OLSR AODV
RPGM (g = 5) AODV AODV DSDV

Pursue DSDV DSDV DSDV

The network performance under three different types of TARCS strategies is shown in Figure 10.
The histogram on the left side of each figure shows the performance for the node speed of 50 m/s, and
the right side shows the performance for the speed of 500 m/s.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that when the node speed is 50 m/s, the packet delivery ratio of the
three strategies has little difference and TARCS1 is slightly dominant (TARCS1: 86.1261%, TARCS2:
77.3794%, and TARCS3: 69.3387%). In terms of network throughput, TARCS1 (910.061 Kbps) and
TARCS2 (909.755 Kbps) are slightly superior to TARCS3 (766.448 Kbps). In terms of average end-to-end
delay, TARCS3 (0.0495 s) is significantly better than TARCS1 (0.0789 s) and TARCS2 (0.05578 s).
Regarding average jitter, TARCS3 (0.0483 s) is better than the other two (TARCS1: 0.0708 s and TARCS2:
0.05538 s respectively).

When the node speed is increased to 500 m/s, the packet delivery ratio of TARCS1 is the
highest (sorted in descending order: TARCS1 83.3388%; TARCS3 73.0154%; and TARCS2 69.5115%).
The network throughput of TARCS1 is also the highest of the three (sorted in descending order:
TARCS1, 881.438 Kbps; TARCS2, 821.2191 Kbps; and TARCS3, 813.157 Kbps). Yet, in terms of average
end-to-end delay, TARCS3 has the lowest value (sorted in ascending order: TARCS3, 0.04968 s,
TARCS1, 0.07751 s; and TARCS2, 0.1221 s). The average jitter of TARCS3 is also the lowest (sorted in
ascending order: TARCS3, 0.04838s; TARCS1, 0.07397 s; and TARCS2, 0.1192 s). None of the network
performances is effectively improved by TARCS2.

The results of the second experiment indicate that using different TARCS strategies can affect
different network performance metrics. The indicators affected is related to the characteristics and the
appropriate scenarios of each protocol [5]. The AODV protocol is more suitable for RWP scenarios,
while DSDV is more suitable for RPGM (g = 1) scenarios. OLSR sits between these two and is very
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sensitive to node mobility speed and has higher jitter. The experimental results above also show
this feature. Overall, in order to determine which strategy will get the best performance, in addition
to the network performance requirements, the network designer must also deeply understand the
characteristics of the selected protocol and the suitable scenarios, and make an accurate judgment on
the moving scene of nodes.

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 10. Performance comparisons of different TARCS: (a) packet delivery ratio; (b) network
throughput; (c) average end-to-end delay; (d) average jitter.

4.3. Validation of The Topology Change Awareness Method

The experiment in this section is intended to discuss the validity of the topology change awareness
method and to explain the calculation of the topological change threshold TCDTH.

We have selected several different forms of node motion, which are RWP, RPGM (g = 50), RPGM
(g = 25), RPGM (g = 10), RPGM (g = 5) and Pursue. g represents the group number.

The simulation region is still 2000 m × 2000 m. The duration is 950 s. the number of nodes is 50.
The TCDntwrk of different motion patterns is shown in Figure 11.

From Figure 11a, it can be seen that:

• The TCDntwrk value is different when nodes move in the different patterns. As the number of
groups decreases, the value of TCDntwrk gradually increases.

• In the same motion mode, the change of node speed has little effect on the TCDntwrk value.
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Figure 11. Comparisons of topology change degree values with different mobility patterns:
(a) TCDntwrk; (b) the average of TCDntwrk (1-RWP, 2-RPGM (g = 50), 3-RPGM (g = 25), 4-RPGM
(g = 10), 5-RPGM (g = 5), 6-Pursue).

The explanation for why the TCDntwrk value of RWP model is the smallest and that of Pursue
model is the largest depends on how the nodes move in these models.

Under the premise of the same area, the same number of nodes and the similar speed, the TCDntwrk
of the RWP model is smaller than that of the RPGM model and of the Pursue model, which is caused
by the motion pattern of the nodes in the RWP model. When moving in the RWP mode, the nodes
are randomly distributed in the active area. Generally, the area of the active area is much larger than
the transmission range of the nodes. In this case, the motion of the node belongs to the individual
motion, so the number of neighbors is small and not fixed, thus the value of each TCDi,j is small, and
the values of TCDi,nbrs are also small.

When nodes move in groups, such as RPGM (g = 5), every 10 nodes are gathered into one group,
and each group moves in an overall manner. The number of neighbors of a node is fixed and may
increase instantaneously. Because the relative motion of the nodes inner group is weak, and the
inter-group relative motion is frequent, when different groups meet and are interlaced, the number of
neighbor nodes may increase instantaneously.

When nodes move in the manner of Pursue, all nodes are gathered into one group. The number
of neighbors of each node is large and fixed, and the node is usually connected with its neighbors,
so the TCDi,nbrs value are larger.

Figure 11b shows the average value of each mobility model in Figure 11a. The average value
of TCDntwrk of each mode is more likely to show this difference. A feasible threshold is calculated
by averaging the TCDntwrk average values of the two modes of movement that need to be compared.
The threshold values in the above experiments are calculated by this method.

4.4. Analysis of the Influence of Node Density on TCD

In this section, the impact of changes in the number of nodes on TCD results will be analysed.
We believe that the number of nodes should be considered together with the range of node activity,

which is reflected in the indicator of node density. Here, the node density in the network is defined as
the number of nodes per unit area within the effective area of the node’s movement in the network.

Node Density =
Node Number

Sregion
(9)

The revised version gives comparisons of the TCDntwrk when the node density changes. In the
case of group movement, the nodes are relatively concentrated and follow the reference point motion.
Taking the RWP model as an example, we analyze the change of TCDntwrk when the number of nodes
changes. There are several cases.
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Case 1: The area of simulation region is fixed, and the number of nodes changes (the node density
changes). We take the RWP model as an example. Figure 12a shows the result. It can be seen that in the
same area of region, the value TCDntwrk increases as the density of nodes increases. This phenomenon
can be explained by Equation (2). As the node density increases, the number of node neighbors
also increases.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Comparisons of TCDntwrk with changed node density and fixed node density: (a) the node
density is variable; (b) the node density is fixed.

Case 2: The region is proportional to the number of nodes (the node density is constant). Here
is also an example of RWP model. In Figure 12b, the node density is fixed to 0.000125. It shows that
when the node density is constant, the change in TCD is not so large.

The value of TCD reflects the degree of topology change between nodes in the network. In fact,
it also reflects the degree of aggregation of nodes and the degree of unified action between nodes.

It can be seen from Equations (1) to (3) that:

• For TCDi,j, the factors that affect its value include changes in velocity, direction, and distance
between nodes.

• For TCDi,nbrs, in addition to each single TCDi,j value, the number of neighbor nodes within one
hop is also one of the influencing factors.

• For TCDntwrk, the number of nodes in the network directly affects the value of TCDntwrk.

4.5. Disccusions

The TARCS routing scheme proposed in this paper is more suitable for complex scenarios with
highly dynamic changes in network topology. The advantages are:

1. Node cognition of its surroundings. Moving nodes can sense the topology environment between
itself and neighboring nodes accurately and in a timely manner, thereby improving the node’s
cognitive ability in regards to its environment.

2. Adaptability. Nodes can adjust the routing protocol in real time according to the perceived result,
and the adaptability of network is stronger.

3. Scalability. The TARCS adaptive routing mechanism enables a FANET to adapt to changing
scenarios. By modifying the topology change degree reference threshold/interval and adding
alternate routing protocols, the TARCS can be extended to more scenarios and is compatible with
more routing protocols.

In addition, the TARCS routing scheme proposed in this paper also proposes a new processing
idea to deal with a highly dynamic MANET, namely, the topology-change-driven protocol selection
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framework. Compared with the proactive, reactive and hybrid routing protocols, TARCS is more
adaptable. The specific description is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. T Comparisons of topology-change-driven route and other route protocols.

Types of Route Protocols Characteristics Advantages Disadvantages

Proactive routing protocol
Periodically maintain

routing links; suitable for
small networks.

Short delay; high quality of
service; long-pass link.

High energy consumption;
heavy network load and high

node congestion level.

Reactive routing protocol Establish routing discovery
when needed.

Low energy consumption; light
routing load.

The pass-link is not
guaranteed. It takes time to

establish a link. Once the link
is interrupted, it needs to be

re-established.

Hybrid routing protocol

Combined with proactive
and reactive routing.

Suitable for hierarchical
networks.

Using proactive routing within the
cluster, reactive between clusters

Only suitable for hierarchical
networks.

Topology-change-driven
protocol

Reselect the appropriate
route based on topology

changes.

Nodes obtain information of the
surrounding topology changes in
time. Multiple routing protocols
are used in combination to suit

complex scenarios.

Dependent on reference
threshold settings and specific

routing strategies.

5. Conclusions

On the basis of analyzing the factors affecting the topology changes between nodes in FANETs,
a mobility metric named topology change degree (TCD) is first proposed to describe the topology
changes of highly dynamic FANETs. Meanwhile, a topology change awareness method is applied to
measure topology changes by periodically sensing the topology changes of FANETs and to distinguish
the mobility modes of nodes. Then a heuristic routing protocol scheme, TARCS, is proposed in this
paper. The TARCS strategy is based on the periodic topology change sensing method, and adaptively
selects appropriate routing protocols according to the comparison results of the measured topology
change degree and the topology change degree threshold.

Different from the other single routing protocols proposed in other papers, the TARCS proposed
in this paper is an adaptive routing strategy. It is based on the topology change perception between
nodes and adaptively selects the routing protocol based on the perceived result. Essentially, it is a
flexible routing protocol usage framework. Theoretical analysis and experiments show that:

• The topology change perception method can sense the topology changes of the network and
distinguish several common mobility models of FANET.

• The combined use of routing protocols is more flexible and adaptable than using a single routing
protocol in complex scenarios.

• Proper use of the TARCS scheme in complex scenarios can improve network performance.

Like mobile awareness, topology change perception opens the door to coping with and addressing
the problems of highly dynamic FANETs topology changes. As an adaptive routing protocol
framework, TARCS is only one of the applications of topology change perception and it proposes a
routing implementation idea in a complex scenario of a FANET network. However, all of the above are
just a preliminary framework, and there are a series of issues that need to be discussed and resolved.
For example, how to effectively set the topology change perception interval? How to accurately
calculate the topology change threshold? How to configure the weight factors among the influencing
factors? How to deal with the problems of changes in the number of nodes? Subsequent work will
continue to study in depth on the above issues.
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Abstract: Setting up an exclusive left-turn lane and corresponding signal phase for intersection
traffic safety and efficiency will decrease the capacity of the intersection when there are less or no
left-turn movements. This is especially true during rush hours because of the ineffective use of
left-turn lane space and signal phase duration. With the advantages of vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communication, a novel intersection signal control model is proposed which sets up variable lane
direction arrow marking and turns the left-turn lane into a controllable shared lane for left-turn and
through movements. The new intersection signal control model and its control strategy are presented
and simulated using field data. After comparison with two other intersection control models and
control strategies, the new model is validated to improve the intersection capacity in rush hours.
Besides, variable lane lines and the corresponding control method are designed and combined with
the left-turn waiting area to overcome the shortcomings of the proposed intersection signal control
model and control strategy.

Keywords: traffic signal control; shared lane; control strategy; vehicle-to-infrastructure; variable
lane line

1. Introduction

Due to the rapid increase in population and the number of vehicles, traffic congestion has had a
major impact on day-to-day life. Many scholars have done a great deal of research on improving traffic
congestion, such as on bus priority strategies [1,2], mass rapid transit [3,4], parking management [5,6],
intelligent transportation systems [7,8], etc. As an important component of intelligent transportation
systems, the efficient operation of intersections has several advantages for the transportation in a
city. At an at-grade intersection, the left-turn lane and its corresponding signal phase should be set
when the left-turning vehicles are sufficient [9]. The purpose of this operation is to reduce traffic
conflicts and improve safety. Figure 1a shows a traditional four-leg at-grade intersection model with
an exclusive left-turn lane controlled by a fixed-time system, and the signal control phases are shown
in Figure 1b. In this intersection model, there are three lanes on the main street: one exclusive left-turn
lane, one through lane, one shared through-right lane. There are two lanes on the minor street: one
exclusive left-turn lane and one shared through-right lane. The exclusive left-turn lane is only used
for left-turning vehicles. In order to realize the establishment of the left-turn lane, there are clear lane
direction arrow markings in each lane, marked on the surface of the lane. Once the lane direction
arrow marking is set, it cannot be changed at any time. This paper calls it static lane direction arrow
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marking. It causes the spatial separation of left-turning vehicles from through vehicles. Simultaneously,
this arrangement is usually equipped with a left-turn signal phase duration to temporally separate
left-turning vehicles from through vehicles. This intersection model with static lane direction arrow
markings is applied widely in many cities around the world.

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. Traditional four-leg at-grade intersection model and its signal phase diagram: (a) Four-leg
at-grade intersection model. (b) Intersection signal control phases. TSC: traffic signal controller.

This intersection model plays an important role in the safe passage of vehicles, but it cannot adapt
to changes in traffic flow demand. For example, when there are fewer left-turning vehicles and more
through vehicles, there will be congestion in the through lane, while the space of the exclusive left-turn
lane will be wasted because through vehicles are forbidden in the exclusive left-turn lane. Irrespective
of whether fixed-time control or an actuated traffic signal control are used at the intersection, it will
cause the waste of left-turn phase duration and reduce the intersection’s capacity, especially in the rush
hour, which intensifies the traffic congestion and increases the overall delay of the vehicles. In practice,
this is very common. For example, during the period of people going to work or returning home in
areas near downtown, most vehicles are moving in and out of the city, and there are few or sometimes
even no left-turning vehicles. In this case, the exclusive left-turn lane will reduce the capacity of the
intersection and seriously affect the traffic’s efficiency.

Therefore, this paper proposes a new intersection signal control model which changes the static
lane direction arrow markings into variable lane direction arrow markings. The variable lane direction
arrow markings can change with the number of vehicles, turning the exclusive left-turn lane into a
controllable shared lane for left-turn and through movements. This can enable through vehicles to
enter the controllable shared lane when there are fewer left-turning vehicles in the left-turn lane, thus
solving the problem of wasting space in the exclusive left-turn lane. In addition, with the advantages of
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication, a control strategy is proposed for the new intersection
signal control model which is based on a fixed-time control strategy and can solve the problem of full
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utilization of the green phase in the controllable shared lane. This provides the intersection with a
better ability to adapt to changes in lane traffic flow, and thereby improves the intersection’s capacity.
The proposed intersection signal control model and control strategy were verified with the VISSIM
simulator and analyzed in detail.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the research status of intersection signal
control is discussed. Section 3 presents the new intersection signal control model and control principle.
Section 4 proposes the new intersection signal control strategy. Numerical examples are presented and
discussed for demonstration of the proposed intersection control model and algorithm in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 presents a brief conclusion and recommendations for future work.

2. Literature Review

In view of ameliorating the problem of the exclusive left-turn lane at intersections, several measures
and treatments have been conceived, studied, and implemented. Hummer earlier summarized seven
types of unconventional alternatives: median U-turn, bowtie, superstreet, paired intersections,
jughandle, continuous flow intersection (CFI), and continuous green T; the pros and cons of each are
described [10,11]. Other designs have also been proposed, such as the split intersection [12], USC
intersection [13,14], paraflow intersection [15], etc. The aforementioned measures for the treatment
of left turns are generally called unconventional arterial intersection designs (UAIDs), which are
summarized and compared with each other in [16–19]. Reference to increasing intersection capacity
and safety or reducing the delay at the intersection, as well as describing their application, have been
discussed or validated in [20–24].

In addition, several new or improved methods have been developed. The drawbacks of CFI
are summarized in [25], and the mid-block pre-signal method is given to overcome them, which is
suitable for higher left-turn demand. The exit-lanes for left-turn (EFL) intersection has been presented,
which opens up exit lanes for left-turning traffic dynamically with the help of an additional traffic
light installed at the median opening, and it was found to effectively increase the capacity with a
high level of application flexibility, especially under heavy left-turning traffic conditions [26]. Monte
Carlo simulation was used to obtain optimal signal timings for a displaced left-turn (DLT) intersection,
and it could provide near-optimum parameter selection ranges for the given traffic demands [27]. A
generalized lane-based optimization model for the integrated design of DLT intersection types, lane
markings, length of the displaced left-turn lane, and signal timings is presented, solved, simulated,
and analyzed in [28]. Contraflow left-turn lanes (CLLs) are set up in the opposing lanes adjacent
to the conventional left-turn lane at the intersection, and simulation analysis showed that CLLs
outperformed a conventional left-turn lane design and generated less delay to both left-turn and
through movements [29]. An unconventional U-turn treatment (UUT) for intersections which has a
dual-bay design with different turning radii for small and large vehicles was presented, and could
improve operations at intersection areas, especially when the volume/capacity ratio was small [30].
The traffic operational performance of three left-turn treatments under different traffic conditions
was determined, and results showed that unconventional left-turn control types had less delay and
travel time compared to the direct left-turn [31]. Moreover, a left-turn waiting area (LTWA) was used
to reorganize left-turning traffic flows and to increase the capacity of signalized intersections, and
simulation results showed that LTWA could improve the capacity for the left-turn movement [32,33].

Through the above-cited works, the intersection problem caused by left-turn lanes and green
phase setting was improved. These works have increased the intersection capacity and/or safety or
reduced the delay at the intersection, but they add more signals or need more land space. For example,
the median U-turn removes left-turning movements from the major and minor approaches, forces
left-turning drivers to proceed straight through the at-grade intersection and execute a U-turn at some
distance downstream from the intersection location (directional crossover) in place of the traditional
left-turn movement. During the procedure, signals are needed at the directional crossover and must be
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coordinated with the signal at the main intersection. Moreover, the improvements to the intersection
are obtained only in heavy left-turning vehicles. Otherwise, the effects are not noticeable.

In recent years, the emerging connected vehicle (CV) and intelligent vehicle control technologies are
likely to improve the safety, capacity, and operation efficiency of intersections. A CV can exchange data
through real-time wireless communication including vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I), and vehicle-to-device (V2D) using dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) protocols [34–36].
Intelligent vehicle control technology can realize intelligent driving [37,38], yaw control [39–41], and
even automated driving [42,43].

Many related earlier works for traffic signal control have been accomplished by V2I or similar
technology, and have achieved important results. An adaptive traffic light system based on wireless
communication between vehicles and fixed controller nodes deployed in intersections was developed,
and its improvement of traffic fluency and other clear advantages were validated via simulation [44].
A decentralized adaptive traffic signal control algorithm was given and simulated using supposed V2I
communication data, and the different penetration rates of V2I vehicles were analyzed [45]. Also, an
algorithm was proposed using information from connected vehicles to better adapt the traffic signal
at an intersection with two one-way streets with on turns, and it was proven to be valuable [46]. A
real-time adaptive signal phase allocation algorithm was presented utilizing vehicle location and speed
data from connected vehicles, and optimized phase sequence and duration by solving a two-level
optimization problem [47]. Using GPS trajectory data from a CV under low rates of market penetration,
an approach to estimate traffic volume was developed and two case studies revealed that the approach
could be of significant help to traffic management agencies for evaluating and operating traffic
signals [48]. Under a partially connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) environment, an eco-driving
system for an isolated signalized intersection was proposed to smooth out the shock wave caused
by signal controls [49]. Given the assumption that advanced communication systems are available
between vehicles and the traffic controller, arterial traffic signals for multiple travel modes were
optimized and simulated [50]. A joint control framework for isolated intersections was investigated,
modeled as a two-stage optimization problem, and validated as being able to reduce both vehicle delay
and emissions compared to fixed-time and adaptive signal control [51]. A coordinated signal control
system for urban ring roads under a vehicle–infrastructure connected environment was proposed and
tested using a VISSIM simulation model to improve the average delay, number of stops, and queue
length compared with a conventional traffic control system [52]. An optimal signal control algorithm
using individual vehicle trajectory data under a V2I communication environment was developed and
evaluated, showing superior performance to the actuated as well as fixed-signal control methods in an
isolated intersection and a 2 × 3 signalized intersection network [53]. A new method for estimating
the speed and position of non-connected vehicles at low CV penetration rates along a signalized
intersection was developed and applied to the signal control strategy, and simulations in VISSIM
showed the estimation accuracy to be higher for the intersection with fewer lanes [54]. An isolated
intersection control problem is formulated as a game between the signal controller and the road users
in the context of V2I, and numerical study showed that the method provided better performance and
led to more even distribution of traffic than fixed-time control [55].

In addition, many studies have used V2I technology in the coordination control and optimization
of intersections and vehicles to improve intersection operation efficiency. A method to process C2I
communication data for tailback length approximation in urban networks was provided, and the
tailback length could be used as a criterion to be optimized within signal control methods and used to
provide an individual driver with optimal speed to pass the signalized intersection without stopping [56].
A cooperative method of traffic signal control and vehicle speed optimization for connected automated
vehicles was proposed, and simulation showed a significant improvement of transportation efficiency
and fuel economy [57]. Meanwhile, given the assumption of advanced communication technology
between approaching vehicles and signal controller, a signal control algorithm was developed which
allows for vehicle paths and signal control to be jointly optimized [58]. Three algorithms for traffic
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control using connected vehicles instead of stationary detectors were proposed (i.e., dynamic maximum
gap, throughput-adjusted delay, and throughput-adjusted stopped time), and good performance
was demonstrated [59]. Three categories of vehicles—conventional vehicles, connected vehicles, and
automated vehicles—were considered, and an algorithm was proposed to find the optimal departure
sequence to minimize the total delay based on position information. The simulation results indicated
an evident decrease in the total number of stops and delay when using the connected vehicle algorithm
for the tested scenarios, with information levels as low as 50% [60]. According to the controllability of
CAVs, an innovative intersection operation scheme was proposed which can serve bi-directional traffic
from one road in one signal phase, and which maximizes the intersection capacity by utilizing all lanes
of the road at any given time [61].

The aforementioned studies applied information from V2I or similar technologies to improve
the intersection signal control, and were all proved to be more efficient than conventional methods.
However, there are few studies on V2I technology applied to left-turn signal control at intersections.
Signalized left turn assist (SLTA) related to a cooperative intersection collision avoidance system
(CICAS) was developed to provide information to left-turning drivers about the presence of oncoming
vehicles based on proximity or available gap size [62]. SLTA does not apply more information to
signal control at intersections. The information (i.e., vehicle location, type, and ID, etc.) based on V2I
applied to improve the intersection problems caused by the exclusive left-turn lane space and the
corresponding signal phase duration of the left-turn movements should be carefully discussed. In this
paper, a new intersection control model is developed, and a control method using the information from
V2I in a connected vehicle environment is proposed to resolve the problem caused by the exclusive
left-turn lane space and corresponding signal phase duration, especially under the scenario of fewer
left-turn movements during rush hours.

3. The New Intersection Signal Control Model and Control Principle

3.1. The New Intersection Signal Control Model

In order to solve the problem of lane space and phase duration waste caused by fewer or no
left-turning vehicles in the left-turn lane, the exclusive left-turn lane is redesigned as a shared lane,
in which the left-turning vehicles and through vehicles are permitted at the same time. The shared
lane can be realized by changing the invariable lane direction arrow marking on the road surface to a
variable one based on display technology (e.g., light-emitting diode, LED). Herein the intersection
signal control model with the shared lane and variable lane direction arrow markings is named as the
new intersection signal control model, in comparison to the traditional intersection (Figure 1a), and is
shown in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. The new intersection signal control model diagram.
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In Figure 2, instead of painting on the lane surface, lane direction arrow markings are mounted on
a post above the corresponding lane with the signal heads and signal arrow signs. The lane direction
arrow markings and signal arrow signs are designed using LED lights, which can display different
signs. For example, the lane direction arrow marking above the shared lane can display left-turn,
through, and through and left-turn arrow signs. When the lane direction arrow marking is a through
and left-turn arrow sign, the left-turn and through vehicles can use this lane at the same time, which is
just the function of a shared lane. In the new intersection signal control model, the shared through–right
lane direction arrow markings can also display different signs, but these markings do not change in this
paper, as the shared lane for through and left-turning vehicles and its markings are our research focus.

3.2. The Control Principle

In the new intersection signal control model, every vehicle has an onboard communication device,
and the TSC (traffic signal controller) can communicate with them within the communication range of
the V2I technology, by which the real-time vehicle movement information can be sent to the TSC. This
information includes the vehicle type; the left-turn, right-turn, and through information; ID; position;
and time stamp of each vehicle.

In addition, the TSC can analyze information from vehicles and decide the phase and phase
duration of the next cycle based on the control strategy during the green signal time for the opposite
direction. As in Figure 1, TSCs get and analyze information from vehicles during phase 3 and phase
4, and then decide the time duration of phase 1 and phase 2. In the scenario of less or no left-turn
movements in the shared lane, all or some of the phase duration previously applied only for through
movements can be used by the through vehicles in the shared lane. Furthermore, the part of the phase
duration previously only for left-turn movements can also be used by through vehicles in the shared
lane. Thus, the capacity of the intersection will be increased, and the performance of the intersection
will be improved.

A diagram presenting the control principle of the new intersection signal control model and
comparing it to the traditional intersection control model is shown in Figure 3.

 
Figure 3. The control principle diagram. LED: light-emitting diode; V2I: vehicle-to-infrastructure.

4. The New Intersection Signal Control System and Control Strategy

4.1. Control System

The control system block diagram for the new intersection signal control model is shown in
Figure 4. The control strategy is the key part and is discussed in Section 4.2.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the control system.

Based on the control principle (Figure 3), the inputs of the control system include the fixed-time
signal control parameters and the real-time vehicle movement information by V2I. The fixed-time
signal control parameters, which are defined as the initial signal control information, include cycle
length, phase and phase duration, yellow signal duration, and all-red signal duration.

The outputs of the control system are the control parameters for signal heads, lane direction arrow
markings, and signal arrow signs. The control parameters for signal heads mainly include phase and
phase duration. Here the cycle length, yellow signal, and all-red signal duration are supposed the same
as initial signal control information. The control parameters for lane direction arrow markings include
left-turn arrow, through arrow, or left-turn and through arrow. The control parameters for signal arrow
signs denote that left-turn movements or through movements are permitted to pass the intersection.

4.2. Control Algorithm

4.2.1. The Initial Signal Control Information

The initial signal control information is the fixed-time control parameters based on [63,64], which
were optimized and are suitable for the traffic flow dynamics of the day at the intersection (Figure 1),
as shown in Figure 5. The variables are defined as follows:

 
Figure 5. The northbound signal phases.

Tcycle: the signal cycle;
YT: yellow signal duration;
GTth: through phase duration;
RTth: red signal duration in the through lane;
GTlef: left-turn phase duration;
RTlef1, RTlef2: red signal duration in the left-turn lane.
In addition, some time points to be used later in this paper are shown in Figure 5, such as t1, t2, t3

and t4, which can be expressed as Equation (1).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

t1 = GTth
t2 = t1 + YT
t3 = t2 + GTle f
t4 = t3 + YT

(1)
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4.2.2. Platoon Recognition and Its Passing Stop-Line Time Computation

In the new intersection signal control model, the through vehicle and left-turning vehicle coexist
in the shared lane. If the time where they pass the stop line is obtained, the times RTlef1, GTlef can be
used sufficiently. A method is proposed to calculate the passing stop-line time of vehicles in the shared
lane based on the V2I information. The method includes platoon recognition and its passing stop-line
time computation.

(1) Platoon Recognition

In the shared lane, the continuous and same-turn-signal vehicles are defined as a platoon. For
example, in Figure 6, platoon I (PI) from the first to the nth vehicle are all through movement, but
platoon II (PII) from the first to mth vehicles are all turning left. Platoon recognition is defined as the
number of vehicles in the same platoon.

Figure 6. Platoons on the shared lane.

From Figure 5, during the time RTlef2, vehicles will stop and queue up in the shared lane, and
at the same time, the TSC will receive and analyze the real-time information from the vehicles in the
shared lane. Based on the real-time information, the TSC obtains the left-turning and through vehicles’
position distribution in the shared lane, recognizes the platoon, and obtains the number of vehicles
and type of each vehicle in the platoon. For example, in Figure 6, PI includes the through vehicles from
the first to the nth, and PII includes left-turning vehicles from the first to the mth, and the number of
the PI and PII vehicles is n and m, respectively. Note that there may be different types of vehicles in the
same platoon. In this situation, the number of vehicles in platoons should be converted to the number
of standard cars according to the vehicle type. PI and PII in Figure 6 are assumed to be standard cars.

(2) Time of Platoon Passing the Stop Line

The time of the platoon passing the stop line at the intersection is related to many factors, such
as driver behavior, reaction to the light, the intersection’s topography, the headway of the platoon,
etc. Some related research efforts have been made [65,66]. Because of the many factors related to
the parameter, computation complexity is high. Besides, based on the V2I communication, a large
amount of data about the time of vehicles passing the intersection is obtained easily, and one method is
proposed here.

In the shared lane, once the green signal begins, the queued vehicles start and pass the intersection
successively. Based on the vehicle position and time stamp, the TSC can obtain the time of vehicles
passing the stop line, and then the number of vehicles passing the stop line can be computed according
to the vehicle IDs. Therefore, the time of the platoon passing the stop line, in which the number of
vehicles is recognized, can be calculated. Due to the differences between left-turning and through
vehicles passing an intersection, the statistical data should be computed respectively.

Suppose the vehicles in the left-turn movement platoon are referred to as lef1, lef2, . . . , lefn, the
vehicles in the through movement platoon are th1, th2, . . . , thm, and the corresponding time stamps of
vehicles passing the stop line are tle f 1, tle f 2, . . . , tle f n, tth1, tth2, . . . , tthm , respectively.

Then, the time of the platoon passing the stop line can be obtained according to the start of green:

{
Tle f = tle f n − T0,
Tth = tthm − T0,

(2)
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where Tle f is the time of the left-turn movement platoon passing the stop line;
Tth is the time of the through movement platoon passing the stop line; and
T0 is the start of green.
Thus, the time of all left-turn and through movement platoons passing the stop line can be

obtained. Then, according to the obtained data, the average time τN
le f , τN

th of the platoon with the same
number of left-turning and through vehicles passing the stop line can be calculated :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
τN

le f = AVERAGE
(
T1

le f−N, T2
le f−N, . . .

)
,

τN
th = AVERAGE

(
T1

th−N, T2
th−N, . . .

)
,

(3)

where N is the number of vehicles in the platoon, N = 1,2,3, . . . ;
T1

le f−N, T2
le f−N, . . . are the time of the platoon with N left-turning vehicles to pass the stop line;

T1
th−N, T2

th−N, . . . are the time of the platoon with N through vehicles to pass the stop line.
According to this, the time series {τ1

le f , τ2
le f , τ3

le f , . . .} and {τ1
th, τ2

th, τ3
th, . . .} can be obtained. The time

series is the average time of the left-turn movement platoon and through movement platoon passing
the stop line under different numbers of vehicles in the shared lane at the intersection.

Then, according to the number of vehicles in the platoon recognition, the time of the platoon
passing the intersection can be obtained by searching the time series. For example, if the number of
vehicles in PI is N, the time Tp1 can be obtained:

Tp1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
τN

le f PI is the vehicles turning left

τN
th PI is the through vehicles

(4)

Similarly, the time TP2 for PII can be obtained.

4.2.3. The Control Strategy

In the signal control system, once the control parameters are obtained, the TSC will drive the
traffic light to fulfill the intersection control process. The control parameters are calculated by the
control strategy, which is a key component of traffic signal control.

The inputs of the new intersection control system are initial signal control information and the
real-time vehicle movement information. Based on Figure 5, the initial signal control information
includes Tcycle, GTth, YT, RTth, RTlef1, GTlef, and RTlef2.

On the basis of Formula (4), the real-time information includes the Tp1 and Tp2 for PI and PII, and
their left-turn or through signal information, where flag = 0 means left-turning vehicle and flag = 1
means through vehicle. The real-time information can be expressed as PI(Tp1, flag), PII(Tp2, flag).

The output control parameters for signal heads above the through lane include green signal
duration and red signal duration, labeled as NGTth, NRTth, respectively, and the parameters for the
shared lane include green signal duration and red signal duration. Because left-turn and through
vehicles coexist in the shared lane, the green and red signal durations may be composed of one or two
segments, defined as NGTs1 and NGTs2 for the green signal, and NRTs1 and NRTs2 for the red signal.
Among them, red signal duration NRTs2 = RTlef2, in which the right-of-way is for opposite traffic flow,
is constant.

From what has been discussed above, the control system can be expressed as the following
mathematical expression:

[NGTth, NRTth, NGTs1, NGTs2, NRTs1] = f {Tcycle, GTth, RTth, RTlef1, GTlef, RTlef2, YT,
PI(Tp1, flag), PII(Tp2, flag)}.

(5)

The process for the control strategy is the following.

(1) Flag = 1 in PI(Tp1, flag)
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This means that PI is composed of through vehicles, and the control strategy is as follows:

A: If Tp1 ≥ t3, then

Shared lane: NGTs1 = RTlef1 + GTlef, NGTs2 = 0, NRTs1 = 0, at green time NGTs1 the signal arrow
sign is for through movement.

Through lane: NGTth = RTlef1 + GTlef, NRTth = RTlef2

Regarding the output signal control parameters, the control phases can be described as (a) in
Figure 7.

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. The output control phases under different conditions: (a) Flag = 1 and Tp1 ≥ t3; (b) Flag = 1 in
PI (Tp1, flag) and t2 ≤ Tp1 < t3; (c) Flag = 1 and t1 ≤ Tp1 < t2 and Tp2 ≥ GTlef; (d) Flag = 1 and t1 ≤ Tp1 < t2

and Tp2 < GTlef; (e) Flag = 1 and 0 < Tp1 < t1 and Tp2 ≥ GTlef; (f) Flag = 1 and 0 < Tp1 < t1 and Tp2 <

GTlef; (g) Flag = 0 and Tp1 ≥ GTlef; (h) Flag = 0 and 0 < Tp1 < GTlef.

B: Else if t2 ≤ Tp1 < t3, then

Let Δ1 = Tp1 – t2.
Shared lane: NGTs1 = RTlef1 + Δ1, NGTs2 = GTlef – Δ1, NRTs1 = 0, at the time of NGTs1 the signal

arrow signs are for through movements, and the time NGTs2 is for left-turn movements.
Through lane: NGTth = GTth + Δ1, NRTth = RTth – Δ1

Regarding the output signal control parameters, the control phase can be described as (b) in
Figure 7.

C: Else if t1 ≤ Tp1 < t2, then

1� If Tp2 ≥ GTlef, then

Shared lane: NGTs1 = GTth, NGTs2 = GTlef, NRTs1 = 0, at the time of NGTs1 the signal arrow signs
is for through movements, and the time NGTs2 is for left-turn movements.

Through lane: the phase durations do not change, NGTth = GTth, NRTth = RTth.
Regarding the output signal control parameters, the control phase can be described as (c) in

Figure 7.

2� Else (means Tp2 < GTlef) then
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Let Δ2 = GTlef – Tp2.
Shared lane: NGTs1 = GTth, NGTs2 = GTlef – Δ2, NRTs1 = Δ2, at the time of NGTs1 the signal arrow

sign is for through movements, and the time NGTs2 is for left-turn movements.
Through lane: NGTth = GTth + Δ2, NRTth = RTth – Δ2.
Regarding the output signal control parameters, the control phase can be described as (d) in

Figure 7.

D: Else if 0 < Tp1 < t1, then

Let Δ3 = GTth – Tp1.

1� If Tp2 ≥ GTlef, then

Shared lane: NGTs1 = GTth – Δ3, NGTs2 = GTlef, NRTs1 = Δ3, at the time of NGTs1 the signal arrow
sign is for through movements, and the time NGTs2 is for left-turn movements.

Through lane: the phases do not change, NGTth = GTth, NRTth = RTth.
Regarding the output signal control parameters, the control phase can be described as (e) in

Figure 7.

2� Else (means Tp2 < GTlef) then

Let Δ4 = GTlef – Tp2.
Shared lane: NGTs1 = GTth – Δ3, NGTs2 = GTlef – Δ4, NRTs1 = Δ3 + Δ4. At the time of NGTs1 the

signal arrow sign is for through movements, and the time NGTs2 is for left-turn movements.
Through lane: NGTth = GTth + Δ4, NRTth = RTth – Δ4.
Regarding the output signal control parameters, the control phase can be described as (f) in

Figure 7.

(2) Flag = 0 in the PI(Tp1, flag)

This means that PI is making left-turn movements, and the control strategy is as follows:

A: If Tp1 ≥ GTlef then

Shared lane: NGTs1 = GTlef, NGTs2 = 0, NRTs1 = RTlef1, at the time of NGTs1 the signal arrow sign
is for left-turn movements.

Through lane: NGTth = GTth, NRTth = RTth.
Regarding the output signal control parameters, the control phase can be described as (g) in

Figure 7.

B: Else (means 0 < Tp1 < GTlef) then

Let Δ5 = GTlef – Tp1.
Shared lane: NGTs1 = GTlef – Δ5, NGTs2 = 0, NRTs1 = RTlef1 + Δ5, at the time of NGTs1 the signal

arrow sign is for left-turn movements.
Through lane: NGTth = GTth + Δ5, NRTth = RTth – Δ5.
Regarding the output signal control parameters, the control phase can be described as (h) in

Figure 7.

5. Simulation and Results

In this section, the new intersection signal control model and control strategy were evaluated
based on an intersection located in Qingdao, China with a fixed-time signal control strategy. Relevant
data and control parameters were obtained from the intersection. The cycle length was 129 s, the
phases were the same as in Figure 1b, and the Phase 1 green signal duration was 48 s, Phase 2 was
25 s, Phase 3 was 25 s, and Phase 4 was 19 s. The intersection traffic state in rush hour was focused, in
which very few vehicles were observed in the left-turn lane, a ratio of left-turning vehicles to total
vehicles from 5% to 12.5% was observed, and the total vehicles were about 1800 per hour.
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In this paper, VISSIM software was used as the simulation tool. The simulated intersection was
designed and operated based on the data of the actual intersection. Firstly, the intersection model
is shown in Figure 1a with an exclusive left-turn lane, and its control strategy was fixed-time. In
the scenario, it is named as control algorithm I and the corresponding simulation process is called
Simulation I.

Secondly, the lane direction arrow marking on the left-turn lane surface was painted as a through
and left-turn arrow sign, as shown in Figure 8a. In this intersection model, the left-turning vehicles
and through vehicles were in the same phase, so there were three phases of the intersection: Phase
1 for northbound and southbound left-turn and through movement, Phase 2 for the eastbound and
westbound through movement, and Phase 3 for the eastbound and westbound left-turn movement,
as shown in Figure 8b. Its control strategy was also fixed-time. The scenario is named as control
algorithm II and the corresponding simulation process is called Simulation II.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Control algorithm II intersection control model and its phases diagram: (a) Intersection
control model. (b) Intersection signal control diagram.

Thirdly, the new intersection signal control model is shown in Figure 2 with shared lane, variable
lane direction arrow markings. Its proposed control strategy is shown in Figure 7. The scenario is
named as control algorithm III and the corresponding simulation process is called Simulation III.

The number of vehicles and the cycle length of the traffic control signal were the same in the three
simulation processes. Because Simulation III had eight control results, the simulation time was set as
129 × 8 = 1032 s, and based on the total number of vehicles 1800 vehicle/h from the actual intersection,
the numbers of left-turning vehicles of 100, 160, and 220 were selected.

In the simulation design, five signal groups in the signal controller for the intersection were
considered, which had the same sequence (e.g., red–green–yellow). Signal group 1 controlled the
through/right-turn vehicle movements for eastbound/westbound directions. Signal group 2 controlled
the through movement for the shared lane. Signal group 3 controlled the through/right-turning vehicle
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movements for other directions. Signal group 4 controlled the left-turn movement for other directions.
Signal group 5 controlled the turning movement for the shared lane.

In Simulation III, the shared lane was accessible to left-turning vehicles and through vehicles,
the phase duration time was time-varying. To simulate the new signal control model and strategy
(shown in Section 4.2.3), eight different periods were designed, which implemented different signal
control strategies.

The results obtained included the number of vehicles passing the intersection (capacity of the
intersection) with different input left-turning vehicles, and the percentage increase of Simulation III
and II to Simulation I (Table 1). From Table 1, the capacity of the intersection increased in Simulations
II and III, and Simulation III achieved the best results, meaning the proposed new signal control model
and strategy could increase the performance of the intersection.

Table 1. The simulation results.

Input Left-Turn Vehicles Capacity of the Intersection Increased Percentage

Simulation I

100 343 -
160 345 -
220 358 -

Simulation II

100 409 19.2%
160 383 11%
220 389 8.7%

Simulation III

100 440 28.3%
160 442 28.1%
220 430 20.1%

Besides, the three intersection signal control algorithms were simulated under different numbers
of left-turning vehicles in the left-turn lane, and the capacities were obtained as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The capacities of intersection under three control algorithms.

From the results obtained in Figure 9, we can conclude the following:

(1) As the vehicles on the left-turn lane increased gradually, the intersection traffic capacity decreased
under control algorithms II and III and increased for a long time under control algorithm I.

(2) When the number of vehicles in the left-turn lane was less than N1, control algorithm III was
the best for intersection traffic capacity, followed by control algorithm II, and the worst was
control algorithm I. This means that control algorithms II and III are suitable for fewer left-turn
movements. N1 was the turning point of control algorithms I and II. Below N1, control algorithm
II was better, but after N1 control algorithm I was better.

(3) N2 and N3 were the turning points of control algorithm I and control algorithm III. Below N2,
control algorithm III was better. Above N2 and below N3, control algorithm I was better than
control algorithm III. After N3, the control algorithm III was the best.
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(4) The control algorithm for the intersection can be given as follows:

1� If the number of left-turning vehicles is less than N2 or more than N3, control algorithm III
should be selected;

2� If the number of left-turning vehicles is between N2 and N3, control algorithm I should
be selected;

3� Under the condition of V2I technologies not being applied to the intersection control, control
algorithm II should be used to improve the intersection traffic capacity, but its suitability term is the
number of left-turning vehicles less than N1.

Some discussions are as follows:

(1) In this paper, a new intersection signal control model is designed, the corresponding control
strategy is proposed, and simulation showed that the new intersection signal control model and control
strategy could improve the intersection capacity, especially in case of fewer left-turning vehicles in
peak hours. However, other control models can be used in the case of more left-turning vehicles, as
summarized in (4) above.

(2) The basic condition of the new intersection signal control model and strategy is that the
left-turning and through vehicles line up in the shared lane as a platoon, but randomness is introduced
when a vehicle without platoon control enters the shared lane. Due to fewer left-turning vehicles,
the probability that left-turning and through vehicles will appear intermittently in a long period of
time is impossible. Otherwise, it indicates that the number of left-turning and through vehicle is
approximately equal, and the new intersection control model and algorithm is not suitable. However,
in a short time period, it is possible that left-turning and through vehicles will appear intermittently, as
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The through and left-turning vehicles appearing intermittently in the shared lane.

Under this case, it will be difficult for the control method proposed in this paper to improve the
traffic efficiency of intersections. To solve the problem, a left-turn waiting area and a variable lane line
were set up as shown in Figure 11.

 
Figure 11. Diagram of left-turn waiting area and variable lane line for the case shown in Figure 10.

Left-turn waiting areas have been adopted in many urban intersections in China [32,33]. They are
located at the front end of the left-turn lane (it is shared lane in this study) and extend into the interior
of the intersection. The extension length should ensure that the left-turning vehicles waiting within
this range do not conflict with the traffic flow in the opposite direction. Two parallel white dotted lines
mark the left-turn waiting area, and the front end marks the stop line.
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The design and working principle of the variable lane line are given in this paper. The variable
lane line is composed of LED units, a transparent protective cover, a bearing box, the mask, and the
control unit. The overall structure schematic diagram is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of variable lane line structure.

The variable lane line LED unit groups are changeable, the number of groups in accordance with
the length of the approach lane of the intersection, and connected to the TSC. The TSC can control the
state of the variable line (e.g., on or off state), and its working diagram is shown in Figure 13. The
variable lane line groups in Figure 13 consist of 13 LED units. Figure 13a demonstrates the working
principle and effect of the variable lane line. When the LED is off, the variable lane color will be the
same as the road surface (here it is shown in a different color to indicate its existence). Figure 13b
represents the combination of variable lane line and conventional lane line with fixed marking, which
is in a non-working state. In other words, this situation indicates that vehicles in the shared lane and
its adjacent through lane cannot change lanes with each other. Figure 13c represents the combination
of variable lane line and conventional lane line in a working state (i.e., through vehicles in the shared
lane can change to the adjacent through lane if the through signal is allowed and lane changing is safe,
but the vehicles in the through lane are prohibited from changing lanes to the shared lane).

 
Figure 13. Schematic diagram of variable lane line: (a) Working principle and the effect of the variable
lane line; (b) Non-working state of the combination of variable lane line and conventional lane line; (c)
Working state of combination of variable lane line and conventional lane line.

In this circumstance, the control strategy of the shared lane will firstly give the through signal, and
then the left-turn signal. As for the signal duration time for the through and left-turn movements, the
storage capacity of the left-turn waiting area can be used as the basis for calculation. Assuming the time
for the number of vehicles with the storage capacity to pass through the intersection is Tw, the left-turn
phase duration time GTlef must be greater than Tw (i.e., GTlef > Tw), then the signal control phase
diagram can be obtained under this condition, as shown in Figure 14. In the figure, Δ = GTlef – Tw,
NGTth = GTth + Δ, NGTs1 = RTlef1 + Δ, NGTs2 = Tw. This control strategy is similar to the control
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phases (b) in Figure 7, and only the through and left-turn control durations are different (i.e., NGTth, Δ,
NGTs1, and NGTs2 are different).

 
Figure 14. The control phases for the case shown in Figure 10.

Under this control strategy, the shared lane is firstly given the through signal, and then left-turn
signal. At the through signal time the left-turning and through vehicles will move forward in turn.
The through vehicles directly pass through the intersection and the left-turning vehicles will enter the
left-turn waiting area. For example, for the vehicles in the shared lane of Figure 10, the first through
vehicle will leave the stop line and pass the intersection directly, the second left-turning vehicle will
enter the waiting area, then the third through vehicle will pass the intersection, and then the fourth
left-turning vehicle will enter the waiting area. This continues in turn until the waiting area is full of
left-turning vehicles. The process of the vehicle movements diagram is shown in Figure 15a.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 15. Vehicle movements diagram in shared lane and adjacent lane: (a) Unsaturated vehicle
movements with the left-turn waiting area; (b) Filled vehicle movements with the left-turn waiting
area; (c) Vehicle movements in left-turn green signal.

If there are no left-turning vehicles in the shared lane when the left-turn waiting area is full and the
through green time is not ended, the through vehicles will pass through the intersection successively
until the end of the through green time.

If there are still left-turning vehicles in the shared lanes, the left-turning vehicles will follow the
through vehicles forward until stopping at the stop line, and this will inevitably hinder the subsequent
through vehicles from passing the intersection. In this case, the variable lane line is activated (i.e., the
lane line is in the working state; Figure 13c), which makes the through vehicles in the shared lane able
to change lanes to the adjacent through lane, and then pass the intersection. The process of the vehicle
movements diagram is shown in Figure 15b.

Moreover, when the green time for through movements is over, the green signal for left-turning
movement is active, so the left-turning vehicles in the left-turn waiting area and the shared lane will
pass through the intersection, while the through vehicles in the shared lane can move forward in turn
to reach the stop line. The process of vehicles movements diagram is shown in Figure 15c.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

To improve the capacity of intersections with an exclusive left-turn lane in the case of fewer
left-turning vehicles, especially in rush hour, a new intersection signal control model and control
strategy are presented. This new intersection model includes a shared lane, realized by a variable
lane direction arrow marking instead of markings painted on the surface of the road. Under the new
intersection control model, a control strategy based on V2I communication technology is proposed.

To evaluate the intersection control model and strategy, an actual intersection was selected with
field data collected, and micro-simulations of three different intersection control models and strategies
with VISSIM software were conducted. The results show that the new intersection control model and
strategy could increase the intersection capacity. The new intersection control model and strategy
did not work well when the left-turning and through vehicles appeared intermittently in a short time
period in the shared lane. This problem can be solved by setting up a variable lane line and left-turn
waiting area at the intersection. In this circumstance, the control strategy was designed and the vehicle
movements in different cases were discussed.

However, the new intersection signal control model and strategy was simulated with
one-directional traffic, and the control strategy will be studied for all-direction traffic. Moreover, a
strategy for the comprehensive application of variable lane direction arrow marking, variable lane
lines, and shared lanes will be conducted to improve the intersection efficiency. Furthermore, some
realistic constraints, such as the start time of the green phases, will be considered for further study.
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